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ABSTRACT
The prehistory of Kachemak Bay, Gulf of 'Alaska, was
reflected in the rich bi�archaeological and zooarchaeologi
cal corcponents.

The human skeletal remains provided a base

for determinations of population affinities, demographic
profiles, and pathologic investigations.

Closely related

are the nutritional resource remains that indicated the
animal species utilized, reliance on selected resources.,
seasonality of procurement, and the periods of nutritional
insufficiency.
Human osteological data indicated an Eskimoid stoc k
with closest relationships to North Pacific Eskimo groups.
Population profiles are conditioned by a high child mortality
rate, but long life spans, at least in females, were
realized.

Other than a remarkable case of a very rare

cancer, two pathological conditions were likely related to
seasonal stresses.
Faunal remains provided evidence that a variety of
local sea and land mammals, marine birds, bottom fishes, and
shellfish was utilized.
of the diet.

Mammals and fish provided the bJlk

When reduced to diets of predominately birds

and molluscs, as occurred during late winter and through
early spring, the human population suffered malnutrition.
Although not yet conclusively shown, a possible overuse of
vi
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areal resources may have led to the abandonment of Kachemak
Bay after about 500 A.O. until resource recovery.permitted
new occupations by intrusive populations.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of the ·prehistory of Kachemak Bay, Alaska,
is in · an evolving state.

Unlike many areas of Alaska that

have yet to receive even cursory surveys, Kachemak Bay has
sporadically been the focus of research since the early
1880s.

Unfortunately, long periods of research inactivity

separate the more intense research efforts.

Jacobsen

(Gunther 1977) performed limited excavations in 1883. at

an ab�ndoned site in Kachemak Bay, although the precise
location remains a mystery.

He did find what was probably

a very late prehistoric component that included ceramics
beneath a historic occupation (Dumond and Mace 1968: 14- 15).
The true complexity of prehistory in Kachemak Bay
. was not known until the pioneering efforts of Frederica
de Laguna (1934).

From extensive surveys and major excava

tions over a three-year period, de Laguna was able
establish a cultural sequence for the bay.

to

Donald Clark

(1970� 1974a) h�s designated this 1500 year sequence the
Kachemak tradition, although Dumond (1977a) prefers to
designate this period as the Kachemak stage of the Kodiak
tradition.

Regardless of nomenclature a�opted, de-Laguna's

sequence for this part of Alaska has remained amazingly
intact with few modifications.
l
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The second excavation research hiatus occurred
between the early 1930s and 1970s.
efforts (w.·

The most recent research

Workman, Lobdell, and K. Workman n. d. ) began in

1974 with the excavations at Cottonwood Creek (Lobdell 1975;
W. Workman 1976b), and continued with excavations at Chuga
chik Island in 1974 (K. Workman 1977) and 1977 (K. Workman
1978).

Limited testing in 1978 at the Yukon Island Fox Farm

reveaied additional information· (de Laguna and K. Workman
1978).

Intensive investigations at the Yukon Island Bl uff

site in 1978 showed ·that later inhabitants possessed alien
cultural attributes from·those of the Kachemak tradition
(W. Workman and Lobdell 1979).
It is this latter research effort that attempted to
delve into the physical and environmental past of the inhab·itants of Kachemak Bay.

While interest in material culture

has, of course, continued, major research questions have
also centered around the human and animal remains from
Kachemak Bay sites.

Previous work dealing with osteological

components has been secondary, not quantified, and provi�ed
only tentative conclusions.
The Problem
Artifact assemblages can lend but little information
to better understanding the human and environmental condi
tions that are often effective cultural constraints.
intent of the present research is two-fold.

The

3

Even t�ough some skeletal material has .been studied
(Oetteking 1934), few conclusions were possible from the
fragmented specimens recovered by de Laguna ( 1934).

It is

the purpose of this study of humai:i remains to:
. 1.)

Describe the metric and morphological traits of
the recently recovered human skeletal remains.

2. )

Determine the racial affinity of the Kachemak
people and compare them with other regional and
coeval populations.

3. )

.
Describe and comment on the mortuary sub-system.

4. )

Determine a paleo-demographic profile for these
vanished people.

5. )

Appraise the general physical condition of
individuals through the examination of skeletal
pathologies.

The study of human populations and the quality of life can
seldom be divorced from the nutritional resource bases.
Bioarchaeology can be· viewed as dependent on zooarchaeology.

Thus, a second purpose is to:
1. )

Document the types and frequencies of the
various animal remains from the archaeological
sites in order to determine the probable subsis
tence base.

2. )

Determine, where possible, the seasonality of
resource exploitation.

4

3. )

Determine areas of resource availability.

4. )

Discuss possible _ methods of animal procurement.
Compare the Kachemak Bay fauna! assemblages with

5. )

those from other Gulf of Alaska archaeological
sites to discover possible area-wide resource
exploitation patterns.
6�)

Rank the animals in terms of their probable con
tribution to the subsistence of the prehistoric
people of Kachemak Bay.

7. )

Determine possible diachronic changes in
resource exploitation and/or evidence for popu
lation pressures on these resources.
Environmental Setting

Kachemak Bay is certainly both a diverse and an
extremely rich marine embayment.

Located at the southwest

end of the Kenai Peninsula (Figure 1), the north and south
shores of this bay are in stark contrast to each other.

The

smoothly contoured north shore consists of the eroding Homer
Bench--cliffs of Tertiary sandstones (Karlstrom 1964:18)
alternately stratified with beds of lignite.

Orange bands

of rock and ash are the result of natural lignite fires.
The water along the shore is shallow; the effects of cur
rents and the Homer Spit have trapped sediments, thus ·fill
ing and producing a vast intertidal zone of mud and silt.
The convoluted south shore is less affected by the trapping

5
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Figure 1. Map of Kachemak Bay, with inset map of
Alaska. Locations are given for Cottonwood Creek (SEL 030),
Chugachi_k Island (SEL 033), Yukon Island Bluff/Fox Farm
(SEL 041), and Yukon Island (SEL 001) sites.
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action of the Homer. Spit.

High peaks, capped by active

glaciers in the west and the H�rding Ice Field in the east,
rise directly out of the sea.

Numerous fjords and small

islands adorn the Kachemak Bay and Gulf of Alaska coasts of
the Kenai Peninsula.

The metamorphic rock of the south

Kachemak Bay coast includes the argillite, chert, graywacke,
and greenstone of the Seldovia Bay complex of probable late
Mesozoic age .

The very western edge of the south shore

. consists of Upper Triassic and Lower Jurassic marine·

volcanogenic strata--beds of gently folded tuffs, siliceous
and calcareous siltstones, with volcaniclastic
inclusions
.
(Cowan and Boss 1978 ) . Small beaches and spits are of
well-drained gravels and sands .
The climate by Alaska standards is mild.

Tempera-

tures seldom fall below 0 ° F. in winter, thus ·the bay is
usually ice-free .

Sununer ·temperatures are moderate, and the

usually heavy Gulf of Alaska rainfall is cut drastically_ by
the Kenai Mountains (U. S . Environmental Data Service 1978:
Table 1).
As the archaeological faunal assemblages to

be

discussed virtually mirror the present resources, the types
of organisms supportative of human life will only be briefly
mentioned here.

Coastal marine mammals and birds, both

marine and anadromous fishes, and abundant molluscan
resources were available to aboriginal inhabitants of
Kachemak Bay .
available .

Land mammals, both large and small, were also

7

Prehistoric Material Culture
A Brief Overview
The prehistoric assemblages of the Kachemak Bay area
have been categorized by de Laguna (1934) into five "periods"
(phases in current usage); Kachemak I, Kachemak II, Kachemak
Sub-I I I, Kachemak I I I, and Kachemak IV.

The final phase lies

··outside of the tradition of the Kachemak Eskimo.
The first two phases are actually a continuum charac
terized by a gradual replacement of tools of flaked stone by
ground stone, large notched stone net weights that became
smaller over time, notched ulus, boulder spall cutting and
scraping tools, ground stone adzes, labrets, and stone lamps.
Bone tool-making technology is present throughout the sequence
exemplified by several types of harpoon points, barbed darts,
wedges, handles, and, needles/awls (K. Workman 1977; 1978:
de Laguna and K. Workman 1979).

But beginning in Kachemak

Sub- I I I, there is an obvious cultural florescence as displayed
in the high levels of artistic craftsmanship applied to every
day tools, jewelry, intricate decoration of lamps, and previ
ously unpracticed patterns of mortuary ceremonialism
(de Laguna 1934; Lobdell 1975;

w.

Workman 1977b).

One of the

continuing mysteries of the research is the abrupt disappear
ance of Kachemak tradition peoples by about 500 A.D.
The earlier and later periods of time within this
sequence are only now becoming better known.

Kachemak I is

defined only from a small assemblage from the bottom of the

8

Great Midden site (de Laguna 1934) .on Yukon Island ( SEL 001)
and recent tests (de Laguna and K. Workman 1979) at

the

Yukon Island Fox Farm site (SEL 04 1).
However, this early phase has probable affinities to
the earlier maritime manifestations of the northern Gulf of
Alaska.

Related assemblages of approximately 600 0 years in

age are documented for the G.tlf coast of the Alaska Penin
sula at Takli Island (G. Clark 1977: 80) and on Kodiak Island
(D. Clark 1974: 1979: 222-227).
can

be

More direct relationships

recognized from coeval sites, again on the Pacific

coast of the Alaska Peninsula (G. Clark 1977: 80-8 1) and
Kodiak Island (Clark 1970: 92).
The latest Kachemak IV phase. is the most poorly known

and understood.

Associated with this time are some pottery

sherds and native copper artifacts from the uppermost level
at the Great Midden site on Yukon Island, a triangular butt
facetted ground slate· end blade from Passage Island (de Laguna
1934), and a similar end blade from G.111 Island (Lobdell
1976).

An

occupation. clearly separate from the· main occupa

tion at Cottonwood Creek is also outside of the Kachemak
tradition.

Given both the stratigraphic context and typo

logically late appearing artifact types, including small
triangular end blades, the date of 1630 + 65 radiocarbon
years:

A. O. 320 ( S- 1055, NMC-805) on this.assemblage is not

acceptable (W. Workman 1977: 32).

A more reasonable time for

the upper component at Cottonwood Creek might

be

early in the

9

Second Millenium A. D.

Although not part of the Kachemak

tradition; the faunal assemblage is analyzed herein.
The most. important later prehistoric site investi
gated to date is the Yukon Island Bluff site.

The artifact

assemblage does not approximate those previous data from
Kachemak Bay.

The return to chipped stone, straight

unnotched ulus, and ceramics in this assemblage are more
closely related to coeval assemblages from the Alaska
Peninsula (W. Workman and Lobdell 1979).
This incomplete later prehistory of Kachemak Bay is
in . great contrast to the numerous documented Koniag tradi

tion sites of Kodiak Island (Clark 1974).

However, it is

certain that no Koniag or other Eskimos were present in
Kachemak Bay by the time of the coming of the Europeans.
The bay was instead in the firm control of the Tanaina Atha
pascan Indians.

While it is impossible to reflect directly

through an Indian ethnography to archaeological cultures
that were obviously Eskimo (de Laguna 1934), the Tanaina of
Kachemak Bay were practicing a maritime lifestyle with some
borrowing of Eskimoid material culture (Osgood 1937).

It is

becoming increasingly apparent that the Tanaina takeover
probably was a very recent prehistoric phenomenon made pos
sible by the abandoned or neglected econiche of Kachemak
Bay, as well as.upper Cook Inlet (W. Workman 1974;
w. Workman, Lobdell, and K. Workman n. d. )
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The Research Sitei
Chugachik Island (SEL 033) is the site (Figure l).of·
a deep. (2+ meters) coastal midden.

One portion of the site

is saturated and some wooden artifacts have been preserved.
Yet the majority of artifacts include the small stemmed
projectile points and other chipped stone implements that
are more numerous than those of ground stone.

Bone tools

are also in abundance, including several carved figurines
(see Figure 2) •

Over 1000 small notched stones were

recovered (K. Workman 1977; 1978 ).
The range of material in the site dates from Kachemak
II through Kachemak Sub-III, and perhaps into the beginning
of Kachemak III.

The oldest radiocarbon date obtained is
790 B. C. (UGa-2343), taken

2740 + 75 radiocarbon yea�s:
from the bottom of the midden.
supported by the typology.

This earliest date is not

A more reasonable date taken

from sewn birchbark found in a shell layer directly above
306 B. C.

subsite peat is 2310 + 65 radiocarbon years:
(S-1062).

The middle of the occupation is dated from two

samples taken in levels eight· and nine respectively, in
different areas of the midden.

The results are 1705 + 65

radiocarbon years:

24 5 A. D. (S- 1063) and 1940

radiocarbon years:

10 A. O. (UGa-2342).

475 A. O. (UGa-2344).

90

One samp_le taken

from near the top of the midden dated 1475
years:

±

±

70 radiocarbon

Thus, the Chugachik Isl�nd

···1
1

s�:t.. l
?:if
'

•'

'.\'

r\
�:;�_·:.

Figure 2. Artifacts from the Chugachik Island
Site (SEL 0 33). From left to right. Top Row: Flaked
stone bifaces (6) and sideblade. Middle: Ivory seal (?)
head, eye . Below: Barbed bone points (4), harpoons (3),
bone seal (?), slate and bone adzes.
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site had been occupied for at least. 800 years (W. Workman
1977a) .
The Cottonwood Creek site (SEL 030) , a deep (3+
meters) midden located on the north shore (Figure l) pro

·L

duced only about 500 artifacts.

Oth�r than fresh water, arid

possibly favorable exposure to winter sunlight, there are
few advantages to the location.
ing and bottom fishing areas.

It is far from prime hunt
The mud flat in front of the

site produces little beach food today, b..lt there have been
·some obvious changes in the silt content of the north shore.
Unlike the Chugachik Island site, there was little flaked
stone.

Some ground slate tools were present.

Small barbed

arrowheads were present b..lt the larger dart or harpoon
points associated with sea mammal hunting were absent (see
Figure 3) .

More important was the amount of mortuary data

obtained (Lobdell 1975;

w.

Workman 1977b) .

In addition to the previously discussed upper compo
nent, dates have been obtained for the m�in occupation.
Both bottom samples were from planks taken from different
structures from the base of the midden with the resulting
dates of 1745 + 65 radiocarbon years:
1750

±

1 25 radiocarbon years:

205 A. O. (S-1042) and

200 A. O. (S-1043) .

A date

for .a sample found 10 centimeters beneath the top of the
main occupation·was 1555 + 75 radiocarbon years:
(S-1054) .

395 A.O.

Thus, most of the material is of Kachemak I I I age

(W. Workman 1977a) , but the deep midden was not occupied as
early or as long (maximum 500 years) as Chugachik Island.
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Artifacts from the Cottonwood Creek Site
Figure 3.
(SEL 030). From left to right. Top Row: Upper Component-
bone handle (?), bone point, slate blades (2). Middle:
Artificial eyes (2), bone and shell beads (3), small marble
labret, notched slate ulu, large bone foreshaft. Bottom
Row: Slate blades (3), large labret.
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The Yukon Island Bluff site (SEL 041) provided a
glimpse of the adaptive strategy of later peoples of·the
bay.

Unlike the earlier sites, no human skeletal remains

were found here.

This site may have been ephemerally occu

pied over about two centuries.

Dates obtained for the site

are 1130 � 120 radiocarbon years:
� 20 5 radiocarbon years:
195 radiocarbon years:

820 A. O. (UGa-2340), 1315

625 A. O. (UGa-234 1), and 1090 +
860 A. D. (UGa-2339).

Finished artifacts include small bipoints, a side
blade, drill, and wedges.

Much of the chipped stone is of

exotic materials including basalt, obsidian, and several
cherts (Figure 4).

Of course, the large sample of pottery

also likely represents an· outside intrusion of more western
peoples (W.

Workman and Lobdell 1979).

Analysis of the Mortuary and Subsistence Subsystems
This study is divided into the five researched osteo
logical corrq;,onents.

Chapter II includes the study of human

remains from Chugachik Island and Cottonwood Creek.

As

methodologies in analyzing faunal remains dif fer greatly
from those of human osteology, Chapter III discusses these
methodologies as they apply to the Kachemak Bay research�
Chapters IV through VII cover the faunal components; · mam
mals, birds, fishes, and shell fish.

Chapter VIII involves

selected study of the integral data.

Finally, Chapter IX

consists of conclusions and recommendations for further
human and faunal research.

. 1
5

Figure 4. Artifacts from the Yukon Island Bluff
Site (SEL 041).· From left to right. · Top Row: Burinated
biface, leaf-shaped· biface, stemmed bifaces ( 2), small
bifaces (2), and sideblade. Middle: Flaked stone awl or
drill, bone leister, small jet. labret, bone·harpoon point,
bone fishhook, flaked stone wedge, flaked stone adze,
flaked basalt biface. Botton Row: Slate rod, slate ulu,
slate end blades (2).

CHAPTER II
HUMAN SKELETAL REMAINS
The Mortuary Subsystem
At Cottonwood Creek and Chugachik Island the archaeo
logical record has yielded a complex burial pattern.

Cate

gories of interment include fully articulated burial with
and without grave goods, disarticulated or secondary burial,
dismembered and mutilated burial, multiple burial, ·burial

with major skeletal elements missing, and scattered human
skeletal elements not associated ·with any recognizable
individual burial.

Stratigraphic profiles indicate very

shallow interment in all cases.
Impressive grav·e goods indicative of high status were
found with only the articulated skeleton of a late middle
age female 74AMU3-B5 at Cottonwood Creek (Figure 5).

Two

large labrets, of the variety that might have decorated a
mask, had been placed upon the sternum.

The material for

the labrets is jade and jet, respectively.

Additionally,

circa 3200 rectangular bone and shell beads found about the
neck, shoulders, arms, and upper chest may have decorated a
parka or dance cape.
at each wrist.

A tubular carved bone bead was found

The individual was lying on the left side in

a flexed position with the hands placed palm-to-palm and the
head toward magnetic west.
16
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Figure 5.
flexed burial.

.
74AMU3-BS:

A typical
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A small bone knife with bone handle was found in
associa�ion with the articulated remains of a young child
(74AMU3-B6).

The remains were flexed, the arms folded upon

the chest, and lying on the right side with a southwest head
direction.
Articulated burial without grave goods constituted
the major type at Cottonwood Creek.

Two adult males

(74AMU3-B2 and B4), · two adu 1t females (74AMU3-B7 and B8),
and one infant (74AMU3-B3) were found in the flexed position
with the arms folded upon the chest.
random.

Head direction was

The males and infant were interred on the left side

and the adult females lay on the right.

The only compl�te

burial taken to date from Chugachik Island was als·o of this
type.

An adu 1t male ("980B), was found in the slough zone· at

the seaward face of the site.
A probable secondary b.Jrial is apparent from 74AMU3B9.

All skeletal elements were present but few articulated

units were included.

The innominates - formed a pedestal for

the skull, which had been placed at the top of the bone con
centration.

The entire interment had been compressed .into

about 30 cubic centimeters.
this tidy disarticulated-

De Laguna (1934: 42-47-) reports

bu rial

as the major type found during

her work.at Cottonwood Creek.
A second dismembered and mutilated b.Jrial (74AMU3-B1l)
represents three individuals; Blla, a middle-aged female,
Bllb, a young adult male, and Bllc, a new born infant.

All

were disarticulated, but Blla and b exhibit similar patterned
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cut marks, broken distal femora, and iliac perforations
(Figure 6).

Cut marks are �lso present on the proximal

humeri of both ·persons..

The teeth had _been pulled except

for the emerging third mandibular molars of the young male.
From the deep cut marks and compression fractures on the
mandible, it appears that there had been some attempt at
removal of these molars as well (Figure 7).

The female had

highly stylized diamond-shaped bone eyes. placed in· each
orbit.
been

Iru

The infant remains, though disarticulated, had not
tilated.
Another multiple b.lrial (74AMU3-B1) contained only

two individuals, male (Bla) and female (Blb).

Preservation

of this pair was very poor, b.lt no dismemberment or mutila
tion was apparent.

Major elements were articulated by limb

units, but the skulls had been placed on top of the innomi
nate pedestals.

Poor preservation limited recognition of

the placement of the smaller and more fragile bones.
The final category, elements not associated with
burial, is represented by the majority of individuals from
both sites.

Elements of cranial, postcranial, axillary, and

appendicular skeletons were randomly distributed throughout
the midden matrix with no more importance t�an the non-human
fauna! refuse.

The minimum number of individuals (MN!) can

be calculated for human bones by element, and paired element
tabulations further subdivided by age and· sex categories, a
method discussed by Krantz (1968), Bokonyi (1970), and
Chaplin (1971).

This method is used in connection with

20

Figure 6.
fractures.

Ilia displaying bilateral compression

21

Figure 7. 1'-'landible displaying extraction of teeth.
Note breakage at the emerging M .
3
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animal remains.
Bass ( 197 1) .

Sexing criteria for this study come from

Gross age categories of senile, adult,

sub-adult, child, and infant were established and utilized
except where more precise ages could be determined using the
comparative collection of the University of Tennessee,
·- .

Laboratory of Osteology, Bass ( 197 1) , and McKern �nd Stewart
( 1957) .

.

.

Although the assigning of precise ages to elements

may duplicat·e a gross age category, the reader should be
aware that the MN I is nevertheless a conservative figure.
Thus, at least eight �ndividuals are represented,
based on the disarticulated elements from Cottonwood Creek
(Table I) .

Eleven MNis are represented in the su bstantially

smaller sample from Chugachik Island as two poorly preserved
partial adult b..lrials were stratigraphically and spatially
separated in the archaeological context and therefore,
represent separate individuals.

There is skeletal material

of a su b-adult that is older than the oldest recognized
precisely aged child (Table I I) .
Discussion
A rich ceremonial life is hinted at, albeit obscurely,
by these unusual practices with the remains of the dead
(W. Workman 1974: 18) .

In addition to the categories of

interment encountered in this study, de Laguna (1934: 42-50)
reports burial with additional or "surplus" crania.

A

multiple burial from Yukon Island contained two articulated
skeletons and two additional skulls.

Extra skulls have been
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TABLE I
Scattered Human Remains

Cat. No.
74AMU3950
951
952
953
954
955
· 956
957
958
959
960
961
962
963
964
965
966
967
968
969
970
972
973
974
975
976
977
978
979
980
981
982
983
984
985
986
987
988
989
990

Bone

fibula
rib
rib
rib
prox. phalanx, hand
med. phalanx, hand
mandible
clavicle
thoracic vert.
thoracic vert.
prox. phalanx, foot
rib
rib
12th thoracic vert.
prox. phalanx, hand
2nd metacarpal
prox. phalanx, hand
prox. phalanx, hand
rib
cervical vert.
1st metatarsal
thoracic vert.
maxilla
prox. phalanx, foot
prox. phalanx, foot
innominate
5th metatarsal
med. phalanx, foot
12th thoracic
talus
thoracic vert. frag.
thoracic vert. frag.
spinous process
pubis
pubis
innominate
innominate
sacrum
lumbar vert. frags.
iliac crest· frag.
femur (distal epiphysis)

Side

L
L
R
R
R
L
R

SEL 030

Sex

F

R
R
R

L
L
R
L
R
R
R

L
R
R
R

M

R

L
R
R
L

M

Age

17-18
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Sub-adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Sub-adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult

Adult

Remarks

Burned
No palatine torus

983-989 are from
one poorly preserved but articulated
unit
II

II
II

R

Child
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TABLE I (Continued )

Cat . No .
74AMU3991
992
993
994
995
996
997
998
999
1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010

Bone

Side

1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022
1023
102 4
1025
1026
1027

rib frags .
1st rib
rib frag .
rib frag .
rib frag .
11th rib
rib
talus
navicular , foot
2nd cuneiform
unidenti fiable hand
thoracic frag .
2nd prox . phalanx
3rd metacarpal
3rd metatarpal
1st metatarsal
prox. phalanx
1st metacarpal
med. phalanx
distal epiphysis
of femur
manubrium
3rd mandibular molar
mandible frag .
mandible frag .
mandible frag .
mandible frag .
1st lumbar vert .
2nd lumbar vert .
thoracic vert .
1st cervical vert .
2nd cervical vert .
thoracic vert .
3rd cervi cal vert .
thoracic frag .
lumbar vert .
1 umbar fr ag .
humerus

1028
1029
1030
1031

L
1st rib frag .
maxilla-mandible
femur & fibula frags .
tibia
R

R
R (? )
L
L
L
L
L
R
R
L
L
R
L
L
R

(? )

Sex

Age

Remarks

Adult

Adult
II
II

�98-1000 are like
ly from one unit

"

Sub-adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Sub-adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Child
Sub-adult
Adult
Seni le
II

"
"

Adult
II

Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Child
Sub-adult
II

Sub-adult ( ? )
Adult
17-18

1013-1016 from
same mandible , no
acce ssory mental
foramen
arti culate s with
1018
probably from same
unit
II

II
II

burned , fragment
fits 1026
burned , found in
two fragments
burned
poorly preserved
poorly preserved
probably articu
lates with 1080
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TABLE I (Continued)

Cat . No .
74AMU31032
103 3
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040
1042
1043
1044
1045
1046
1047
1049
1050
1051
1052
105 3
1054
1055
1056
1057

· Bone

Side

thoracic vert .
thoracic vert .
scapula
3rd cervical
thoracic frag .
tibia
tibia
rib frag .
rib
maxilla
3rd metatarsal
medial phalanx , hand
thoracic vert .
ischium
scapula
cuboid
femur head frag .
2nd cuneiform
metatarsal
prox . phalanx , foot
2nd cuneiform
1st cervical vert .
cervical vert .
2nd cervical vert .

1071
1072

1st or 2nd maxillary molar
4th metacarpal
hamate
patella
talus
prox . phalanx , foot
2nd cunei form
rib frag .
rib frags .
1st metacarpal
dis t . phalanx , hand
1st or 2nd mandibular molar
cervical vert .
humerus/ulna

1073
1074

lumbar vert .
med . phalanx , hand

1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069
1070

R

Sex

Age

Adult
Sub-adult
Sub-adult
Sub-adult

R
L

Infant

L
L
R

Infant
Infant
Sub-adult
Sub-adult
Child
Chi ld
Child
Adult
Adult
Adult
Child
Sub-adult
Chi ld
Adult
Adult
Adult

R
R
R
L
R
L

Remarks

II

R

Adult

L
L
L
L
L
R
R

Adult
Adult
Adult·
Adult
Adult
Adult

L
L

Adult
Adult
Adult

R

Chi ld
4- 5
Adult
Adult

same individual
as 1 0 3 8

poorly preserved

articulates with
1055
heavy wear

poorly preserved
moderate wear
found with an infant burial (B- 3 )
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TABLE I ( Continued)

Cat . No .
74AMU31075
10 77

Bone

Side

prox. phalanx , foot
mandible

R

10 78
10 79
1080
1081
1082
1085

femur
tibia
femur
humerus
calcaneus
frontal and frags .
of both attached
parietals

L
L
R
R
L

1086
1087
108 8
1089

parietal frags .
rib frag .
rib frag .
ulna

1090
1091
1092

navicular , hand
med . phalanx
vert . centrum epiphysis
rib
lumbar vert .
thoracic vert.
thoracic vert .
3rd metatarsal
prox . phalanx , hand
med . phalanx , hand
rib frag .
rib
thoracic vert .
prox . phalanx , hand
1st metatarsal
1st rib
prox . phalanx, hand
3rd metacarpal

1094
1095
1096
1097
1099
1101
1102
1103
1104
1106
110 7
1108
1109
1110
1111

L
R
R

L

L
L

Sex

Age

Adult
7- 8

F
F
M

Adult
Adult
1 7- 18
4- 5

right supraorbital
foramena complete ,
le ft not complete ,
no accessory frontal ·
foramen

F

parts of 10 85
Senile ( ? )

arthritis , exostos is
around semilunar/radial notches

Sub-Adult

Sub-Adult
Sub-Adult
Sub-Adult

poorly preserved

Adult
Adult

R

R

Adult

R
L

1st permanent molars erupted with
little wear, 2nd
incisor about to
erupt , no acces- sory mental foramen or mylohyoid
bridges
articulates with
10 79

F

Adult
Sub-Adul t
Adult
Sub-Adult
Adult

L

Remarks

burned
possible cut marks

TABLE I

Cat . No .
74AMU31112
111 3
1114
1115
1116
1117
1118
1119
1120
1121
112 2
112 3
1124
1125
1126
112 7
1128
1129

Bone
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(Continued)

Side

Sex

Age

3rd metacarpal
2nd metacarpal
5th metatarsal
navicular , foot
4th metatarsal
5th metacarpal
1st metacarpal
2nd metatarsal
1st phalanx, foot
thoracic frag .
1st metatarsal
hamate
2nd cune i form
prox . phalanx � foot
navicular , hand
lunate
capitate
prox. phalanx , hand

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
L
R

Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult

L
L
L
R
R
R
R
R

Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult

L

Adult

R

Adult

1 1 32
11 3 3
1 1 34

1st prox. phalanx ,
hand
1st dis.t. phalanx ,
hand
prox . phalanx, foot
4th metacarpal
prox . phalanx

R
R

Adult
Adult
Adult

1 1 35

prox . phalanx

11 36
11 37

talus
prox. phalanx, foot

R
R

Adult
Adult

11 38
11 39
1140
1141
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147

navicular, foot
vert . centrum frag .
cuboid
thoracic frag .
cal cane us
lumbar vert .
talus
1st cunei form
rib frag .
prox . phalanx

L

Adult

R
R

Adult
Adult
Adult

L
R

Adult
Adult

1 1 30
1 1 31

Adult

Adul t

Remarks

poorly preserved

arthri tis at dis
tal condyles

distal condyles ex
hibit he aled frac
tures
distal condyles
amputated , shaft
healed
distal condyles are
eburnated
poorly preserved

poorly preserved

di stal condyles
amputated , shaft
healed
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TABLE I ( Continued)

Cat . No .
74AMU 31148

Bone

Side

Sex

Age

2nd cuneiform

R

Adult

R
L

Adult
Adult

R

Adult

R

Adult

1172
11 73
1174
11 75
11 76
1 1 77

med . phalanx, foot
lunate
lumbar vert . frag .
1st . dist . phalanx,
foot
1st rib
rib frag .
thoracic vert . frag .
1 umbar vert . frag .
1 umbar ve rt. frag .
2nd cunei form
rib
5 th metacarpal
scapula
rib
patella
prox. phalanx , foot
lunate
molar
3rd cuneiform
5th metatarsal
1st prox. phalanx ,
hand
prox. phalanx
navicular , foot
thoracic frag .
prox . phalanx , foot
med . phal anx, hand
5th metacarpal

L
R
L

1178
1179

med . phal anx
humerus

R
L

1181
1182
1183
1184
1185
1186
1187

rib
1st cervical
prox . phalanx , hand
navicular , hand
rib frags .
rib frags .
cervical vert .

L

1149
1150
1151
115 3
1154
1155
1156
115 7
1158
1159
1160
1161
1162
116 3
1164
1165
1166
116 7
1168
1169
1170

Sub-Adult

Adult
Adult
Adult
Sub-Adult
Sub-Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult

L
R
R
L
R
R
R
L

R
L
L

Adult
Adult
Infant
Adult
Adult
Adult

R
L

R
R

M

Adult
Adult

Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult

Remarks

possible pathology ,
slight exostosis

poorly preserved

burned .
burned
moderate wear

exostosis at distal condyle
osteophytosis at
capitulum and exostosis at olecranon
fossa and greater
tubercle

poorly preserved
poorly preserved
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TABLE I (Continued}

Cat. No .
74AMU31188
1189
1190
1192
119 3
1194
1195
1198
1199
1200

Bone

clavical
radius
3rd metacarpal
rib
rib
rib
5th metatarsal ·
rib
rib
navicular

Side

L

R
R
R
R
L
R
L
L
R

Sex

Age

Adult
7- 8
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Sub-Adult
Sub-Adult
Adult

Remarks

3D
. TABLE I I

S cattered Hmnan Remains -- SEL 0 3 3 ·

Cat . No .

-

Bone

7.
808
814
817
818
821
822
823 .
824
825
826
82 8
834
842
844
845
848
855
856

cuboid
rib frag .
premolar
rib frag .
thoracic vert .
prox . radius
ham.ate
dist . humerus
sacnnn frag .
innominate frag .
femur head
molar frag .
rib
rib frag.
rib frag .
humerus
lumbar vert .
ulna

858
859
860

1st dist . phalanx
lumbar vert .
frontal

861
862
86 3
864
865
866
86 7
868
872
1385
142 1
1422
142 3
1424
142 5
1426
142 7
142 8

rib
rib
rib
rib
rib
rib
prox. ulna
frontal frag .
hamate
tooth frag .
rib
cervical vert .
calcaneous
thoracic vert .
maxilla
maxilla
humerus
tibia frag .

Side

Sex

Adult
Sub-Adult
Adult
· Adult

R

L
L

F

L

L

R
R

R
R
R

L
R
R
R

L
L
R
R

burned

Adult
Adult
Adult

R
R

Remarks

Adult

L

L
L

Age

F

Adult
Adult

Sub-Adult
Infant
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Child
3-4
Child
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Sub-Adult
2- 3
2- 3
Adult

abnormal shaft
curvature
poorly preserved
supraorbital foramen incomplete , no
frontal foramen

articulates with
1426
poorly preserved ,
part of 1430
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TABLE I I ( Continued)

Cat. No .
7. 1429
14 30
14 31
14 3 2
14 3 3
14 34
14 35
1436
2 196
22 36
2262
2 30 3
2 304
2 30 5
2 306
2 30 8
2 3 10
2 311 '
2 31 2
2313
2 314
2315
2 316
2 318
2 3 19
2 3 20
2 32 1
2 322
2323
2 324
2 32 5
2 32 6
2327
2 32 8
2 3 29
2 3 30
2 33 1

Bone

Side

1st cervical vert .
tibia frag .
sacrum
mandible
radius frag .
rib
premo lar
inciso r
scapula
parietal frags .
skull 2
skull 3
innominate
scapula
radius
maxilla
rib
rib
rib frag .
· rib frag .
rib frag .
lumbar vert .
calcaneous
rib
tibia
occipital
maxilla
dist. fibula
temporal frags .
femur head
incisor
rib
sacrum frag .
femur head
femur head
radius
rib
partial burial , only
some longbones present
partial burial , only
some longbones present

Sex

Age

Adult
Adult
3-4
L

Adult

L

Adult
Adult

L
R
R
L
R
R
R
R
L
L
L

L
R
L
R
L
L
L
R

M
M
M

Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
3-4
Adult
Adult

Remarks

part of 1428

poli sh indicates
possible too l use
( as a bowl ? )
poorly preserved
poorly preserved
poorly preserved

Adult
Adult
Sub-Adult
Adult
Child
Adult
'Adult

Child
Child

Adult

Adult
Adult
Child
7- 8
Adult
Adult

cataloged with
following entry
cataloged with
following entry
very poorly preserved
very poorly preserved

. 3
2
TABLE I I (Continued)

Cat. No .

-

7.
2 332
2 33 3
3218
3217

Bone

Side

tibia
tibia frag .
innominate
humerus frag .

L
L

mandible frag.

Sex

Age

Remarks

Adult

R

F

Adult
Adult

poorly preserved ,
cataloged with
following entry
poorly preserved
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interpreted as a "trophy" (de Laguna 1934: 44 ).

Ethnograph

ical ly, the neighboring· Chugach were reported to take the
head of an enemy kil led in battle home for display · as a
trophy (Oswalt 1967: 188).

The taking of trophy heads was a

widespread southern Eskimo custom (Nelson 1899: 329) and some
L

trophy heads are reported from northern Northwest Coast
Indian groups (de Laguna 193 3).
Dismembered individuals are . al so reported by de Laguna
(1934:42-47). She did not recover any remains with the smal l
pelvic compression fractures.

Dril l holes in numerous human

bones incl uding innominates have been described from early
excavations on Kodiak Island (Hrdli�ka 1941: 6), and simil ar
punched holes have been more recently reported by Donald
Cl ark (1970: 89) in the ilia of a child.

As these comparable

findings are from coeval localities assigned to the Late
Kachemak tradition , these traits of human bone perforation
are considered integral to the mortuary subsystem.
Reasons for bone perforation are at best speculative.
There is no known function f or ilia compression fractures,
although such punched holes are in apparent stylistic
bilateral symmetry.

Curtis relates a legend of whaling

ritual that indicates that certain Northwest Coast Indians,
suc_h as the Makah , commonly strung skeletons together to
make a bizarre marionette (de Laguna 1934: 167), and de Laguna
(1956: 95) suggests that this may be a reason for hol es in
human bone from Kachemak and Kodiak sites.

The il iac perfora

tions seen in the Cottonwood Creek individuals are not l ocated
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so as to facilitate such an activity.

In this case it is

impossible to r.ely on a· direct historical approach, such as

utilized by Wedel ( 1 938 ) and Strong ( 1 935), among others in
other areas·.

The· Kachemak tradition mortuary complex does

not continue into late prehistoric Koniag times on Kodiak
Island (D. Clark 1 974b: 1 52- 1 53).
While most individuals were not mutilated with ilia
perforations, broken and cut long bones, or teeth extrac 
tion, the explanation of these rare practices is unclear.
De Laguna (pers. com. , 20 March 1 977 and 1 4 May 1 977) sug
gests that ethnographic analogy to the Chugach and Koniag
may suggest a whaling cult.

Body parts of whalers were

often powerful in the magico-religious system involved with
the taking of big cetaceans and important persons might
demand special funerary practice (Birket-Smith 1 953: 33-34).
However, the mutilated remains of a Kachemak tradition child
(D. Clark . 1 970: 89) are probably not those of a whaler.
Multiple interments may indicate affinal kin were
buried together.

Multiple burial, inc l uding male and female

adults, may suggest that marriage partners were on occasion
placed in the same grave.

However, as individuals of the

same sex were occasionally buried together, patterns of inter
ment may be crosscut by other groupings, such as sodalities or
clans.

Such practices might be recognized as matters of con

venience only, especially when deaths occurred more frequently
during the cold months of the year.
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Certainly scattered human remains may be the result
of burial disturbance by later occupants at the sites.
Articulated units from Cottonwood Creek, such as 74AMU3-98 3
through 989, are likely indications of disturbance.

From

Chugachik Island two incompl ete and unfortunately very
poorly preserved burials, 7. 23 30 and 7. 2 3 31, consisting of
fl exed longbones, suggest burials that had be en partial l y
disturbed.
A s the majority of el ements from Cottonwood Creek are
smal l bones of the hands and feet, probable secondary burial
is suggested.

If an individual died during the late winter

or early spring, the time of likeliest habitation of this
locality, burial might have been postponed due to frozen
ground conditions.

The loss of small er appendicular ske l etal

e l ements in secondary burials might then be expectable.

Very

few scattered bones from Chugachik Island are hand or foot
e l ements, perhaps an indication of a different seasonal
occupation.
It is not thoroughly convincing that such scattered
human remains are attrib utable sol ely to burial disturbance
or secondary burial.

Isolated ma jor el ements, such as

skul l s and fragments thereof, might also suggest non-burial .
It is possible that certain individuals might never have
been interred.

Dependent on the time of the year, exposure

with no intended secondary burial may have been practiced.
The two compl ete but isolated skulls, 7.2262 and 7. 230 3, from
Chugachik Is land, may have been discarded trophy skulls.

One
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small parietal fragment (7. 2236) from the same locality
displays a high polish, possibly indicating its use as an
artifact (bowl or dipper ? ).

Thus, there is evidence, albeit

meager, that a few individuals may have been excluded from ,
bu rial.

Another indication of whaling ritual might be sug

gested as selected body fat was taken for " poison n (de Laguna
pers. comm. , ·20 March 1977), the bones then being discarded.
If this were the case, a greater number of butchering marks
should be expected on the disarticulated material.
Cannibalism has often been interpreted from dis
articulated remains.

Anthropophagy could have been rarely

practiced (Lobdell 1975).

Hrdli�ka (1932: 102) accepted

scattered human remains as evidence for cannibalism on Kodiak
Island.

It is · hasty to assume cannibalism from

disarticulated remains in the face of evidence for a possible
whaling cu lt, exposure, and b.l rial disturbance.

Among the

scattered remains from Cottonwood Creek seven elements had
been b.l rned, and only one b.l rned bone was recovered from
Chugachik Island.

While bu rned human bone might be more

solid evidence for cannibalism, there are simpler
exp lanations.

Elements might have been interspersed in the

midden by chance adjacent to later firehearths, for example.
Thus, the bu rning of human bones might have been uninten
tional.

One bu rned element from Cottonwood Creek had also

been cut, however.

While not choosing to ru le out very rare
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instances of cannibal ism altogether, the pres� nt evi dence is
i nconclusive.
Although grave goods were rare, the find ing of arti
f i c ial eyes is notable.

Such art i facts have occurred at

Ipi utak ( Larsen and Ra iney 1948: Plate 39) and also at Uyak
on Kod iak Island (Heizer 1956).

De Laguna (pers. comm. , 20

March 1977) feels that the compar ison of these sites is
unw ise.

Certa inly the art ifacts are d ifferent:

Ipi utak

eyes are an eyeball of ivory with jet inlay and Kachemak
eyes only have a bone iris, b ut placement with . the dead is
behaviorally comparable.
Age at Death
Of the minimum of 34 ind ividuals from Cottonwood
Creek and Chugachik Island the age at death can be deter
m ined for 21 individuals.

All of the purposeful burials,

ex cept two adult females ( Blb and 88 ), y ielded age data.
The complete closure of the basilar suture suggests the
latter is over 25 years of age ( Krogman 1962 ; McKern and
Stewart 1957).

Prec ise ages for two newborn infants (B3 and

Bll c) and a two-three year old child ( B6) were determ ined by
comparat ive mater ial from the Univers ity of Tennessee
Laboratory of Osteology.

Age of a 17-18 year old male was

determined by comparati ve mater ial from the same laboratory
and further confirmed by the long bone ossificat ion sequence
discussed by McKern and Stewart (1957) and Bass (1971).
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Ages of the rest of the ma ture adult skeletons were
determined by three methods, all involving the symphyseal
surf aces of the Os pubis (Todd 19 20; McKern and Stewart
1957; Gilbert and McKern 1973).

Sex could

be

determined for

all adults from burials, again utilizing Bass (197 1).

These

data are compiled in LTable I I I .
.

.

From the eight MNis determined from the disarticulated human remains at Cottonwood Creek, only four y ielded
age data· (Table I).

A newborn infant, a four-five year old

child, a seven-eight year old child, and a 17-18 year old
adult are represented.

Sex could

be

recognized in three of

the eight cases from innominate bones.

At least two males

and one female are represented.
Precise age can

be

assigned to four and sex to four

of the 11 MN is represented by the disarticulated human bones
from C hugachik Island.

A newborn infant and three children;

ages two-three, three-four, and seven-eight years are pres
ent.

Two complete but badly_ fragmented . skulls are males ·and

at least two females are indicated by left innominates.
Discussion
Demographic conclusions from such a small sample of
burials and disarticulated human bones are discouraging.
Nevertheless, high infant/child mortality , an unexplained
disparity between the ages of males and females , low mean
age at deat_h , and a relatively long life expectancy for some
adults is evident.
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TABLE I I I

Age-at Death Estimates for Adults Based on Morphological
Changes in the Symphyseal Surfaces of Os pubis
Catalog No .

Sex

Todd

Age ( years )
McKern & Stewart Gilbert & McKern

SEL 0 3 0-Cottonwood Creek
74AMU3-Bla
74AMU3-Blb
7 4AMU3-B 2
7 4AMU3-B3
74AMU3-B4
7 4AMU3-B5
7 4AMU3-B6
74AMU3-B7
7 4AMU3-B8
74AMU3-B9
7 4AMU3-B 1 0
74AMU3-B 1 1 a
7 4AMu3-B 1 1b
74AMu3-B1lc

M
F

( Adult )

M
I ( Infant )
M

F
I ( 2-3yrs ) *

27- 30

22 . 42

25-26

22 . 42

25-26

22 . 42

55 . 7 1

F

F ( +25yrs ) **
M
F

F

( 1 7- 1 8yrs ) *
I ( Infant )

M

SEL 033-Chug:achik Isl and
M
980B

47 . 7 5

20-2 1

19 . 79

20-2 1 *

1 9 . 79*

27-30

24 . 1 4

39 . 0 0
55 . 7 1

* In the cases of this child and young adult the most accurate
age determination is 2-3 years and 1 7- 1 8 years respectively
based on ephipyseal union in long bones ( Mc�rn and Stewart
1 957 ) , the comparative collection of the University of
Tennessee , Laboratory of Osteology, and Bas s ( 1 971 ) .
** Based on complete closure of the basi lar suture ( Krogman 1 962 ;
McKern and Stewart 1 9 57 ) .
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Newborn individuals make up 11. 8 % of the total sample
(n

=

34 ) indicating a high infa�t mortality rate.

When con

sidering all children under the age of ten years the
mortality rate climbs to 29. 4 %.
It is striking to note (Table I I I ) the vast differ
ences in ages between adult males (X = 21. 8 3 years ) and
adult females

(X

= 49 . 54 years ) from this sample.

Rather

than to suggest sample error, this difference may be
ex plained as indicating that more males likely died away
from habitation areas and their remains could not be
recovered for burial.

Reasons for death away from the

villages doubtlessly included the perils of maritime
subsistence, inclement weather, and perhaps warfare.
The sample indicates that those females fortunate
enough to survive a precarious childhood, might ex pect a
relatively long life span.

It is notable that two of the

females were over 50 years of age, the approximate mean.
Nevertheless, the very high infant/child mortality is evi
dent in the inclusive mean age at death of 1 7. 7 years when
all persons whose ages could be determined are considered.
This is a loaded mean, however, as the minimum 13
individuals whose ages could not be determined are
categorized as 12 mature adults and only one sub-adult.
Utilizing only those 13 individuals from undisturbed and
purposeful burial whose ages could be recognized, the mean
age at death was 25 years.

Although sti ll a low and
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possibly l oaded mean, the figure is · undoubtedly m ore
realistic.
Craniometry
Parts of six adult male and four ad ult fema le skulls
yielded metric data.

Osteometric technique used in the

derivation of measurements and indices are found in Bass
. ( 1 971).

Craniometric meas�rements/indices and means are

rec orded for Cottonwoo� Creek ( SEL 030) males in Table IV
and Chugachik Is land (SEL 030 ) males in Table V.
combined male data are reported in Table V I.

Means for ·

As no female

sk ulls were found at Chugachik Island, similar information
has been tabulated for Cottonwood Creek females only, and
the data appears in Table V I I.

Male to female mean differ

ences are rec orded in Table V I II.
Measurements of sk ulls relate both individ ual varia- .

tion and mean differences between the sexes.

Unex pectedly,

many female val ues were greater than male val ues.
The cranial index, a numerical device for expressing
the ratio of the breadth of the sk ull to the length, is
greater for males than females.

Males tend toward brachy

crany at 8 0. 08, although two are mesocranic.

Females are

mesocranic at 76. 88.
A numerical val ue for the size of the sk ull is the
cranial module.

Males average greater val ues. than females

( 1 49. 75 to 146. 08).

Mean height index val ues for males (85. 33) and

females (87. 38 ) are high.

Female val ues are slightly higher
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TABLE IV
Craniometric Measurements/ Indices

Measure
Cranium
Cranial length
Cranial breadth
Basion-bregma
Endobasion-nasion
Endobasion-alveolare
Endobasion-gnathion
Minimum frontal breadth
Bizygomatic breadth
Nas ion-alveolare
Nas ion -gnathion
Alveo lar length
Alveolar breadth
Nasal hei ght
Nasal breadth
Left_ orbital hei ght
Left orbital breadth
Biorbital breadth
Basion-porion
Porion-upper orbit
Porion- lower orbit
·Auricular hei ght
Porion-nasion
Porion-subnasale
Porion-prosthion
Porion-gnathion
Mandible
Symphysis hei ght
Bigonial brea dth
Bicondylar breadth
Ramus hei ght
Gonion-gnathion
Indices
Cranial index
Cranial module
Mean hei ght index
Length-height index
Breadth-hei ght index
Frorito-parietal index
Upper facial index
Total facial index
Orbital index
Maxilla-alveo lar index
Flatness of cranial base
Nasal index

B2

B4

1 83
1 43
1 29
99
99
1 16
91
1 38
77
1 28
51
68
55
24
35
42
99
10
92
80
1 23
105
1 08
101
1 29
37
110
1 16
56
94
78 . 1 4
1 5 1 . 67
79 . 1 4
70 . 49
90 . 2 1
63 . 64
55 . 00
92 . 7 5
83 . 34
1 33 . 34
7 . 75
43 . 64

Males ( SEL 030 )

B9
167
1 38
1 32
99
92
1 05
90
1 29
68
1 17
49
60
55
20
36
38
85
22
87
75
1 10
100
104
107
126

37
112
1 17
60
94

30
92
1 04
49
90
82 . 63
1 45 . 67
86 . 56
79 . 04
95 . 65
52 . 7 1
90 . 7 0
94 . 74
1 22 . 45
1 6 . 67
36 . 36

Bllb
170
139
140
98
96
107
80
13 1
72
1 18
54
64
52
22
36
40
90
26
90
86
1 17
100
1 06
115
· 133
30

95

1 16
58
96

X

1 7 3 . 33
1 40 . 0 0
1 3 3 . 67
98 . 67
95 . 67
109 . 33
87 . 0 0
1 3 2 . 67
72 . 33
1 2 1 . 00
51 . 33
64 . 0 0
54. 0 0
22 . 0 0
35 . 6 7
40 . 0 0
9 1 . 33
19 . 33
89 . 6 7
80 . 3 3
1 1 6 . 67
1 0 1 . 67
106 . 00
1 0 7 . 67
1 29 . 3 3

s . o.
a . so
2 . 64
5 . 69
. s0
3 . 51
5 . 85
6 . 08
4 . 72
4. 5 1
6 . 08
2 . 51
4. 0 0
1 . 73
2. 00
. 58
2. 00
7. 10
8 . 33
2. 52
5. 5 1
6. 5 1
2 . 89
2. 00
1 . 02
3. 5 1

. 33 . so 4. 04
1 0 2 . 25 1 0 . 2 1
1 1 3 . 25 6. 1 8
55 . 7 5 4 . 79
93 . 5 0 2 . 52

80 . 84
8 1 . 76
149 . 67 1 49 . 0 0
90 . 6 1
85 . 44
77 . 2 9
82 . 3 5
95 . 5 3
100 . 72
57 . 5 5
62 . 1 4
54 . 49
54. 96
90 . 08
91 . 18
89 . 3 6
90 . 0 0
1 1 8 . 52 1 2 4 . 7 7
1 8 . 5 7 . 14. 33
40 . 77
42 . 3 1

2 . 38
3. 06
5 . 82
6. 1 2
5 . 26
4. 05
1 . 60
1 . 40
5 . 73
7 . 68
S . 78
3 . 88
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TABLE V

Craniometric Measurements/Indices -- Males* ( SEL 0 3 3 )
7-2*
X
980B
7-3*
s. o.
Measure
Cranium
7 . 78
185 . 50
191
1 80
Cranial length
140
Cranial breadth
..
1 36
Basion-bregma
...
99
Endobasion-nasion
98
Endobasion-alveolare ·
104
Endobasion-gna thi_o n
2. 52
96 . 33
99
94
96
Minimum frontal breadth
1 37
Bi zygomati c breadth
75
Nasion-alveolare
123
Nasion-gnathion
4. 5 1
60
51
55 . 33
55
Alveolar length
1 . 53
60
6 1 . 33
61
63
Alveolar breadth
54
Nasal height
23
Nasal breadth
.71
37 . 50
38
37
Left orbital hei ght
1 . 42
43 . 0 0
42
44
Left orbital . breadth
3 . 54
1 0 2 . 50
105
1 00
Biorbital breadth
22
Basion-porion
1 3 . 44
1 0 0 . 50
110
91
Porion-upper orbit
1 5 . 56
94 . 00
105
83
Porion-lower orbit
4 . 95
1 1 8 . 50
122
115
Auricular height
1 3 . 44
1 1 3 . 50
123
1 04
Porion-nasion
112
Porion-subnasale
1 18
Porion-prosthion
1 26
Porion-gnathion
Mandible
32
Symphysi s height
Bigonial breadth
1 14
Bicondylar breadth
62
Ramus hei ght
89
Gonion-gnathion
Indices
77 . 78
Cranial index
1 52 . 00
Cranial IOOdule
85 . 00
Mean hei ght index
75 . 56
Length-height index
97
. 14
Breadth-height index
70
.
07
Fronto-parietal index
54
.
74
Upper facial index
89
.
78
Total facial index
4. 52
87 . 28
90 . 48
84 . 09
Orbital index
6 . 33
1
1
7
.
65
111
.
1
8
1
0
5
.
00
1
1
0
.
90
Maxilla-alveolar index
1
6
.
1
8
Flatness of cranial base
42 . 5 9
Nasal index
* Sex determined by cranial characteristics ( Bass 1 97 1 ) as no pelve
was present .
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TABLE V I

Craniometric Measurements/Indices :

Measure
Cranium
Cranial length
Cranial breadth
Basion-bregma
Endobasion-nasion
Endobasion- alveolare
Endobasion-gnathion
Minimum frontal breadth
Bizygomatic breadth
Nas ion-alveolare
Nasion-gnathion
Alveolar length
Alveolar breadth
Nasal height
Nasal breadth
Left orbital height
Left orbital breadth
Biorbital breadth
Basion-porion
Porion-upper orbit
Porion- lower orbit
Auricular height
Porion-nas ion
Porion- subnasale
Porion-prosthion
Porion-gnathion
· Mandible
Symphysis height
Bigonial breadth
Bicondylar breadth
Ramus height
Gonion-gnathion
Indices
Cranial index
Cranial module
Mean height index
Length-height index
Breadth-height index
Franta-parietal index
Upper facial index
Total facial index
Orbital index
Maxilla-alveolar index
Flatness of cranial base
Nasal index

n

Means , All Males

X

S . D.

9 . 78
2 . 16
4 . 79

(5)
(4)
(4 )
(4 )
(4)
(4)
(6)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(6)
(6)
(4)
(4 )
(5)
(5)
(5)
(4)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(4)
(4)
(4)

1 78 . 20
140 . 00
1 34 . 2 5
9 8 . 75
96 . 2 5
108 . 00
91 . 6 7
1 3 3 . 75
7 3 . 00
1 21 . 5 0
5 3 . 33
62 . 6 7
5 4 . 00
22 . 2 5
36 . 40
41 . 2 0
95 . 80
20 . 00
94 . 00
85 . 80
117 . 4 0
106 . 40
107 . 50
110 . 25
12 8 . 50

3 . 10
5 .48
6 . 59
4 . 42
3 . 92
5 . 07
3 .93
3 . 08
1 . 41
L 71
1 . 14
2 . 28
8 . 11
6 . 92
9 . 14
11 . 48
5 . 32
9 . 56
3 . 42
7 . 72
3 . 32

(5 )
(4)
(5)
(5)
(5)

3 3 . 20
102 . 2 5
1 1 3 . 40
57 . 00
9 2 . 60

3 . 56
10 . 2 1
5 . 37
5 . 00
2 . 97

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(5)
(6)
( 4)
(4)

80 . 08
149 . 75
85 . 33
76 . 86
95 . 9 3
64 . 12
54 . 5 5
90 . 83
88 . 5 3
117 . 98
14 . 79
41. 22

2 . 48
2 . 91
4 . 75
5 . 07
4 . 37
5 . 16
1 . 31
1. 34
4 . 77
9 . 75
4 . 81
3 .29

. so
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TABLE V I I
Craniometric Measurements/Indi'ces -- Females · (SEL 0 3 0 )

Measure
Cranium
Cranial length ·
Cranial breadth
Basion-bregma
Endobasion-nasion
Endobas ion-alveolare
Endobasion-gnathion
Minimum frontal breadth
Bizygomatic breadth
Naion-alveolare
Nasion-gnathion ·
Alveolar length
Alveolar breadth
Nasal height
Nasal breadth
Le ft orbital height
Left orbital bre adth
Biorbital breadth
Basion-_porion
Porion-upper orbit
Porion- lower orbit
Auricular height
Porion-nasion
Porion- subnasale
Porion-prosthion
Porion-gnathion
Mandible
Symphysis height
Bigonial breadth
Bicondylar breadth
Ramus height
Gonion-gnathion
Indices
Cranial index
Cranial module
Mean height index
Length-height index
Breadth-height index
Fronto-parietal index
Upper facial index
Total facial index
Orbital index
Maxilla-alveolar index
Flatne s s of cranial base
Nasal index

BS

B7

B8

Blla

166
131
1 30

169
135
1 35
92
94
109
90
131
74
114

177
1 32
133
106
116
111
90
129
73
119

6 1 . 00
52 . 00
2 4 . 00
35 . 2 5
4 3 . 50
100 . 75
23 .• 50
90 . 25
82 . 2 5
114 . 75
10 1 . 50
106 . 75
11 3 . 50
128 . 50

X

S . D.

95
103
89
12 8
69
114
47
60
48
21
34
42
96
21
88
73
118
98
101
107
122

51
23
37
44
101
25
85
79
114
96
101
106
126

56
26
36
44
102
24
96
88
113
108
112
119
1 32

178
132
135
104
106
111
92
132
73
118
54
62
53
26
34
44
104
24
92
89
114
104
113
122
1 34

33
86
111
51
89

100
12 1
55
89

102
110
51
93

33
95
110
53
90

33 . 0 0
95 . 75
113 . 00
5 2 . 50
90 . 25

1 . 91
1 . 89

74 . 16
148 . 33
87 . 10
75 . 84
102 . 2 7
69 . 70
55 . 30
89 . 39
77 . 2 1
114 . 81
17 . 78
49 . 06

76 . 88
146 . 08
87 . 38
77 . 29
100 . 56
68 . 12
55 . 57
89 . 43
81 . 0 3
121 . 24
1 7 . 62
46 . 0 8

2 .93
2 . 63
1 . 14
2 . 20
1 . 30
1 . 24
1 . 26.
2 . 15
2 . 84
9 . 09
1 . 03
2 . 26

78 . 91
142 . 3 3
87 . 5 4
78 . 3 1
99 . 2 3
67 . 9 3
5 3 . 90
89 . 06
80 . 95
12 7 . 66
16 . 15
43 . 75

79 . 88 74 . 58
146 . 3 3 147 . 33
88 . 82 86 . 08
79 . 88 75 . 14
100 . 00 100 . 76
66 . 6 7 68 . 18
56 . 49 56 . 59
87 . 02 92 . 25
84 . 09 81 . 82
1 8 . 52
45 . 10

18 . 04
46 . 4 3

1 72 . 50
1 32 . 50
1 3 3 . 25
100 . 67
102 . 75
10 8 . 50
90 . 2 5
1 30 . 00
72 . 2 5
116 . 2 5

so . so

5 . 92
1 . 73
· 2 . 36
7 . 57
10 . 37
3 . 79
1 . 26
1 . 83
2 . 22
2 . 63
4 . 95
1 .41
3 . 37
2 . 45
1 . 50
1 .00
3 . 40.
1 . 73
4 . 79
7 .63
2 . 22
5 . 51
6 . 65
8 . 18
5 . 51
. 00
7 . 14

5 . 35
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TABLE V I I I
Craniometric Measurements/Indi ces :
Male-Female Mean Differences

Me asure
Cranium
Cranial length
Cranial breadth
Bas,ion-bregma
Endobasion-nasion
Endobasion-alveolare
�ndobasion-gnathion
Minimum frontal breadth
Bi.zygomatic breadth
Nas ion-alveolare
Nasion-gnathion
Alveol ar length
Alveolar breadth
Nasal he ight
Nasal breadth
Le ft orbital height
Left orbital breadth
Biorbital breadth
Basion-porion
Porion-upper orbit
Porion- lower orbit
Auricular height
Porion-nas ion
Porion-subnasale
Porion-prosthion
Porion-gnathion
Mandible
Symphysis height
Bigonial breadth
Bicondylar breadth
Ramus height
Gonion-gnathion
Indices
Cranial index
Cranial module
Mean height index
Length-height index
Breadth-height index
Fronto-parietal index
Upper faci al index
Total facial index
Orbital index
Maxilla-alveolar index
Flatness of cranial . base
Nasal index

Difference

Male X

Female X

178 . 20
140 . 00
1 34 . 25
9 8 . 75
96 . 2 5
108 . 00
91 . 6 7
1 33 . 75
7 3 . 00
12 1 . so
53 . 3 3
62 . 6 7
54 . 00
22 . 2 5
36 . 40
41 . 2 0
95 . 80
20 . 00
94 . 00
85 . 80
117 . 40
106 . 40
107 . 50
110 . 2 5
128 . 50

1 72 . 50
1 32 . 50
1 3 3 . 25
100 . 6 7
102 . 75
108 . 50
9 0 . 25
1 30 . 00
72 . 25
116 . 25
50 . 50
61 . 00
5 2 . 00
2 4 . 00
35 . 25
4 3 . 50
100 . 75
2 3 . 50
90 . 2 5
82 . 25
114 . 75
101 . 50
106 . 75
113 . 50
128 . 50

5 . 70
7 . 50
1 . 00
- 1 . 92
-6 . 50
- . 50
l . 42
3 . 75
. 75
5 . 25
2 . 83
1 . 67
2 . 00
- 1 . 75
1 . 15
- 2 . 30
-4 . 95
- 3 . 50
3 . 75
3 . 55
2 . 65
4 . 90
. 75
- 3 . 25
equal

33 . 20
102 . 25
11 3 . 40
57 . 00
92 . 60

3 3 . 00
95 . 75
1 1 3 . 00
52 . 50
90 . 2 5

. 20
6 . 50
. 40
4 . 50
2 . 35

80 . 08
149 . 7 5
85 . 33
76 . 86'
95 . 9 3
64 . 12
54 . 5 5
90 . 83
88 . 5 3
11 7 . 98
14 . 79
41 . 2 2

76 . 88
146 . 0 8
87 . 38
77 . 29
100 . 56
6 8 . 12
55 . 5 7
89 . 43
81 . 0 3
121 . 2 4
17 . 62
46 . 08

3 . 20
3 . 67
-2 .05

-

. 43

-4 . 63
-4 . 00
- l . 02
1 . 40
7 . 50
- 3 . 26
-2 . 83
- 4 . 86
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than those of males.

However, a classificatory division is

utilized for the mean basion-height index, then males
average medium with two pers6ns in the high range.

All

females remain classified as high.
The length-height index expresses the ratio of height
to length of the skull.

Males are hypsicranic at 76.86,

with one· orthocranic exception.

Females are all hypsicranic

with a slightly larger value of 77. 29.
The ratio of height to breadth is expressed in the
breadth-height index.

Males average metriocrany at 95. 9 3,

with one tapeinocranic individual and another acrocranic .
The female mean is acrocranic and substantiali'y higher at
100.56.
Concerning the index of the flatness of the cranial
base, both males and female range ._between 16. 15 and 18. 57
with the unexplainable exception of a male (74AMU 3- B 2) which
has a very low value of 7. 75.

Male and female means are

14. 79 and 17. 6 2 respectively.
The fronto-parietal index expresses the relationship
between the minimum breadth of the frontal bone and the
maxinum vault breadth .

Males average stenometop ic at 64. 1 2

with one eurymetopic individual. · Females are metriometopic
at 68. 1 2, thus exceeding males in this value.
Turning from the cranial vault to the facial skele
ton, the upper facial index gives a numerical expression of
the height to breadth of the face not including the mandi 
ble.

Males average meseny at 54. 55 with one male averaging
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lepteny.

Females. again exceed males in this ratio averaging

lepteny at 55. 57 with only one individual . . in the meseny

range.
Incl uding the mandible, the total facial index indi
cates a numerical expression of the facial height to facial
breath . ratio.

Males are ba sical ly leptoprosopic at 90. 83

with one mesoprosopic exception.

The average female val ue

equaling mesopro sopy incl udes one leptopro sopic exception •
. The orbital index is an expression of the relation
ship of the height to breadth of the eye orbits.

While

mal es average �esoconchy at 8 8 . 53 the greatest number of
males (three) are hypsiconchic.

The greatest numerical

index difference between mal es and females can be seen in
the significantly lower female mean of 81. 03 indicating
chamaeconchy. · One female is mesoconchic.
The maxil l a-alveolar index provides a numerical ratio
for the external measurements of the palate.

Mal es average

brachyurany at 117. 98 with one each do l ichuranic and mesuranic
ind iv i dual s.

Only two female palates could be measured ; one

mesuranic and the other brachyuranic, with the latter mean of
121.24.
Dimensions of the no se are best expressed through the
rel ationship of the breadth to height of the nasal aperture,
or nasal index.

Both males and females average leptorrhiny

at means of 41. 22 and 46. 0 8 respectively.
mesorrhinic.

One female is
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Discussion
From Tables IV and V, it should be apparent that a
specimen may be incongruent with the remainder of the sam
ple.

74AMU3�B2 from Cottonwood Creek is very different in

several dimensions.

The low value_ for the index of the

flatness of the cranial base has been mentioned.

Likewise,

the low length-height index of 70. 49, breadth-height index
of 90 . 21, and high maxilla-alveolar index of 133. 34 may also
be ircp ortant.

The abnormal cranial vault indices may

indicate artificial or pathological cranial deformation.
This explan.ation does not resolve the difference in the
maxilla-alveolar index.

Additional possibilities might

include sampling error, hybridization, or a genetic member
ship in a different. population altogether (slave or victim of
warfare? ).

Given the sample size, any conclusions at this

time would be purely speculative.

Thus, the data from this

specimen are considered integral to the interpretation of the
skeletal series until new findings suggest otherwise.
Of the 30 skull and mandible measurements, male
values - are greater in 21 cases, less in eight cases, and
equal in only one case in comparison to the female measure
ments (Table VII I).

Mean differences in excess of 5 milli

meters indicate that males are importantly larger than
females in the dimensions of cranial length (5. 70 ), cranial
breadth ( 7. 50), nasion-gnathion ( 5. 25), and bigonial breadth
(6. 50).

Using the same standard, females are larger than

males for endobasion-alveolare (-6. 50).
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Of the 12 indices used in this study, male values
exceed those of females in only four cases.

Females show

superior values in eight cases.

Significant differences are

seen only in the orbital index.

Male indices are greater by

a mean of 7. 50.
Oetteking (1934) indicates craniometric data for one
specimen (31-20-102), recovered by de Laguna from Cottonwood
Creek, which he determined to be probably an adolescent male.
He found the fragmentary cranium to be dolichocranial at 73. 5
and stenometopic at 61. 8.

The other remains recovered by

de Laguna were unsuitable for measurement due to poor preser
vation (de Laguna, pers. comm. , 11 May 197 7).
Non-Metrical Discrete Traits
The frequencies of discrete morphological traits in
the skull have been utilized in the assessment of genetic
relationships between comparable populations Berry and
Berry ( 196 7) and qssenberg · (1969) among many others.

The

incidence of such traits are usually reported as frequencies
or percentages.
Twenty-five cranial variants were used in this study,
including :
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Inca bone
Lambdoid ossicle
Parietal foramen
Mastoid foramen
Coronal ossicle
Epiteric bone
Mastoid suture ossicle
Parietal notch bone
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9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)

Ossicle at asterion
Foramen of Huschke
Accessory pala�ine foramen
Supraorbital foramen complete
Frontal foramen
Suture into infraorbital foramen
Accessory infraorbital foramen
Accessory mental foramen
Mylohyoid bridge
Mandibular torus
Palatine torus
Pharyngeal fossa
Zygomaxillary fossa
Metopism
Sagittal ossicle
Ossicle at lambda
Anterior condylar canal double

Graphic explanations of these selected non-metrical cranial
variants are available in Jantz (1970).
In addition to skeletal remains from burials, data
were gleaned from disarticulated human skull fragments found
in the midden.

Specimen numbers 74AMU3-973, 10 13, 1077, and

1085 from Cdttonwood Creek (Table I) and 7. 860 from
Chugachik Island (Table I I) supplied these data.

Total

cranial variants for each l:::u rial specimen are presented in
Table IX.

Cranial variant frequency and percentage data are

supplied in Table
Discussion:

x.

Other Eskimo Discrete Trait Studies

Again, the small sample size inhibits the use of .
sophisticated data manipulations applicable to series with
adequate universes.

A brief tabulation of 11 morphological

and discrete traits is available for approximate coeval
localities in Siberia--Uelen and Okvik (Debetz 1975: 204 ).
Ossenberg (1969) has compiled incidence data for Eskimos

TABLE IX
Non-metrical Di screte Characte rs , Cranial :

Variant
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10 )

11)

12)
1 3)
14 )
15)
16)
17)

18)
19 )
20 )
21)
22)
23)
24 )
25)

' Inca bone
Lambdoid ossi cle
Parietal foramen
Mastoid foramen
Coronal oss icle
Epi teric bone
Mastoid suture ossicle
Parietal notch bone
Os si cle at as terion
Foramen of Huschke
Acc . palatine foramen
Supraorb . foramen complete
Frontal foramen
Suture , in fraorb . foramen
Acc . in fraorb . forainen
Acc . men tal foramen
Mylohyoid bridge
Mandibular torus
Palatine torus
Pharngeal fossa
Zygomaxi l lary fossa
Metopism
Sagitta� ossicle
Ossicle at l ambda
Ant . cond . canal double
= no t obse rvable
abs ent
X = present
· p = paired/bilateral
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-

B4

X
X

-

p
p

p
p

-

p

X
p

-

X

X
X

p

-

X
X

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

X

-

-

-

M

Bllb

p

p

p

-

-

p
p

p

-

89

X
X
X

-

X

-

980B
X

-

X

r

SEL 0 30 and SEL 0 3 3 . Buri als

7- 2
X
X
X
X

7- 3

p

p
p
p

-

p

-

X

-

-

X

r

X
X
X
X

-

B7

F
B8

X

-

-

p
p

X

X

-

-

p
p
p

-

-

p

p
p

p

X

-

-

X

p
p

-

X

p

X

p

-

-

X

X

-

-

X

X

X
X

X

-

-

-

X
X

BS

X

I

B. l la

86

p
p

p

-

X

X
X
X

X

p

X

p

X

U1

N
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TABLE X ·
Cranial Variants :

SEL 0 30 and SEL 0 33

Variant
l}
2}
3}
4}
5}
6}
7}
8}
9}
10 }
11}
12 )
13}
14)
15}
16 }
17}
18}
19 )
20 }
21}
22)
23}
24 }
25}

Inca bone
Lambdoid · ossicle
Parietal foramen
Mastoid foramen
Coronal ossicle
Epiteric bone
Mastoid suture os sicle
P arietal notch bone
Ossicle at asterion
Foramen · o f Huschke
Accessory palatine foramen
Supraorbi tal foramen complete
Frontal for amen
Suture into infraorbital foramen
Accessory infraorbital foramen
Accessory mental foramen
Mylohyoid bridge
Mandibular torus
Palatine torus
Pharyngeal fossa
Zygomaxillary fossa
Metopism
Sagittal ossicle
Ossicle at lambda
Anterior condylar canal double

f

2/11
5/2 0
16/20
19/2 0
0/10
7/20
6/18
9/18
5/1 8
3/20
14/16
12/25
6/25
8/16
1/14
0/2 2
2/20
2/9
1/9
2/8
5/9
1/1 1
1/10
0/10
1/16

'
18 . 2
25 . 0
80 . 0
95 . 0
0. 0 .
35 . 0
33 . 3
50 . 0
27 . 8
15 . 0
87 . 5
48 . 0
24 . 0
50 . 0
7. 1
0.0
10 . 0
22 . 2
11 . l
25 . 0
55 . 6
9.1
10 . 0
0.0
6 .2
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in general and she (1976: 701-709) studied statistical com
parisons with other racial groups.

Her re ported pro portions

for several traits compare favorably with . the ·inadequate
Kachemak sample.

Following a model postulated by Zegura

(1975) , Ossenberg (1977 ) utilized distance tests in compar
ing late prehistoric and protohistoric Eskimo populations to
show similar linguistic affinities .

Such models parallel

the discussion of linguistic classification based on archae
ology by Dumond (1965) .

Postcraniometry
This study concerns only the major append icular ele
ments.

Long bones we re measured and indices calculated by

techiques described in Bass (1971 ) .
Male postcranial data is reported for Cottonwood
Creek (Table X I ) and Chugachik Island (Table X I I ) .
male data means appear in Table X I I I .

Combined

Measurements/indices

for females from Cottonwood Creek are re ported in Table X IV .
Table X V includes the mean left side differences with stand
ard deviations for males and females.

In all calculations

of indices the left elements were used , except when not
suitable for measurement.

Only in these cases were right

side elements substituted, as noted in the appropriate
tables.

TABLE XI
Pos tcranial Measurements/Indi ces -- Males (SEL 0 30 )

Measure
Humerus length
- Max . Di am . Mid Shaft
- Min . Diam . Mid Shaft
- Circ . Mid Shaft
- Max . Diam . o f Head
Radius length
Ulna length
Clavicle length
Femur length
- Mid Shaft , a-p Diam.
- Mid Shaft , m- 1 Diam .
- Mid Shaft , Circ .
- Subtroch . m- 1 Diam.
- Subtroch . a-p Diam .
- Max . Diam . of Head
Tibia length
- Nutrient a-p Diam .
- Nutrient m- 1 Di am .
- Mid Sha ft , Circ .
F ibula length
Indices 1
Humero- femoral index
Radio-humeral index
Platymeric index
Tibio- femoral index
Platycnemi c index
S ta ture ( cm . )
1

1

R
280
24
20
60
42
210

82

L
2 79
24

375
26
24
79
32
22
43
30 1
33
20

20
60
42
213
2 31
1 35
375
26
23
78
32
21
42
30 1
31
20

2 90

295

-

1 40

77

74 . 4 0
76 . 34
6 5 . 62
80 . 2 6
64 . 5 1
15 3

. 20
! 3 . 80

77

B4
R
296
21
17
60
44
2 24
248
14 8
392
25
23
77

31
21
44
315
34
21
80
304

L
295
20
16
58
43
224
246
14 7
39 1
26
24
78
30
22
44
31 3
34
20
80
306

75 . 4 5
75 . 9 3
73 . 33
80 . 0 5
5 8 . 82
1 56

. 64
! 3 . 80

R

B9

290
21
14
60
42

-·

ll8
39 8
24
23
75
31
21
42
319
32
20
74
302

L

290

211
227
ll6
399
24
23
75
31
21
42
31 5
32
20
74
30 2

7 2 . 68
72 . 75
67 . 74
78 . 94
62 . 50
158.

36
! 3 . 80

oetermined from left limb except where des ignated by . ( r ) .

20
14
59
41

Bllb

R

308

23
15
66
44

-

-

4 19
26
21
75
30
21
44
3 32
32
20
73
319

L

-

1 38
412
26
21
75
30
20
44
329
33
21
74

-

7 3 . 5 l ( r)

--

66 . 6 7
79 . 85
6 3 . 64
16 1

. 15
! 3 . 80

R
2 9 3 . 50

22 . 2 5
. 50
6 1 . 50
4 3 . 00
2 1 7 . 00
248
1 35 . 3 3
396 . 00
25 . 25
2 2 . 75
76 . 50
3 1 . 00
21 . 25
43 .25
3 1 6 . 75
3 2 . 75
20 . 2 5
76 . 00
304 . 50
16

)(

L
2 88 . 00
21 . 33
16 . 67
59 . 00
4 2 . 00
2 1 6 . 00
2 34 . 6 7
1 34 . 00
394 . 2 5
2 5 . 50
2 2 . 75
76 . 50
30 . 75
2 1 . 00
4 3 . 00
3 1 4 . 50
32 . 50
20 . 2 5
76 . 2 5
30 1 . 00

74 . 0 1
75 . 0 1
68 . 45
79 . 78
63.47
157

. 34
! 3 . 80
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TABLE X I I
Postcrani al Measurements/Indices

Measure

R

Humerus l ength
- Max. Diam. Mid Shaft
- Min . Diam. Mid Shaft
- Circ . Mid Shaft
- Max . Diam. of Head
Radius length
Ulna length
C l avic l e length
Femur l ength
- Mid Shaft , a-p Diam.
- Mid Shaft , m- 1 Diam .
- Mid Shaft , Circ .
- Subtroch . m- 1 Diam.
Subtroch . a-p Diam.
- Max . Diam. of head
Tibia length
- Nutrient a-p Diam .
- Nutrient m- 1 Diam .
- Mid Shaft , Circ .
Fibul a - length

Ma l e (SEL 0 3 3 )
980B

L

297
21
16
64
229
404
26
24
80
29
21
44
308
32
20
80
30 3

29
20
43
304
31
20
74

Indices l
Humero- femoral index
Radio-humera l index
P l atymeric index
Tibia- femoral index
P latycnemic index

77 . 10
68 . 96
76 . 2 4 r
64 . 5 2
159 . 43 r
± 3 . 80

Stature ( cm . ) l

loetermined from left

l imb

except where designated by (r) .
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TABLE X I I I

Postcranial Measurements/ Indi ces :

Me asure

L

Means , All Males

.R

Hume rus length
- Max . Diam. Mid Shaft
- Min . Di am. Mid Shaft
- Circ . Mid Shaft
- Max . Diam. of Head
Radius length
Ulna length
Clavi cle length
Femur length
- Mid Shaft, a-p Diam .
- Mid Shaft, m- 1 Diam.
- Mid Shaft , Circ .
- Subtroch. m- 1 Diam.
- Subtroch . a-p Diam.
- Max . Diam. of Head
Tibia length
- Nutrient a-p Diam.
- Nutrient m- 1 Diam .
- Mid Shaft , Circ .
Fibula length

L

2 9 3 . 50
2 2 . 25
16 . 50
61 . 50
4 3 . 00
2 1 7 . 00
2 4 8 . 00
1 35 . 33
397 . 60
2 5 . 40
2 3 . 00
77 . 20
30 . 60
2 1 . 20
4 3 . 40
315 . 00
3 2 . 60
20 . 20
76 . 80
304 . 20

2 90 . 2 5
21 . 25
16 . 50
60 . 2 5
: 4 2 . 00
2 19 . 2 5
2 34 . 6 7
134 . 00
3 94 . 25
25 . 50
22 . 75
76 . 5 0
30 . 40
20 . 80
4 3 . 00
312 . 40
32 . 20
20 . 2 0
75 . 80
301 . 00

Indices
Humero- femoral index
Radio-humeral index
Platymeric index
Tibia- femoral index
Platycnemic index
Stature

( cm . )

74 . 0 1
75 . 5 3
6 8 . 46
79 . 0 7
62 . 80
157 . 76
! 3 . 80

TABLE XIV
Postcranial Me asurements/Indices - - Female s ( SEL 0 3_0 )
Me asure
H�rus length
- Max . Di am . Mid Shaft
- Min . Diam . Mid Sha ft
- Circ . Mid Shaft
-Max . Diam. o f Head
Radius length
Ulna length
Clavicle length
Femur length
Mid Sha ft , a-p Diam.
- Mid Sha ft , m- 1 Diam.
Mid Shaft , Circ .
- Subt�och . m- 1 Diam .
Subtroch . a-p Diam .
Max . Di am. o f Head
Tibia length
- Nutrien t · a- p Diam.
- Nutrient m- 1 Diam .
- Mid Shaft , Circ .
Fibula len i th
· I ndices
Hwnero- femoral index
Radio-humeral index
P latymeric index
Tib ia- femoral index
Platycnemic index
S tature ( cm . )

R

282

B5

20
13
50
38
218
240
140
390
25
24
77

31
20
39
308
29
18
68
292

L

282

19
13
50

37
212
234
136
390
25
24
76
30
21
· 38
307
29
18
68
294

72 . 31
75 . 18
70 . 00
78 . 72
62 . 07
156 . 42
! 3 . 80

R

285

B7

19
14
56
44p
212
2 31
128
390
23
24
74
31
22
42
312
29
18
72
311

L

2 77

18
15
56
4 4p
206
223
121
390
23
24
75
29
21
41
314
30
18
72
307

7 1 . 02
74 . 37
7 2 . 41
80 . 5 1
60 . 00
156 . 42
! 3 . 80

R

281

21
17
65
39
209
2 36
1 30
39 0
27
27
85
31
23
41
318
33
22
79
314

B8

L
278
20
18
63
39
209
2 38
1 30
387
26
27
84
31
22
41
315
33
22
79
310

71 . 83
75 . 18
70 . 96
81 . 40
66 . 6 7
1 5 5 . 78
!3 . 80

R

2 70

Bl0

L

26 3

20
16
59
39
202
2 26

19
15
58
40
201
221

366
26
21
79
29
21
40

370
27
22
80
29
24
40
290
30
20
79
280

-

-

2 82

-

7 1 . 08
76 . 42
82 . 76 *
7 8 . 38
66 . 67
1 52 . 12
! 3 . 80

Blla

-

-

R

-

-·

125
-

-

-

L

-

388
29
25
85
32
24
40
31 8
30
20
75

-

--

--

7 5 . 00
81 . 96
66 . 6 7
1 5 5 . 99
! 3 . 80

R

X

L

2 79 . 50�5 .00

20 . 00
1 5 . 00
5 7 . 50
38 . 6 7
2 10 . 2 5
2 33 . 2 5
1 30 . 75
384 . 00
25 .25
24 . 00
7 8 . 75
.30 . 50
2 1 . 50
40 . 50
312 . 6 7
30 . 33
l� . 67
7 3 . 00
2 99 . 75 .

19 . 0 0
15 . 25
56 . 75
38 . 67
20 7 . 00
229 . 00
129 . 00
385 . 00
26 . 0 0
2 4 . 40
80 . 00
30 . 20
2 2 . 40
40 . 00
308 . 80
30 . 40
19 . 60
74 . 60
2 9 7 . 75

71 . 56
75 . 2 9
74 . 2 3*
80 . 19
64 . 4 2
1 55 . 35
! 3 . 80

1 De termined from left limb
U1
00
p Pathologic , not figured into means
* Not certain of thi s figure i ncongrue nce with other platyme ric indice s . I sugges t the right femur is
more congruent at 72 . 4 1 giving a me an of 72 . 16 . The index as �e termined from the left femur may indi cate an inconspicucps pathological condi tion .
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TABLE XV

Postcranial Measurements/Indices : Male-Female
Mean Di fferences � Left Side

S . D. X Di fference

Measure

Male X

S . D.

Female X

Humerus length
Max . Diam. Mid Shaft
- Min . Diam . Mid Shaft
Circ. Mid Shaft
- Max . Diam. of Head
Radius length
Ulna length
Clavicle length
Femur length
- Mid Shaft , a-p Diam.
- Mid Shaft , m-1 Diam.
- Mid Shaft , Circ .
Subtroch. m- 1 Diam.
- Subtroch. a-p Diam .
Max . Diam . o f Head
Tibia length
- Nutrient a-p Diam.
- Nutrient m- 1 Diam .
- Mid Shaft , Circ .
Fibula length

290 . 25
21. 2 5
16 . 5 0
60 . 25
42 .. 00
219 . 2 5
2 34 . 6 7
134 . 00
394 . 25
2 5 . 50
2 2 . 75
76 . 50
30 . 40
20 . 80
4 3 . 00
312 . 40
32 . 20
20 . 20
75 . 80
301 . 00

8 . 05
1 . 89
2 . 52
2 . 63
1 . 00
8 . 66
10 . 02
1 3 . 04
15 . 4 8
1 . 00
1 . 26
1 . 73
1 . 14
. 84
1 . 00
10 . 99
L 30
. . 45
2 . 68
5 . 57

275 . 00
19 . 00
15 . 25
56 . 75
38 . 67
207 . 00
229 . 00
129 . 00
385 . 00
26 . 00
24 . 40
80 . 00
30 . 20
22 . 40
40 . 00
308 . 80
30 . 40
·19 . 60
74 . 60
2 9 7 . 75

74 . 0 1
75 . 5 3
68 . 46
79 . 07
6 2 . 80

1 . 19
1 . 92
2 . 99
1 . 66
2 . 37

71 . 56
75 . 29
74 . 2 3 *
80 . 19
64 . 42

. 62
. 85
5 . 13 *
1 . 59
3 . 17

2 . 45
. 24
- 5 . 77*
- 1 . 12
-1 .62

15 7 . 76
(!3 . 80 )

3 . 03

15 5 . 35
(! 3 . 80 )

1 . 82

2 . 41

-

8 . 29
· . 82
2 . 06
5 . 38
1 . 53
4 . 69
8 . 29
7 . 54
8 . 48
2 . 24
1 . 82
4 . 53
1 . 30
1 . 52
1 . 22
11 . 26
1 . 52
1 . 67
4 . 72
13 . 72

15 . 2 5
2 . 25
1 . 25
3 . 50
3 . 33
12 . 2 5
5 . 67
5 . 00
9 . 25

- . so

- 1 . 65
- 3 . 50
. 20
-1 . 60
3 . 00
3 . 60
1 . 80
. 60
L 20
3 . 25

Indices
Humero- femoral index
Radio-humeral index
Platymeric index
Tibia- femoral index
Platycnemic index
Stature

( cm. )

*See Table XIV. Possible inconspicuous pathology from 74AMU3-B1 0
adversely adj usts the mean for females . Using the right femur a
more congruent mean of 7 2 . 16 { S . D. = 1 � 89 ) is determined yie lding
a mean di fference of only - 3 . 70 .
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Elements of both sides of the body were measured to
note side differences.

Not unexpectedly, · side measurement

differences are the . rule .

The right mean differences are

usually superior, especially in measurements of maximum
length.

Even in this limited sample, absolute indivi.dual

variation is notable (Tables X I , X I I , and X IV) .
Male averages are greater than those of females in
16 of th� 20 selected measurements (Table XV) .

Th� main

differences, as expected; occur in maximum length compari
sons .

The most striking mean differences are those of

male- female humeral (15 . 25) and radial (12. 25) length_s .
Female means are larger only for general shaft thickness of
the femur .

However, overlapping ranges are normal for all

measurements .
The ratio of the humerus to femur, the humero

femoral index,· indicates that the male upper arm in compari
son to the upper leg is slightly longer in males at 74 . 01
than ih females at 71 . 56.
The radio- humeral index expresses the relative length
of the forearm to the upper arm.

Males at 75 . 53 are nearly

equal to females at 75. 29 .
Only in the platymeric index, the expression of prox
imal femur shaft flattening, is there a marked difference
between males and females .

Both are platymeric or hyper

platymeric at means of 68 . 46 and 74 . 23 respectively .

How

ever, the latter mean may be inflated by a subtle pathology
in the left femur of 7 4AMU3- B10, whose right femur . would

have changed the mean for females to 72. 16 (Tables X IV and
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XV ) .

Similar . flattening of the tibia shaft, the platy
cnemic index, indicates less differences between sexes.
Males are . an average of platycnemic at 62. 80, altho ugh three ·
fall into the mesocnemic range.

Females have only two cases

in the platycnemic category, the average being mesocnemic at
64. 42.

While ·there appears to be some slight differences in

the transverse flatness of the lower limb bone shafts, the
ratio of the tibia to femur, the tibio-femoral index, indi
cates that _the proportions in males and females are close.
The male mean is ·79. 07, the female 8 0. 19.

Stature has been estimated us �ng maximum left femur

lengths in the regression formula for Mongoloids (Trotter
and Gleser 1958 ) .
centimeters.

Mean male stature is calc ulated at 157. 76

Females average 155. 35 centimeters.

The

formula error margin for both calc ulations is + 3. 8 0 centi
meters.

Surprisingly � dif ferences in mean stature between ·

sexes appears minimal (Table XV ) .
Disc ussion
A mentioned specimen, 7 4AMU3-B2, continues to appear
incongruent.

Stature provides the. most marked example.

The

individual is substantially shorter at 153. 20 + 3. 80 centi
meters than the other males • . All females are taller with
one exception.

Again, there are few ways to ex plain this
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incongruity except to suggest the possibilities of pathology,
population difference; or sampling error.
Disregarding the figures for 74AMU3-B2, the mean
stature for males would average 158. 90 cent i meters, thus
increasing the stature difference over the females to an
expectable 3. 55 centimeters.

While not a sound ·statistical

practice, in light of the very short stature of this indivi
dual, coupled with previously discussed cranial unconformi
ties, such a calculation should at least

be

considered.

A greater stature dominance for males is clearly evi
dent from Uelen and Okvik.

While Debetz (1975) calculated

stature using a mu ch different formu la, the Trotter and
Gleser (1958 ) formu la was used for femora with the following
conversion:

Male
--

Female

x Difference

Uelen

Okvik

Uelen

Okvik

Uelen

Debetz ( 1975)

160. 4

159. 7

150. 2

150. 2

10. 2

9. 5

Conversion

163. 7

163. 3

157. 7

157 . 9

6. 0

5. 4

< .± 3 . 80 )

Okvik

The amended comparative data show that a more realistic
stature difference between the sexes exists in the Siberian

Eskimo series. · Additionally, it appears that the Kachemak

people were shorter than their coeval Siberian counterp arts.
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Skeletal Pathologies
Pathological cond itions were noted in the burial
series from Cottonwood Creek .

Six individuals displayed

skeletal abnormalities.
7 4AMU3 -B2 has a separate neural arch at L S.
7 4AMU3-B5 displays degenerative joint disease in the
right ankle .

Marginal hyperplasia occurs at the inferior

articular border of the distal tibia.

Marginal hyperplasia

is also present on the right ulna wi�h considerable lipping
at the olecranon process , semilunar and radial notches.

The

left mastoid process of the skull is moderately hyper
trophied indicating possible mastoiditis .
7 4AMU3-B7 has many joints that display degeneration .
The heads of both humeri and glenoid cavities of both scapu
lae are eburnated and show pronounced lipping.

In the left

knee eburnation occurs at the medial tibia articular surface
of the femur and medial condyle of the tibia along with
marginal hyperplasia.

Osteophytosis occurs at the joint of

the proximal and distal phalanges of the right thumb.

In

the spine , the vertebral bodies of CS- 6 and L 4 - S show pro
nounced lipping.

Degenerative joint disease of the spine

can also be seen in the articular surfaces of vertebrae ,
including those of C3 -4 , T2 -S , T9 - 1 2 , and Ll- 3.
compression fracture in the body of C7 .

There is a

The left ulna shaft

probably has two healed fractures , although radiography
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proved inconclusive.

If fractured, bone remodeling was

virtually complete, suggesting a very old injury.

The right

nasal bone may also have been fractured.
74AMU3- B8.

�n Cl- 2 the right inferior articular

facet and rig ht superior articular facet are eburnated
respectively.

The body of L2 is compressed.

noted from the bodies of C4 and C6-8.
shows osteophytosis.

The right patella

The left third metatarsal is eb urnated ·

at the distal artic ular surface.
occur in L4- 5.

Lipping is

Separate neural arches

The maxilla shows notably pronounced

bilateral exostoses.
74AMU3- B10 has pitted lateral and medial artic ular
facets of the right patella.
74AMU3- B1la displays a pitted left superior artic ular
facet of T12.

Slight lipping occurs on the body of C3, but

heavy osteophytosis is present on the bodies of all lumbar
Fusion of C2 and C3 occurs at the spinous

vertebrae.
process.

These pathologies are not related to the massive

and widespread lesions throughout the skeleton of this
individual .

As these lesions likely indicate a rare

neoplasm, disc ussion is deferred to a special section of
this chapter.
Pathologies were also noted in the disarticulated
human remains from both localities.
are described in Tables I and II.

The specific elements
Other than the expectable

conditions indicating degenerative joint disease, most
notable are the phalanges fractures and amputation from
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Cottonwood C reek and an abnormal c urvature in the shaft of a
left ulna from Ch ugachik Is land.
Disc ussion
Degenerative j oint disease is the most common pathol 
ogy, which is not surprising given the late middle age of
the afflicted specimens.

Al l were females in accordance

with the skewed age at death profile.

The recovered males

were too young at death to disp lay normal degenerative
changes.
Remarkably few fractures are noted.
the phal anges.

Most occ ur in

The multip le fractures of the ulna are parry

fractures or may have resulted from a fal l.

Most compres

sion fractures in vertebral bodies may be the result of
post-menopausal osteoporosis.
Hypertrophied mastoid processes oc c ur in at least two
cases.

Oetteking (1934) noted mastoiditis in specimens

recovered by de Laguna from Kachemak Bay.
The abnormal curvature in the left ulna shaft might
indicate rickets or osteomalacia (Steinbock 1976: 262-276).
The single element is insufficient for confirmation.
Separate neural arches oc cur in the l umbar regions of
two specimens.

Stewart (1931;1953) notes a high frequency

for this trait among several Eskimo skeletal populations.
Lester and Shapiro (1968) doc ument frequencies of 45% at
Tigara and 21% at Ipiutak in comparison to only 7% for the
present day United States popul ation.

They postul ated that
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the numerous cases are likely. genetically based but do not
rule out the effects of technology such as squatting in a

kayak.
A Pr6bable Incidence of Cancer
74AMU3- Blla displays lesions that are indicative of a
severe bone disease.

In order to utilize the methodology of
differential diagnosis the lesions and. respective skeletal
distr ibution are described in detail.
Lesion Description
The lesions in Blla are generally small and irregular
foci of destroyed bone.

Osteogenesis is apparerit in most of

the afflicted areas, but the growth is reactive.

This reac

tion is quite spongy in appearance but in regions of massive
involvement looks patterned.

The reactive bone resembles a

thick "frost" in a "sunburst" pattern.

In the long bones

the tensile strength has been weakened by expanding lesions
which resulted in pathological fractures.

At these points

reactive bone is accentuated (left humer us, radius, and
ulna).

In the smaller, apparently developing lesions, the

process appears to have inflicted damage on the medullary
cavity and expanded to cause periosteal reaction.

This can

best be seen radiographically in those long bones which have
not been radically restructured by the reactive bone growth
( Figure 8).

This process is manifested most clearly in the

lesions of the right femur and tibia ( Figure 9).

Both the
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Figure 8 . Radiograph o f les ions . Also note the
growth arrest l ines in the comp lete tibia ( x- ray courtesy
of the· U . S . N ationa l Museum) .
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Figure 9 . Le s ions display ing both lytic processes
and reactive bone growth .
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medullary cay ity and su;round ing cortex have been replaced
by the reactive bone growth • . It is at th ese loci that path 
olog ic fractur ing occurred.

The left leg is affected by a

. s ingle " punched out" les ion · in the proximal tibia .

In all

of the affected bones only the metaphys is or d iaphys is i s
involved.

Th e articular ends are free of les ions .

Both upper limbs are affected ( F i gure 1 0 ) .

The left

humerus, rad ius, and ulna are almost unrecogni zable due to
rad ical cortex expans ion with a " sunburst" appearance .
eral pathologic fractures are evident .

Sev

Local i zed les ions in

the right rad ius and ulna resulted in a fracture .

Although

it i s d ifficult to evaluate the full involvement of the
scapulae due to postmortem breakage , one patch of reactive
bone i s present on the left acromion process .
The flat bones �re also involved ( F igure 1 0 ) .

Spinal

involvement · i s limited to Ll- 5 and the ri ght transverse
. proces s of T6 .

At least two lumbars exh i b it. the " sunburst "

restructuring of the bod ies that has resulted in patholog ic
compres s i on fractures .

Although the rib cage was fragmented

after interment, a rib , probably the right s i xth , . is com
pletely covered with reactive bone growth.
ments disp lay very small developing les i ons .
innom inate i s - severely involved.

Other rib frag
The right

The left , probably in

accordance with the les s severe involvement of the left
lower limb as a whole, shows only a few patchy areas of
reactive bone .

Cranial
· 70

Sporadic
lesions on
Ll - L5 '
two compression
fractures
Radical growth of
reactive bone , total
destruction of· · the
cortex, many pathologic
fractures
"Punched" compression
fractures through pelv,e s

Possible

Dismemberment ,
cut marks

Figure 10.

Distribution and locations of lesions patho
log i c f ra c tn r i na , a n d cn 1 t:1 1 l".' r1 1 mod i f i c a t ions.
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Cranial involvement includes four large· but localized
lesions in the vault, two on the left pari etal, one on the
f�ontal, and one on both parietals astride the sagittal
suture above lambda.

The cranial lesion�. differ signifi-

cantly from the . postcranial as they are honeycomb-like and
do not show reactive bone growth in all lesions.

Only one

cranial lesion has evident reactive bone growth ( Figure
11) •

The pattern of uninvolved bone is also critical for
differential diagnosis.

Bones without lesions include all

carpals, tarsals, sesamoids, and phalanges .
also free of lesions.

The mandible is

The left leg is unaffected, except

for the aforementioned single lesion in the tibia.

Both

fibulae are unaffectea ( Figure · 1 0 ) .
Disease Determination
Identification of pathology and differential diag
nosis of disease from ancient skeletal remains must be
approached with caution .

Physicians identify pathology in

bone from thin sections of living tissues viewed microscop
ically.

Bone from modern victims of severe skeletal disease

that is saved for compariso� is often unreliable for study
ing past populations because the lesions have generally
responded to irradiation and/or chemotherapy.

In paleopa

thology the researcher must consider the distribution of the
lesions, the type of lesions, and the age and sex of the
victim.

The process of differential diagnosis deals with
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Figure lL . cranial lesions displaying reactive
bone growth .
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the elimination of lesion producing diseases that are not
involved, all factors considered.
The causative disease that af fected this Kachemak
specimen 11U:1 S t produce symptomatic lesions that 1) occur in
nultiple and widespread form throughout the skeleton, but
show distinctive patterns in the cranium and lumbar
vertebrae; 2) cause lysis with osteogenesis; 3) result in
patholog ic fracture to vertebral bodies and appendicular
elements; 4) could af fect a female; and 5) are not limited
to an age group below the fifth decade of life.

The lesions

as described may represent several maladies, but most common
bone diseases can

be

ruled out.

Tuberculosis causes multiple, although dif ferent,
lesions.

Skeletal distribution rarely includes the ilia,

cranium, or diaphysis . of a long bone (Steinboc k 1976: 17 8).
Most prehistoric cases. appeared in juvenile or adolescent
age groups (Steinbock 1976: 175).

Cassidy (1977: 294) sup

posed that Sadlermiut Eskimos were free from tuberculosis,
but Buikstra (1976: 35 1-367) demonstrated that tuberculosis
was present in the prehistoric Caribou Eskimo population.
Thus, the prehistoric occurrence of tu berculosis in Eskimo
groups has only recently been recognized.
Fungal infections, of which coccidiomycosis is most
common, may give rise to osseous lesions that can be wide
spread throughout the body.

Coccidiomycosis is limited to

the southwestern arid geographic zones of North America
(Lichtenstein 1975: 7 2).

Actinomycosis, blastomycosis,
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h is top lasmos is , cryp tococcos is , and sp orotrichos is rarely
invade bone · t i s su es .

C:oc c i d iomycos is of te n af fects bony

p rominences , su ch as the rad ial sty loid and ti bial tu be rcle
{ Li chtens te in 1 9 7 5 : 7 2 ) .

Ac t inomycos is , bl astomycos i s , and

cryp tococ cos is u su al ly a f f ect j o in.ts bu t never the sku ll .
Sporot ri chos is and his top lasmos i s may involve the sku ll , b.l t
are very ra re in man .

The l a tter p rodu ces a s ing le les ion

{ Li chtens te in 1 9 7 5 : 7 2- 7 6 ) . · The geog rap h i c d i s t r i bu t ion of
the fu ng al infect ions th at rarely af fect bone u su a lly does
not inclu de no rthern peop le s .

Cas s idy ( 1 9 7 7 : 2 9 4 ) su gge s ts

th at fu ngal infect ions may have been u nknown among Sadl er
miu t Esk imos .
Os teomyel i t is , from inf ect ions other than fu ngal ,
can

be

ru led ou t .

Aga in the maj or i ty of cases are in you ng

persons s i te invol vement is mos t common at or arou nd the
art i cu l ar ends of long bones , and the c ran ium is seldom
involved .

The le s ion p rodu ces llUl ch denser os teogenes is

{ Ste i nbock 1 9 7 6 6 0 - 8 2 ) .

Norma l l y , les ion morp hology makes

os teomyel i t i s easy to re cog n i ze in archaeolog i cal cases
{ Ste inbock 1 9 7 6 : 7 9 ) .
Treponema infect ions , su ch as syp h i l i s and yaws ,
u su al ly p rodu ce mas s i ve cort i cal res tru ctu r ing and bowed
long bones .

As mos t frequ ent involvement is in the lower

l imbs and extremi t i es , esp e c i al ly the t i b i ae , these d iseases
can

be

el iminated as a pos s i ble cau se { S te inbock 1 9 7 6 : 8 6- 1 0 6 ) .
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Instead the widespread s�eletal involvement, reactive
bone growth , and many pathologic fracture� in this Kachemak
Eskimo suggest a tumor or tumor-like process.

Most primary

bone tumors occur during the second decade of life with
another gradual incidence increase after the age of 35
(Steinbock 1976: 319 ) .
Utilizing age, skeletal distribution, and lesion
appearance criteria, one can quickly rule out most benign
neoplasms.

Osteochondroma, chondroma, osteoma, fibrous dis

plasia, nonossifying fibroma, solitary bone cyst, giant- cell
tumor , and histocytosis X should be discounted.

The lesions

produced by meningioma and hemangio�a are similar to those
of the Kachemak specim�n.
Meningioma usually occ urs in the cranial vault as the
t umor arises in the meninges or outer covering of the skull.
f'1eningioma can easily. be confused with hemangioma of the
calvari um.

As it is diffic ult to differentiate the diseases

in archaeological cases where only cranial lesions occur,
Brothwell ( 1 96 7 : 332) has combined the two terms for paleo
pathologic diagnosis.

However, for the Kachemak specimen

meningioma can be ruled out due to the occurrence of multi
ple lesions and widespread postcranial involvement.
Hemangioma produces honeycomb lesions in the cranium,
radiating spicules of bone or "sunburst" effect , and paral
lel trabec ular lines in vertebral bodies resulting in patho
logic fracture (Aegerter and Kirkpatrick 1968: 576-582: Tep
li c, Haskin, and Schimert 1967: 964 ; Pugh 1 950: 559AS-559AW:
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Coley 1949 : 1 1 8- 1 2 1; Lichtenstein 1972 : 167- 168 } .

Almost all

hemangiomas are solitary lesions (Steinbock 1976 : 351; Green
field 1975 : 48 0).

The disease might be ruled out as wide

spread skeletal involvement is rare, occurring usually in
sub-adults (Aegerter and Kirkpatrick 196 8 : 579 } .

Age inci

dence for frequent occurrence of cranial lesions is over age
30 in females (Lichtenstein 197 2 : 168).

Thus, I would not

entirely dismiss the possibility of this disease as causa
tive in the cranial lesions of the Kachemak woman.

The post

cranial skeletal destruction is more difficult to explain.
'l\l rning to the common malignant tumors, osteosarcoma
usually occurs in the distal femora and most cases occur
before age 25.

Although the tumor may affect an older

person, skull involvement is very rare.
Likewise, Ewing ' s sarcoma can be ruled out.
tumor is rare beyond age 30.

The

Skull and vertebrae are sel

dom, if ever involved (Steinbock 1976 : 37 1-374; Lichtenstein
197 2 : 259 } .

About 6 0 % of all cases occur in young males

( Ackerman and del Regato 197 0 : 896).
Chondrosarcoma usually affects male adults (Lichten
stein 197 2 : 193).

The development of the disease is most

common in the ends of long bones ( Ackerman and del Regato
197 0 : 90 5).

Rare cranial involvement is limited to the nose

or base of the skull (Lichtenstein 1972 : 193).
Multiple myeloma is a tumor of the older age group,
the vast majority of cases occurring after age 5 0 (Steinbock
1976 : 374), but the lesions are different from those
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e xh i bi ted by th e Kachemak · spe cimen .

Dis cre te small " punched

ou t " les ions w i th no os teogenes i s are mo s t · frequ ent ( S te inbock
1 9 7 6 : 3 7 4 - 3 8 4) and the mal i gnancy occu rs prevalently in mal es
( Li ch tens te i n 1 9 7 2 : 2 80 ; Ackerman and de l Regato 1 9 70 : 8 9 8 ) .
· Mal ignant tumors o f s o f t t i s su es o f t en invade bone
through meta$ tas is .

Me tas ta t i c carc i noma of bone is much

more common th an primary bone neopl as ms as over 60% of all
cancers eve n tu ally invade bone .

The f i gure is su bs tant i ally

higher f or the mo st common cancers .

Age inc i dence f or me ta

stat i c carc i noma of bone is h i ghe s t af ter age 50 ( S te inbock
1 9 7 6 : 3 8 5) .

One o f the mo st common bone me t.a stas is is cau sed

by carc i noma of the bre as t in fe males over age 40 ( Ackerman
and del Reg a to 1 9 70 : 8 3 1 - 8 3 3) .

Mo st les ions as seen in archae 

olog ical ca s e s do not show the notable os teogenes is exh i bi ted
by th e Kachemak woman .

Large open les i ons in cran ial bones

are common ·ins tead ( S te inbock 1 9 7 6 : 3 9 3- 3 9 7 ) .

Metas tat ic car

c i noma can proba bly be dis cou nted as caus a t i ve f or reas ons of
skele tal d is tri bu t ion al so .

Wh ile the vertebrae, innomina tes,

and skull a re common s i tes , me tas tas is is d i s t i n ctly unusual
below the el bow j o int except in cas es of can c er of the colon
wh i ch a f fects small bones of the hands and wris ts ( Li chten
ste in 1 9 7 2 : 3 5 6 - 3 5 8 ; Ste inbock 1 97 6 : 3 8 5- 3 8 6) .
Of the rarer pri mary bone tumors, l iposarcoma can be
el iminated .

Al though too few cas e s ha ve occ urred f?r adequ ate

s t at i s t ical de f in i t ion, the neopl asm is usually s ingu l ar w i th
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most occurrences affecting the distal tibiae ( Lichtenstein
1972 : 330).
Chordoma may be ruled out as the tumor devel ops in
the sacrum and/or coccyx ( Lichtenstein 197 2 : ·335).
Fibrosarcoma produces litt le osteogenesis.
can be affected.

Any age

Involvement is normally singular in the

metaphysis and articular ends of the l ower limb el ements.
The skul l and vertebrae are excl uded ( Lichtenstein 1972 :
244 )

With caution, an advanced malignant hemangioendo
thelioma -is s uggested as the cause in this Kachemak Eskimo.
The term is suggested to replace the former nomenclature of
angiosarcoma along with other discarded names ( Lichtenstein .
1972 : 175).

Many of the clinical descriptions of this mal ady

are under the old term , angiosarcoma.

The disease is non

differential in skeletal invol vement ( Aegerter and Kirk
patrick 1968 : 667-668 ).

Al l ages can be affected.

The symp

toms incl ude cranial and vertebral lesions not unlike those
of hernang iorna.

Unfortunately, the roentgeno� ogic features
outside of the skull . and vertebrae appear like th ose of

other malignancies ( Coley 1949 : 319) and the sunburst
reactive growth in l ong bones is often typical of other
metastatic neopl asms ( Brothwel l 1967 : 331).

Malignant heman

gioendothelioma can c� use pathol ogic fracture. in limbs and
vertebrae ( Lichtenstein 1972 : 177; Aegerter and Kirkpatrick
1968 : 667-668).

Coley ( 1949 : 3 1 9) states that malignant cases

have deveoped from benign hemangioma, b ut Aegerter and
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Kirkpatrick · (1968: 668 ) indicate no such evidence.

Lichten

stein (1972: 175) indicates that all tumors cited were malig
nant when first observed.
Conclusions
Thus, the age at death, type and distribution of
lesions, and numerous pathologic fractures best fit malignant
hemangioendothelioma.

Nevertheless, the rarity of occurrence

is d�sturbing • . Such tumors are classified as " rare " (Stein
bock 1976: 317) or "very rare " (Aegerter and Kirkpatrick 1968:
667).

The chance of archaeological discovery would seem

remote.
To dismiss a benign hemangioma in this case is also
unwise.

Yet widespread skeletal involvement is also quite·

rare and not noted in the older age groups.

Lichtenstein

(1972: 174 ) further suggests that cases reported as hemangioma
of bone probably were "underdiagnosed " and may in reality
represent instances of malignant hemangioendothelioma.

Coley

( 1949 ) states that only histologic study can confirm the
malignancy.
While it is impossible to determine between malignant

hemangioendothelioma and hemangioma of bone in this prehis- ·
toric case, the evidence supports selection for the former .
Comparisons
No archaeological specimens exhibiting such severe
skeletal destru ction with multiple lesions as found in this

Kachemak Eskimo female have been reported that might also
suggest malignant hemangioendothelioma.

Cancers were not

thought to have affected · Eskimos prior to historic contact
(Stefansson 1960 } . At least three cases . of probable· meta
static carcinoma are now recognized.

The prehistoric occur

rences were a Sadlermiut female from Southampton Island
(Cassidy 1977: 291-296); a male (USNM 2 89, 09 1 } from St.
Lawrence Island, Alaska; and a female (USNM 3 39, 1 2 2 } from
Hooper Bay, Alaska (Steinbock 1976: 3 89- 397 } .
Probable Effects of the Disease
With continued caution, an atyp ical prehistoric ter
minal illness may

be

recounted.

The . most common symptoms of

malignant hemangioendothelioma are pain followed promptly by
swelling in the afflicted areas (Coley 1949: 3 19; Aegerter
and Kirkpatrick 1968: 669).

The tumor appears to spread

first to healthy areas of the same bone, then to nearby
bones, and finally throughout the body (Aergerter· and Kirk
patrick . 196 8:

668-669).

The later symptoms of pathologic

fracturing undoubtedly crippled the woman and rendered her
arms useless.

A large soft· tissue mass likely developed

around severely involved areas.
While prehistoric life expectancy with the disease
can �nly be conjectured, the modern duration is variable.
Most patients die within a few months after diagnosis, from
blood-borne metastases to viscera, although some persons
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have lived much longer.

Reactive bone growth is present if

the growth of the tumor is not too rapid (Aegerter and
Kirkpatrick 1968 : 669 ) .

Hence , the woman may have had the

symptoms for longer than a few months.

With no

sophisticated treatment , the prognosis is grave.
Nutritional Pathologies
While fauna! analysis may yield information as to
food habits of ·past peopl es and nutritional potential ,
nutritional insufficiency and general health can be inferred
from skeletal data.

Subt le pathologies such as hypoplasia

of tooth enamel and lines of arrested growth in major
appendicular elements may indicate periods of poor nourish
ment or il lness.
Enamel hypoplasia is present on the teeth of at least
four individual s.

From Cottonwood Creek , 74AMU3- B2 displays

these horizontal grooves in al l upper incisors and canines
and the right first premolar , right canine , left second
premolar , and both lateral incisors of the lower teeth.
74AMU3- B5 both upper central incisors are af fected.

In

In

74AMU 3- B9 enamel hypoplasia is present in both canines , the
right first premol ar , and left canine of the lower teeth.
Growth arrest lines (transverse lines or Harris ' s
lines ) appear commonly in this series.

These lines were

discovered in the radioqraphs of the probable cancer case
(Figure 8 ) .

Hence , a distal femur from each adult burial
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was selected for further x-rays.

Similar views were

obtained for the two-three year old child �

Growth arrest

lines were visible in femora from 74AMU3- B2, 4, 5, 7, 8, and
llb from Cottonwood Creek.

The only burial from Chugachik

Island displays similar lines.

Lines are not apparent in

B9.
Discussion
Enamel hypoplasia and growth arrest lines have simi
lar etiologies, although their appearance in adult individ
uals is not significantly associated.

Both are responses to

similar environmental conditions such as poor nutrition
(McHenry and Schulz 1976).
Transverse lines in long bones may be caused by dis
eases including measles, whooping cough, influenza, laryn
gitis, chicken pox, and pneumonia.

Formation will also

occur from protein, caloric, and vitamin deficiencies
(Steinbock 1976: 46-47).

· rt is doubtful that disease

produced the growth arrest lines . in the Kachemak series.

While no disease data exist for ancient Eskimoid peoples,
modern health studies at six villages on Kodiak Island
(Ahkiok, Karluk, Larsen Bay, Old Harbor, Ouzinkie, and Port
Lions) indicate a high correlation bet�een �easonal anemia
and both infectious and non-infectious illnesses in children
(Brown, Brown, and Bonehill 1967: 93-95).

Nevertheless,

there are limitations and dangers in the application of
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transverse lines and enamel hypoplasia to paleopathological
analysis.
While enamel hypoplasia of teeth does not disappear,
growth arrest lines in long bones are frequently erased
through normal bone remodeling (McHenry and Schulz 1976).

·-

�dult females commonly display these lines about twice as
frequently as do males, which indicates increased bone
remodeling in males (Steinbock 1�76: 49).

This may explain

why 74AMU3-B9 does not possess visible growth arrest lines
and in other males the lines are not as easily visible or as
numerous as in the females of this series.
As infectious diseases are usually associated with
historic contact, it i� suggested that the transverse lines
and hypoplasia in this Eskimo series are caused by periodic
insuf ficient nutrition.

Steinbock (1976: 50) states that

populations that are chronically malnourished will not
exhibit as many transverse lines in bone as a population
with seasonal periods of starvation in con junction with
normal good nutrition.

This starvation cycle probably

occurred on at least a yearly basis.

Evidence is manifested

in the radiography of the femur from 74AMU3-B1lb, as this
individual died just prior to fusion of the distal epiphysis
and transverse lines would not have been subject to extended
periods of adult bone remodeling.

Although it is dif ficult

to count the number of lines in the specime_n, the minimum
number coincides with the probable age in years.

While
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suggest ing that late winter thro ugh .early spring was the time
of starvation, confirmation of this hypothesis can only come
from faunal analysis and other archaeological data .
McHenry ( 19 68 ) feels that growth arrest lines in the
femora of Early Horizon (500 0- 2000 B. C. ) California Indians
were caused by winter through early spring starvation followed
by a stable period of good nutrition from seasonal salmon
runs.

Only recently has seasonal starvation been postulated

and doc umented for more northern po pulations on the basis of
growth arrest lines.

Buikstra (1976 ) feels the evidence

supports this assertion for the Caribou Eskimo .

Transverse

lines and hypo·plasia in the Kachemak series indicate that
southern maritime Eskimo peoples were not immune to similar
environmental rigors.
Racial Affinity
Reference to the term "race" is only used to avoid
some more ambi guo us terminology .

Oetteking ( 1934:2 27 ) con

sidered four possibilities in assigning race to the Kachemak
Bay specimens obtained by de Laguna:

( 1 )

Eskimo, ( � ) Indian,

(3 ) White, and ( 4 ) White amalgamation, to use his terms .
While he felt that longheadedness was expressed in some crania
and this indicated to him Eskimoid stock, final concl usions
were difficult to establish ( Oetteking 1934:2 28 ) .
Although no racial assignment was made on the basis of
skeletal material at that time, de Laguna ( 1934 ) concl uded

that the artifact assemblage indicated Eskimos as the cultural carrier.
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Donald Clark (1970) al so assumed Eskimoid

· race from coeval and comparable artifact assemblages from
Kodiak Island.

Even prior to completion of the skeletal

analysis, there was little doubt that the artifact assem
blage recovered in 1974 from Cottonwood Creek was North
Pacific Eskimo (Lobdell 1975) .
Oschinsky (1964) lists several mor phological traits
present in eastern Eskimo crania.

These include the sagit

tal keel, pinched and very riarrow nasal bones, zygomaxillary
fossae, thick tympanic plates, pronounced genial eversion,
oral tori, and forward projection of zygomaxillary tuberosi
ties combined with wide zygomaxillary angles.

All of these

characteristics can be noted in the Kachemak Bay skeletal
series b ut are less pronounced.

Less pronounced morpholog

ical traits are the mode for western Eskimoid peoples (Okada
and Yamaguchi 1975, 1976).

Postcranially, the short tibia

and fibula would indicate Eskimoid stock.

Paleopathologic

criteria, such as separate neural archs which may or may not
be genetically determined (Lester and Shapiro 1968) are
likely inconclusive in this small sample.

As mentioned,

discrete trait analysis is congruent given the sample
insufficiency.
Aleut affinities should be immediately ruled out.
Aleuts the mean height index is below 75 and in Eskimos
about 8 5 (Stewart 1973:198).

The means of the mean height

In
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index for Kachemak Eskimos are 85. 33 for males and 87. 38 for
females (Tables V I through · V II I).
Thus, on the basis of generally ac cepted morphologic
characteristic s and cranial indices, the skeletal remains
from Cottonwood Creek and Chugachik Island are designated as
· Eskimo.

Certainly the cultural data supports this

conclusion.
Taxonomic Comparisons
While the determination of racial affinity was impor
tant in the case of the Kachemak Bay series since affinity
had not been previously concluded from skeletal evidence,
statistical comparisons to other Eskimo and Aleut skeletal
Building on the model

series can produce meaningful data.
of Okada and Yamaguchi (1975: 1976).

Eight critical cranial

and facial measurements of nine series to the males from the
Kachemak Bay sites were compared.

Pre-Aleut, Pre-Koniag,

Prince William Sound, and Ipiutak populations were chosen
d u e to th e approximate coevality of the site s.

Ale ut and

Koniag populations were· chosen to indicate changes in crania
through time.

The comparison data appears in Table XV I.

Data were compared usinq Penrose's shape distances
(Penrose 1 953- 1 954): where di is the standardized

difference and r is the number of measurements.

Distance

TABLE XV I

Comparative Craniometric Data

SEL
SEL

Measure

30

33

S . W. AK
Eskimo 1

Male X
PrePrince
PreAleut 1 Aleut 1 Koniag 1 Koniag 1 William2 Ipiutak 3 Uelen4 Ekven 4 S . D . 5
Sound

Cranial length

1 78 . 2

18 2 . 9

1 85

.7

1 79 .

Cranial breadth

1 40 .

0

14 0 . 3

14 1

.9

1 49

73 . 0

77 . 5

Nas ion- alveolare

1 33

75 . 6
14 3 .

7

7

.8

1 78 .
1 39

8

.1

173 . 3

1 85

14 9

14 2 .

.7

75 .

3

77 . 9

74 . 7

144 .

0

1 39 . 4

14 4 . 8

.3
6

78 . 4
14 1

.3

.6

36

.7

.1

44 .

18 2 . 7

1 89

.3

19 2

1 39

1 34

.3

1 34 . 2

4

. 76

75 . 5

76 . 4

4

. 15

14 0 . 9

4

. 57

1

. 88

.l

76 . 2
1 37

.6

.8

14 0 . 6

Orbital height

36 . 4

36 . 2

36 . 4

36 . 2

36 . 3

35

Orbital breadth

41 . 2

41. 3

41

.6

41 . 4

41

.0

41

Nasal height

54 . 0

54 . 1

53. 2

52 . 5

53.9

52 . 8

56 . 6

54 . 8

Nasal breadth

22 . 2

23.9

25

25.

25

25

24 . 3

24

Bizygomatic breadth

.9

5

.0

.0

0

140 .

8

36 . 2

36 . 3

43.

41

7

.3

35

.2

.9

5 . 72

.7

41 . 9

1.

54 . 1

54 . 9

2

24

.3

.

24

.0

65

. 92
°

l . 77

!Reported by Hrdli�ka, cited by Debets ( 1 9 5 1 ) .
2
3
4

(0etteking

19 4 5 )

.

cited by Oschinsky ( 1 96 4 ) .
( Debets

1 9 75 )

.

5 of the Egyptian E series reported by Pearson and Davi n , cited by Okada and Yamaguchi ( 1 975 ) .

co
.......
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where di is the standardized dif ference and r is the

number of measurements.
in Table XV II.

Distance analysii results are given

Distance from the Kachemak series as base

comparison are graphed in Figure 12.

c lz =

1

r - 1

r

d�

Discussion
On the basis of the distance analysis the Kachemak
skeletal remains are ordinally and most close ly associated
with Prince Wil liam Sound, Ipiutak, Southwest Alaska Eskimo,
and Pre-Koniag.

Not surprising ly, the Siberian Eskimo is

more distantly re lated, as are both early and later Ale uts.
Yet the most distant group is the Koniag.
The association with Pre-Koniag of Kodiak Island .is
concordant with the archaeological data.

Coeval Kodiak

sites excavated by Donald Clark ( 1970 ) and the lower levels
of the Uyak site ( Heizer 1956 ) where most of the Pre-Koniag
skeletal remains were recovered have yie lde� Kachemak tradi
tion material culture re lated to Kachemak Bay as defined by
de Laguna (1934 ) .
Yet the closer re lationship to Ipiutak is puzzling .
Artifact assemblages are foreign.

The numerous open work

carvings have not been found in Kachemak Bay sites.

The

artificial eye is common to both, but burial at Ipiutak is
in the extended position with few f lexed exceptions ( Larsen

TABLE XVI I
Dis tance Analys i s Results

SEL 30
SEL 3 3

S . W . AK
Eskimo

P reAl eut

Aleut

P reKoniag

Koni ag

Ipiutak

Ue len

Ekven

SEL 30 , SEL 3 3

----

Prince
Wi l l i am
Sound

. 36 87

. 869 3

1 . 1607

. 5 36 7

1 . 566 1

. 2 785

. 359 7

1 . 00 7 1

1 . 2 4 39

S . W . AK Eskimo

. 61

. 2 65 3

. 816 8

. 14 5 6

1 . 2440

. 2496

. 39 4 7

. 455 3

. 64 84

P re-Aleut

. 93

. 52

. 5711

. 34 5 3

1 . 085 5

. 64 5 7

. 69 9 1

. 52 2 1

. 8062

1 . 08

. 90

. 76

. 84 15

. 16 1 2

1 . 2 19 8

1 . 4448

2 . 0 206

2 . 4 7 39

. 73

. 38

. 59

.92

1 . 14 81

. 4 710

. 49 7 7

. 7 290

1 . 046 3

1 . 25

1 . 12

1 . 04

. 40

1 . 07

----

1 . 61 5 5

1 . 9 2 35

2 . 8152

3 . 356 3

Pr . Wm . Sound

. 53

. 50

. 80

1 . 10

. 69

1 . 27

. 0790

. 6 319

. 7682

I p i utak

. 60

. 63

. • 84

1 . 20

. 70

1 . 39

. 28

. 6 188

. 79 8 2

Uelen

1 . 00

. 67

• 72

1 . 42

. 85

1 . 65

. 80

. 79

Ekven

1 . 12

. 80

. 90

1 . 57

1 . 02

1. 83

. 88

. 89

Aleut
Pre- Koniag
Koniag

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

. 0 572

. 24

CX)
\.0
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and Rainey 1 948: 58 ) .

A relationship between the mortuary

subsystems of Ipiutak and Kachemak Bay have been considered
(D. Clark 1 976).

Ipiutak skeletons occasionally lacked

skulls (Larsen and Rainey 1 948: 60) which might suggest
"trophy skulls" were taken.

Some disturbed burials might

actually have been dismembered.

Like the Kachemak dead,

bodies were shallowly buried ( Larsen and Rainey 1 948: 58 ) .
Material culture comparisons are far more difficult to
sustain.
Similarities to So uthwest Alaska Eskimo are also
unclear.

The skeletal material making up that series is

from several sites and no dates are linked with the series.
Some relationship with the Bristol Bay region could exist.
Karen Workman ( 1 977: 1 4) sees many Kachemak tradition
material culture characteristics as Norton or at least
Norton-like.

Yet only skeletal data from securely dated

western Norton sites (presently nonexistent) can support the
suggested physical relationship.
The closest value is that of Prince William Sound.
To date there is no known orig in of the Chugach Eskimo of
Prince William Sound.

On the basis of the distance test

criteria, the Chugach are directly related to the Kachemak
Eskimo.

Yet tested sites from Prince William Sound are

notably missing some integral Kachemak tradition artifacts,
such as the numerous notched stones.
mortuary complex is lacking.

The elaborate Kachemak

The total archaeological

assemblage is probably most closely related to lower Cook
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Inlet and the southern Kenai Peninsula · { de Laguna 1 956 : 258 ) • .
Clearly, the Prince William So und collection reflects an
unusual Esk imo adaptation, especially indicating a preoccu
pation with manufactured items of wood.
Nevertheless, a comparison of radiocarbon dates is
informative.

It now appears that Kachemak Bay may have Lbeen

abandoned concurrently with initial Eskimo occ upations . of
Prince William Sound.

It should be noted that the only some

what sec urely dated Prince William Sound site is Palugvik in
the eastern Sound.

Terminal dates for Kachemak tradition

sites in Kachemak Bay are available for three sites.

These

dates are:
Yukon Island

1 369

+

1 02: A. O. 58 1 { P- 1 38 )

Cottonwood Creek

1 555

+

75: A. O. 395 { S- 1 054: NMC- 8 04 )

Chugachik Island

1 70 9 +

65 : A. O. 245 { S- 1 063: NMC- 807)

Chugachik Island

1 475 +

70 : A. O. 475 { UGa-2344)

De Laguna { 1 962: 1 66- 1 67) recommends that the date from Yukon
Island should be accepted with caution as the tested mate
rial may have been contaminated by salt water and the test
was not initiated until many years after sample removal from
the site.

In the light of the other terminal dates it should

be further suggested that this date is too recent. The Kache
mak peo ples likely abandoned the bay approximately A. D. 500.
Two dates that appear reliable are available from
Prince William Sound:
Palugvik

1 735

+

1 05 : A.D. 2 1 5 { P- 1 74)

1 727 + 1 0 5: A. D. 223 { P- 1 92)
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The se cond d a te has been adju s ted to al low f or tree rings in
the hou s e pos t that served as the mate rial for da t ing .
Thu s , the date is A . D . 3 0 6 .

A th i rd d a te , 2 2 65 + 1 1 2 :

3 15

B . C . ( P- 1 7 3 ) , was re j ec te d as the wood art i f ac t se lected for
dat ing had been contaminated w i th pa ra f f in treatment
(W . Workman 1 9 7 7 ; Ra iney and Ralph 1 9 5 9 ) .
If the base o f Palu gvik was the s t art of the occup a
t ion ( whi ch is st i l l de batable ) , then the beg inning of occu 
p a t ion i n Pr ince Will iam Sou nd can be assoc iated w i th
te rminal dates for Kachemak I I I .

Cons ider ing the range

u t il i z ing one s tandard dev iation , the abandonme nt of Kac he
mak Bay in favor of Prince Will iam Sou nd cou ld have been
su dde n .

Kachemak I I I p roba bly beg an to decl ine e a rly in the

F irs t Millen iu m A . D . and movement arou nd the sou thern Kena i
Pen insu la toward Prince W i l l iam Sou nd may have been g radu al .
The answer may l i e in u nte s ted and und i s cove red archaeolog - ·
i ca1 · local i t ies in th e Kenai F j o rds and western Pri nce Sou nd
reg ions whe re both time of occu rrence and cu ltu ral trans i 
t ion might be documented .

At any ra te , the close biolog i cal

re lat ions h ip be twee n Kachemak tradi t ion peop le s and Chu gach
Eskimos warran ts the te s t ing of th is migra t ion hyp othes is
whe n time and natu re permi ts .
The lack of corre l a t ion be tween Kachemak and Koni ag
popu l a tions demands· some comment ary .

Donald Cl ark ( 1 9 7 4b ) "

pos tu la ted a trihybr i d i z at ion , at le as t cu l tu rally , for the
Kon iag trad i t ion .

He docume nted in pa ins tak ing de tail the
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cultural traits that continued from the previous Kac hemak
tradition recognized in Kodiak sites and the additive traits
from both Prince William Sound and Bristol Bay.

The

biological distance data is not supportative of the cu ltural
data in this case.
Very close biological relationships between Kachemak
and Chugach may indicate .Progenitorship of the former.

On

Kodiak, the Koniag incongruence may indicate a population
replacement.

The question is from where?

The Southwest

Alaska Eskimo data indicates close relatioinship to Kachemak
but more distance to Koniag.

Even the distance between

Pre Koniag and Koniag is striking.

Perhaps the Thule Culture

inf luence on Kodiak Island was a· population replacement or
represents gene flow from somewhere much further northwest. It
should be cautioned that the Koniag sample taken by Hrdlicka
is from a non-ceramic site and also the provenience data is
poorly documented (D. Clark 1974b ) .

Ceramic sites of the

Koniag tradition may represent the continuation of Kachemak
people in the eastern Kodiak archipelago.

Human b..l rials have

been recovered from ceramic sites (i. e. , Rolling Bay) b..lt to
date have not been analyzed in detail and remain unpublished.
There is no need to discount in situ changes in
cranial shape.

Donald Clark (1974b ) suggests that Eskimo

crania from many Alaskan localit ies . are qu ite comparable in
early sites but become increasingly more divergent as time
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nears the present.

Yet the amount and speed of brac hyceph

alization on Kodiak, if such' were the case, is surprising.
It is clear that a sample without the contextual problems
brought about by Hrdlicka ' s unorthodox ar chaeological min
ing techniques might aid in answering these and other
questions.
Bioarchaeological Conclusions
The skeletal remains from Cottonwood Creek and Chuga
chik Island, provide information on the physical anthropol
ogy of the Kachemak Eskimo.

On the basis of this completed

analysis the following conclusions can be made :
1. )

Without spec ulation, the cultural significance

of the mortuary subsystem �ith complex categories of
interment remains unexplained.
2. )

The demographic profile is skewed , but high

incidence of child and infant mortality is offset by the
achievement of relative old age in females.

The "true" age

at ad ult male death is likely not reflected in this small
series.
3. )

With the exception of a probable case of malig

nant hemangioendothelioma , skeletal p athologies are not
extraordinary.
4. )

Nutrition pathology is notable in the growth

arrest lines in long bones and tooth enamel hypop�asia.

The
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frequency of the former indicates seasonal nutrition insuf
ficiency.
5. )

The racial affinity is Eskimo.

From biological

distance data this classification is modified to North
Pacific Eskimo.
6. )

Closest biological affinities can be · seen with

Ch ugach Eskimo and a Kachemak progenitors� ip is hypothesized
for the Chugac�.

Later Kod iak Islanders are not closely

related to this Kachemak sample.

Relationsh i ps to other

Eskimo and Aleut groups are informative but not unexpected
given the geographic separation and/or archaeological
cultural differences and similarities.

CHAPTER III
SOME NOTES ON THE ANALYSIS OF FAUNAL RE MAINS
FROM ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE S :

METHODOLOGIE S

UTILIZ ED IN THE KACHE MAK BAY RE SEARCH

While some investigators might maintain that the
discipline of zooarchaeology has been in a prolonged theo
retical void (Yesner 1977a), others w9 uld agree that the

rise of zooarchaeological applications. have been developing
progressively toward aiding in the explanation of man ' s
interactions with his ancient ecological . environment ( Robi
son 1978 ; Johnson 1975).

Certainly the mere existence of

faunal remains in sites has at least stirred some tho ughts
as to the processing, handling, identification, and quanti
fication dilemmas of interpretive archaeology since the
beginning of controlled excavations.

While it is not an

intent of this work to discuss the merits or drawbacks of
vario us theories and/or methodologies in zooarchaeology,
selected zooarchaeological techniques are certainly appli
cable, with modifications, to the st udy of North Pacific
Eskimo coastal middens.
Because faunal remains are mostly prehistoric refuse,
methodologies have differed from those involved in the anal
ysis of human remains.

In the past, anthropologists have

been most concerned with the identification of the dead of
their own kind and, therefore, many refined techniques for
97
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age, sex, stature , and race are utilized in an almost stan
dardized fashion.

Fauna! remains are instead usually dis

articulated and composed of many different · taxa usually
mixed together, and require different methods of analysis.
The initial step to determining the past importance
of non-human fauna is a sampling procedure for the archaeo
logical site.

This procedure may differ from site to site

based on the research questions , type of site , and/or
logistic constraints.
At Cottonwood Creek all mammal and bird bone was
saved for analysis from each of the ten tes ts.

Test square

size was 2 by 2 meters to a depth of an average of 3 meters .
Thus , the total volume of the tests was approximately 120
cubic meters of earth and cultural mater ial.

Only samples

of what was considered representative fis� bone and shell
fish were saved for identification.

These latter categories

pres ented some difficulty later , as no numerical quantifica
tions could

be

performed.

It could only

be

said that a

taxon was either abu ndant , moderate, occas ional , or rare in
the selections.
The Chugachik Island sample is an improvement over
that of Cottonwood Creek.

Again , all mammal and bird bone

was saved for analysis from each· test.

Even though a few of

the outlying tes ts were in s lough zones or truncated areas
of the midden, the faunal materials were saved b.l t are not
included in this analysis due to · the incomplete contexts
from which they were received.

Twelve test areas , each 1 by
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2 meters in size from the ground surface to the bottom of
the site, an average depth of about 2. 6 meters (approxi
mately 62. 4 _c ubic meters ) , . make up the sample.

Yet, the

collecting of shellfish and fish remains was so tedious and
time-consuming that these categories were collected in half
of each test pit, or a 1 by 1 meter square.

The . remaining

shellfish and fish remains were not collected.

Thus, these

categories are represented by samples from half of the ex ca
vated earth (approximately 31. 2 cubic meters ) .

It should be

noted that unidentifiable fragments were discarded in the
field and only cranial bones of fish were saved.

Shellfish,

ex cept for representative examples saved for seasonality
testing, were discarded after quantification in the field.
The size of· the total tests from the Yukon Island
Bluff site is not as important as at the aforementioned
sites because most of the earth was overburden and the cul
tural zones ranged from non-existent to about 30 centimeters
thick.

A total of 132 square meters in five distinct areas

was tested.

Many te�ts did not produce faunal remai ns.

Test area 2 had almost 70 % of the total mammalian fauna.
Area 1 produced about 90 % of the molluscan remains.

Given

an average test depth of about a meter, the sample was taken
from approximately 132 cubic meters of tota.l soil moved dur
ing the summer work.

All mammal and bird bone was saved.

Only cranial bones of fish were saved, b ut shells were dis
carded following quantification.

No shell was saved during

ex cavations for later seasonality studies, but William
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Workman was able to retrieve· some: of the dis carded shells on
a later trip to Yukon Is land for the small seas qnality
sample.
Discussion·
Although it is not advisable to discard even unidentifiable faunal materials as :new techniques may someday be
developed to yield data from what today may seem unimportant
(Hargrave 1938), _ logistic constraints had to be considered.
The amounts of crus hed shell, postcranial fish bone, urchin
spines and crushed bone fragments are so great in large
coastal midden sites from Kachemak Bay that the r�covery of
all faunal materials and removal to and storage in the main
labora�ory is not feasible.

While in basic agreement . with

Hargrave ' s (1938 ) arguments for saving all faunal remains,
it should

be

remembered that his arguments stre·s sed mostly

mammalian and avian remains.
Concerning fish remains, Casteel (1970; 1976a) has
argued that column sampling w i ll produce the most accurate
results in fish identification.

Payne (1976) also calls for

the careful s iev ing of small samp les in dealing with
extremely small bones.

It should be stressed that column

and soil sa� les from the - K�chemak Bay sites did not produce
additional types of fis hes .

Casteel (1976b) further sug

gests that scales and vertebrae can

be

carefully analyzed

to gain at least family level identifications , as well as
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These highly specialized methods are to be commended

age.

and · provide guidance for future research in Kach�mak Bay ,
but pressing time limitations usually curtail these studies
because:
. • • Most zooarchaeologists , faced with the typi
cal problem of identifying and interpreting not only
fish remains from a site but al so those of reptiles ,
birds , and mammals , are seldom ab le to pursue all
avenues of sophisticated analytical techniques , such
as those · described by Casteel for scales and verte
brae (Parmalee and Bogan 1978: 542).
To date , the Kachemak Bay research has been limited to iden
tification and quantifications of fish from skul l parts
only.

In defense of the cranial methods , the 1 2 test areas

from Chugachik Island show different fish frequencies.

This

variation could not have been noted from one or two col umn
samples.
The character and composition of each site is very
different.

Cottonwood Creek is the deepest site , yet the

poorest in mammal ian remains.
al l categories of fauna.

Chugachik Island is rich in

Yukon Island Bl uff consists of a

narrow c ultural zone with many stratigraphic discontin ui
ties.

The sizes of the sampl es may vary greatly based on

whether the habitations were year-round or seasonal.

The

approximate length of occ upations is different for each
location .

Chronometric dates indicate a later beginning

occupation date for the Yukon Island Bl uff site and the
material culture is substantial ly different from the two
earlier sites.

Thus; the amount of soil inspected in each
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excavation is only a general figure that should indicate the
total matrices versus the amount of faunal remains. It is
felt that Ziegler ' s (1973) argument for the importance of
achieving equality in samples through the amount of �oil per
excavation unit cannot be used in comparing these three very
different samples from different sites.
The second phase of a faunal study may be the most
critical.

The accurate identifications of faunal elements

is the . process on which all subsequent analysis rests
(Lawrence 1973).

While there is little agreement among

researchers as to what should be identified first (the ani
mal, the element, the side, etc. ), almost all agree that
proper identifications usually involve the use of compara
tive specimens.

This reseach was greatly aided by loans and

gifts of comparative specimens from the University of Ten
nessee, Smithsonian Institution, and the State of Alaska,
Department of Fish and Game.

In addition to the small but

growing comparative collection at the Laboratory of Anthro
pology, University of Alaska, Anchorage, these specimens
enabled the research to proceed.
Although there is no substitute for a comprehensive
comparative collection, some help in determining certain
element configurations and identifications to at least the
family level, may be facilitated by the growing body of
zooarchaeology and biology manuals.

Photographic, graphic,

and descriptive aids occasionally utilized included Olsen
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( 1 9 6 4 ; 1 9 6 8 ; 1 9 7 9 ) � G i l be rt ( 1 9 7 3 ) , Smi th ( 1 9 79 ) , Shu feldt
( 1 8 8 8 -1 8 9 1 )' , Ye sner ( n . d . ) , Mu j ib ( 1 9 6 7 ) , Norden ( 1 9 6 1 ) ,
Howard ( 1 9 � 9 ) , Cas teel ( 1 9 7 4 ; 1 9 7 6b ) , Gl ass ( 1 9 51 ; 1 9 7 3 ) ,
Bra inerd ( 1 9 3 9 ) , Abbott ( 1 9 6 1 ; 19 6 8 ) , Keen ( 19 6 3 ) , and
Morr is ( 1 9 6 6 ) .

Most of the se au thors stre ss the p rimary

need to u s e comp arat i ve mater i a l s for iden t i f icat ions
be cau se of the l im i ta t ions of the u se of su ch manu al s .
Of greates t concern in the grow ing li tera tu re of
me thod and theory in zooarchaeology is data man ipu lat ion ,
qu ant i f i ca t ion , and the re l iabi l i ty of rep res entat ion .

In

the br ief h i s tory o f zooarchaeology , a t f i rst only a cu rsory
" l au ndry l i s t " of sp e c i es present in an archaeolog ical s i te
was cons ide red su f f i c ient .

Wh i le it is important to be

aware of the numbe r of sp ec ies , the s e ea rly rep orts usu al ly
ne g lected to determine the re l a t ive imp ortance of each spe
c ie s .

Early at temp ts at qu ant i f i cat ion inclu ded cou nt ing

the number of e leme nts or f ragme n ts p er sp ec ies , bu t be cau se
th is me thod as sumed that s imilar treatment was g i ven al l
sp ec ies the re su l t was often a mis rep resenta t i on of sp ec ies
i� ortance .

F i gu ring the total we i g h t of bone al so la cks

e f fe c t i veness be cau se of d i f f e rent ial tre atment of sp ec ies ,
s i z es of bones , moi s tu re content of bone s dep endent on so i l
ma t r i x cond i t ion and env i ronme n ts , and deg ree of mineral i z a
t ion or bone p· res e rvat ion .

Bu t these exp e r iments in qu ant i 

f i cat ion led to in i t iat i on of a t temp ts to de term i ne the
min inum numbe r of ind i vidu al s per sp ecies ( MN! ) , the me thod
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that persists into the present with modifications (Chaplin
197 1: 64-75).
The MNI method, while solidly implanted in the disci
pline of zooarchaeology, has evolved to inclu de numerous 
amendments that attempt to prevent biased interpretations.
Daly (1969), Bokonyi (1970), Grayson (1973; 1978 ), Casteel
( 197 2; 1977; 1979), Krantz ( 1968 ), Ziegler (1973), Thomas
(1969; 197 1), Perkins (1973), Olsen (197 1), Munson (1974),
Lawrence ( 1963) , and Watson ( 1972) are bl t a few of the. many
contributors to this growing methodology .

These researchers

have suggested that age/sex categories, expected elements
per species, the size of a test, the

II

Schlepp effect ,

11

small

site biases, differential element and sp ecies preservation,
and proper numerical corrections are some of the factors to
be considered in zooarchaeological stu dies for a greater
accuracy in utilizing the MNI method .
A final step beyond the determination of MNis is the
attempt to determine the relative importance to a vanished
people of various animal species in a human ecosystem.

Cer

tainly each and every fragment of bone is a representative
element of the areal paleoecology.

Yet each bone in an

archaeological context has passed through the "cultural
filter" (Daly 1969).

Even if lacking modification, an

archaeological faunal element is an artifact .

The identi

fication and qu antification of the species and a determina
tion of their frequencies alone is not enough.

Cultural
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products,· such as artif acts, are only the material expres
sions of cultural development : they are not the ef ficient
causes o� active agents (Bidne y 1953: 33).

Instead, it is

the use or function of an artif act, its contribution to life
in a given social context, which is significant--not the
artif act itself (Bidney 1953: 27).

L

Consideration of the contribution of fauna to hu man
lif e is not a recent innovation.

White ' s (1953) suggestion

of using me at weights to determine dietary percentages has
gained widespre ad, although modified (Ste wart and Stahl
1977) acceptance.

More recently, meat weight and the

calorie/protein importance of food have enabled researchers
to further refine earlier determinations of given species
importance (Grayson 1974 : Ill f field 1974 : Frazier and King
197 1).

More specific nutritional components of meat have

also been studied (Parmalee and Klippel 1974).

Denniston ' s

(197 2) analysis of nutrition among ancie nt Aleutian
islanders even included the importance of sea manunal fat.
Us ing this type of fauna! information in conjunction with
demographic data, Yesner (1977b) postulated the relative
stability of animal populations and benefits of the maritime
subsistence lifeway in the Aleutians.
The methodology utilized in the analysis of faunal
remains from Cottonwood Creek, Chugachik Island, and Yukon
Island involved the determinations of MNis within the noted
constraints of the method.

These numbers are calculated for
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vertebrates in two ways:

for the entire site (MN I 1 ) and

in each site by test and level (MNI 2 ).

The latter is

undoubtedly the more accurate of the figures for these types
of sites and is used in all subsequent calculations.

The

location of coastal middens alone is suspect enough to indi
cate that much of the refuse was never deposited in the
site .

The sea likely claimed much of the debris.

"Schlep

ping , " the underrepresentation of large game animals through
carrying only selected parts minus. major heavy bones back to
a site , is somewhat corrected by the MNI 2 method.
calculations may

be

These

subject to error in terms of horizontal

distribution of bones in a site , but account for the verti
cal , therefore diachronic , distinctions which are far more
ilti) ortant in determining dietary and/or resource changes
through time.

It should

be

emphatically stated that the use

of MNI 1 as distinct from MNI 2 is to serve this research ,
and is not an attempt at coining even more zooarchaeological
terminology (see Casteel and Grayson

1 977).

The follow ing chapters reflect the systemiz ation of
the data into categories of mammals (Chapter IV) , birds
(Chapter V ) , fish (Chapter V I ) , and shellfish (Chapter VI I).
Relative resource importance through the use of MNis ,
resource habitats , seasonality , probable exp loitation meth
ods , and ethnological archaeological comparisons are dis
cussed.

The animals are discussed in the order of their

element frequency rank .

Selected studies (Chapter VII I ) , to
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determine the importance of fauna ( meat weights, nutrition )
and prehistoric Kachemak Bay are made, not with the intent
of building a predictive model towards understanding site or
resource carrying capacity, but to rank probable contribu
tions of species to past lifeways.

Additionally, species

preterences for non-nutritive purposes ( tool-making ) and a
glimpse of past animal pathologies are briefly considered.

CHA PTER IV
MAMMALS

The pa ramount faunal component of al l Kachemak Bay
sites is the diverse mamma l i an as semblage.

Mammals of vari

ou s siz es and ha bitats provided the s e Eskimos with food,
f at, fu r, and bone produ c ts f or coastal life.

Two ma j or

divisions can be made in analyz ing this fau na l component.
Mos t important are the mar i ne mammals on the basis of shee r
numbe r and re lative siz e.

Secondary are the le s s nume rous

rema i ns of land mammal s.
Comment on repre senta t i on of each spe cies is app ro
priate.

As stated bef o re, the most e f f e c tive me thod f or

determining the importan�e of a specie s from the s e middens
is by the number of indiv idual animals per test and leve l
( MNi 2 ) al though limitat ions for ce rta in species will be

d i s cus s ed.
Marine Mammal s
Harbor se al ( Phoc a v i tulina ) re mains . dom inate the
f auna! as semblage.

At Chugach ik Is l and seals accou nt f or

almos t 2/ 3 ( 6 3. 9 % ) of the total identified bones and repre sent 4 1. 1 % of the animals taken ( Table XVI I I ) .

S e al s we re

p resent in both the upp e r and lower occup ations at Cottonwo od
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TABLE XV I I I
HalllRlal s
Chugachik Is l and (SEL 0 3 3)

Mari ne
Harbor Seal
Porpo i se
Sea Otter
Wha l e
Northern Sea Lion
Terrestrial
Hoary larmot
Doae s l..i. c '?Og
Red Fox
Caribou
B l ack Bear
Snowshoe Hare
Musk rat
Hink
Porcupine
Vo le
Beaver
River Otter
Brown Bear
Hoose
Wolverine
Uniden tified Ungu l ate

I eleauents
(Phoca vitu l ina)
(�na phocoena/Pbocoenides da l l i )
(Enhydra lutria)
(Cetacea)
(Eumetopias juba tus)
(Marmota ca ligata)
(Cani s fami l i aris)
(Vulpes fulva )
( Rangi fer tarandus)
(Ursus americanus)
(Lepus ameri canus)
(Ondatra zibethica)
(Muste l a vison)
(Ereth izo�satum)
( c f . Clethrion111ys ruti lus)
(Castor canadensi •l
(l.utra canadensis)
(Ursus middendor ffi )
(� a l ces)
(Gu lo l uscus)

2 141

411
4
4
3
473
126
71

27
16
15

ll

12
6
6
5
5
4
3

l

Tota l s

1
3 349

'

MNI 1

63.9
12 . 3
.1
.1
.1

54
12

14 . 1
3.8
2.1

31

.5
.4
.4
.4
.2
.2

l
2

.e

·. 2

.2
.1
.1
.1

.o

100 . 1

2

2

1

9
4

2

5
2
1
3

2

2

1
1
2
l

ill

_,_
38 . 0
8.4
1.4
1.4

�1

21

.8
6.3
2 .8
1.4
2.1
1 .4
3.5
1.4
.7
2.1
1.4
1.4
.7

.1

1.4
.7
99 . 7

Inaature l
47
5
1
1
0
22

3
1
1
1
1
2
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
1
0
89

'
87 . 0
41 . 7
50 . 0
50 . 0

o .o

71 . 0
33 . 3
25 . 0
50 . 0
33 . l
50 . 0
40 . 0

o.o

0 .0

o .o

50 . 0
100 . 0
0.0

o .o

50 . 0
0 .0
b2 . 7

MtH 2
32 3

lH

3
3

2

1 75

53
10
14
12

ll

9
7
6
5
4
5

3
3

2

1
786

\

Iamature 2

41.l
16 . 9
.4
.4
.3

181

22 . 3
6.7
l.3
1.8
1 .5
1 .6
1.1
.8
.8
.6
.5
.6
.4
.4
.3
.1
99 . 9

03

50

1

l

0

10

1

4

1
1

"

0

0
0
1
2

0

0
1
0

341

\

56 .0

37 .6
33 . 3
33 . 3

o .o

4 '1 . 4
18.9
10 . 0
28 . 6
R. 3
7.7
44 . 4

o .o
o .o
o .o

2 5 .0
40 . 0
0.0

o .o

50 . 0

o.o

4J.4

-

'°

0
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Creek (Tables X IX and XX).

The later Yukon Island Bluff

site produced nearly identical percentag�s (Table XX I ) .
Harbor seals occur widely throughout the North
Pacific and North Atlantic seas with little species varia
tion (Sche(fer 1958: 88-90 ) .

While mainly inhabiting shel

tered coastlines, some seals inhabit freshwater lakes.

Most

frequ ent sand _or rocky coasts, · and occasionally estuaries
with significant tides (King 1964: 51 )

Harbor seals do not

migrate as do other seals, preferring to stay throughout the
year in a general range of protected bays to about 10 miles
offshore (Banfield 1974: 370 ) .
Estimates for the lower portion of Cook . Inlet set the
present population of harbor seals at somewhere less than 5%
of· the total population of Alaska, or less than 6, 250 ani
mals (U.

s.

Department of the Interior 1976: 259- 260 ) . · Con

centrations of harbor seals do occur in at least two major
areas of Kachemak Bay (U.
113).

s.

Department of Commerce 1977:

In actuality, these seals can

be

found along much of

the south shore of Kachemak Bay as they forage widely from
known rookeries.

The highest concentrations are near the

outer islands (Yukon , Cohen, and Hesketh ) and in the back
bay area (Alaska Department of Fish and Game 1973: M51A ) .
The rookeries are each located within a mile of a major
archaeological site.

While most rookeries include less than

25 animals (U. S. Department of the Interior 1976: 260 ) ,

'11ABLE X IX
Mammals
Cottonwood Creek (SEL 030) , Main Occupation

!

Marine

elements

'

MNI

1

'

Immature

'

l

MN I

2

%

Immature

2

'

Harbor Seal

(Phoca vitul ina )

23

20 . 0

3

18 . 8

2

66 . 7

13

18 . l

7

53. 8

Porpoise

(Phocoena phocoena/
Phocoenides dal l i )

13

11 . 3

3

18 . 8

2

66 . 7

9

12. 5

2

22 . 2

Whale

(Cetacea )

3

2.6

l

6.2

-

-

3

4.2

25 . 0

43

59 . 7

10

23. 3

4

5.6

l

25 . 0

Terrestrial
Hoary Marmot

(Marmota cal igata )

72

62 . 6

8

50 . 0

Domestic Dog

(Canis familiari s )

4

3.5

l

6.2

2

.....,
.....
�

TABLE XX
Mamma ls
Cottonwood Creek ( SEL 0 3 0 ) , Upper Component
# el ements

Marine

%

MNI 1

%

Porpoise

( Phocoena phocoena/ Phocoenides � )

6

7. 1

2

16. 7

Wha le

(Cetacea )

2

2. 4

1

8. 3

Harbor Sea l

( Phoca vitulina )

1

1.2

1

8. 3

Domestic Dog

(Canis fami l iaris )

39

45 . 9

1

8. 3

Moos e

( Alces . � )

17

20 . 0

1

8. 3

Snowshoe Hare

( Lepus americanus )

15

17 . 6

4

33. 3

Black Bear

( � americanus )

3

3. 5

1

8. 3

Hoary Marmot

(Marmota caligata )

2

2.4

1

8.3

85

100 . 1

12

99 . 8

Terre strial

I

Totals

�
�
tv

TAUJ..E X X I

Mammal s
Yukon Island B l u f f (SEL 041 )
I e le111ents

�
Harbor Seal
Porpoi se
Sea Otter
Whal e

(Phoca vitulina)
(Phocoena phocoena/Phocoenidee �)
(Enhydra �)
(Cetacea)

__,_

-1!!i!.._

__,_

Innature

'

__!!!!!_

422
59
7
2

6'1 . 1
9.0
1.1

14
4
2
1

31 . 8
9.1
4 .5
2.3

9
3
1
0

64 . 3
75 . 0
50 . 0

5R

o.o

7
1

83

12.6
6.8
2.4
1.8
.8

9
2
2
5
2
1
1
_!

20 . 4
4.5
4.5
11 . 4
4 .5
2.3
2.3

4
0
1
4

44 . 4

28

50 .0
80 . 0

11

•3

11

--·-

1 1111M tUC£.._ -'-

41 .4
8.0
5 .1
.7

33
7

56 . 9
63.6

0

o .o

20 . 4
2.9
8.0
6 .6
2.2
1.5
1.5
_J_
99 . 9

12
0
1
1
0
0

)

42 . 9

Terrestrial
Hoary Marmot
Dome stic Dog
Beaver
Porcupine
Snowshoe Hare
Caribou
Red Fox
Bear

(HarJIIOta ca l igata)
(Can is fami liaris)
(�r canadcns i s )
(�zon d�m)
( Lepus americanus)
( Ra ngi fer ta�)
(Vulpes fulva)
(Ursus spp . ) .

45

16
12
5
4

2

Tota l s

_!
658

.6

•3

2
__._

100 . 0

44

--1..:l
99 . 9

0

0
0

0

22

o .o

o .o
o .o
0.0

o.o

50 . 0

4

9
3
2
2
l

ill

42.9

o .o

9.0
77 . 8

o .o
0 .0

0

o .o

63

46 . 0

�

0 .0

....w......
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personal observations during the field season indicate that
a rookery at the northeastern c
. orner of Chu gachik Island
contained at least 56 seals.

The rookeries of Yukon Island

and Hesketh Island had less than 25 seals.
Discussion
Over half of the seals taken were immature animals
(Tables XV I II, X I X, XX I).

About half of the seals in the

immature category are estimated by long bone size to have
been in the first year of life.

From these data we may

cautiously interpolate seasonality and hunting methods.
The peak of pupping occurs in mid-June, ·with areal
variations.

The pups grow rapidly, doubling their body

weight by winter and tripling in size . by the end of the
first year.

Full size and weight. is not reached until five

or six years (Banfield 1974: 370- 371), but females may first
breed at two years (Burt and Grossenheider 1976: 85).

Life

expectancy is estimated at 29 years (Smith 1979: 198 ).
Although seal long bones from these sites would indi
cate that hunting took place during all seasons, the vast
ma jority were those of young pups or yearlings.

Remains of

at least one fetal seal was recovered at Chugachik Island,
representing a spring capture of the mother.

However, most

intensive exploitation of seals occurred in the summer since
the young could

be

approached on land and clubbed.

It is

interesting to note that no complete skulls were unearthed;
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however , seal skulls are thin and fracture might have been
po'st depositional.

Almost all methods of taking seals

probably involved clubbing.
According to Davydov (1977: 221-222) , large nu mbers of
people are necessary for a land kill oe seals to be effi
cient.

However , the shooting of individual basking seals

was also done.

Seals could also

be

driven into nets placed

in the water that were weighted with small stones along the
bottom edge.

Father Gideon (Black 1977: 98) also recorded

this method for the Koniag.

Sealing with harpoons and

inf lated animal bladder floats was necessary in deep. water
so as not to lose the wounded animal .

Seals dragged out of

the net , up from the depths , or onto the beach could then be
easily dispatched.

D.l ring summer fieldwork it was noted

that young seals , although far from tame , were easily
app t;oached.
Bolotov (Black 1977: 85) mentions that the Koniag took ·
small seals with harp oons and floats.

The Chugach killed

seals by harpooning them in the water or on ice floes in the
springtime . (Davydov 1977: 222) .

The Eyak used the same meth

ods , but they also killed basking seals on sandbars with

spears and clubs (Birket-Smith and de Laguna 1938: 107-109).
The netting method was unknown to them (Birket-Smith
195 3: 24-27) .

The Tanaina shot seals with bow and arrow in

the water or assau lted them on land (Osgood 1937: 37).

The
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former . method was only partially successful, as some animals
could not be retrieved before they sank; the latter often
involved a solitary human swimming up · on a gro up of sleeping
seals.
Seals were important animals to coastal peoples.
These animals provide good food and plenty of fat.

The oil

lamps recovered at most sites burned seal oil for light and
warmth.

Winter garments required the warmth provided by the

pelts of young seals (when the fur is softest and at a maxi
mum thickness).
1959: 309) .

Gut was used as waterproof clothing (Murie

Davydov (1977: 221) noted that taking seals

served these needs, but mainly was for the making and main
tenance of skin boats required for successful maritime life.
In his early contact-period journal (18 02-1807) he indicated
that there were fewer small seals in America than in the
northwestern Pacific, a situation which he thought was
brought about through constant hunting pressure.
Porpoise remains in Kachemak Bay sites posed several
problems in identification and quantification.

Two species

of porpoise are seasonally present in the bay, but diagnos
tic elements, such as complete mandibles, necessary to
determine species were infrequent in the archaeological
sites.

Thus, both are considered together in the quantita

tive categories for each of the tested sites (Tables XV I I I
through XX I).
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The smaller species of harbor porpoise (Phocoena
phocoena) is the most numerous in Kachemak Bay.

To · date,

skulls recovered from sites have all been this species.
Harbor porpoise inhabit inshore water such as bays, chan
nels, and protected ha �bors.

They seldom venture more than

20 miles offshore (Banfield 1974 : 269).

Adults may

6 feet long and weigh 160 pounds (Carl 1963 : 24).

be

up to

While in

calm water they roll and seldom leap out of the water, bJt
in rough water they plunge into the waves.

This porpoise

breathes three to four times while rolling prior to diving.
The larger species, Dall ' s porpoise (Phocoenides
dalli), is the same approximate length as the harbor por
poise but nu ch stouter; adult weight approaches 250 pounds
(Carl 1963 : 27).

It is swift, nervous, and intolerant,

although playful around boats (Banfield 1974 : 270).

The more

pelagic of the two sp ecies, it seldom enters bays (Banfield
1974 : 270) such as Kachemak Bay.

Ill ring the course of this

research, Dall ' s porpoise was not viewed often.

Sightings

only occurred outs ide the narrows created by Homer Spit.

It

is likely that this species was available to the peoples of
Yukon Island but not readily obtained by Chugachik Island or
Cottonwood Creek dwellers.

No uncontestable identifications

of Dall ' s porpoise were made from any of the tested sites.
While both sp ecies are considered migratory (Carl
1963; Banfield 1974; Burt and Grossenheider 1976), the
smaller species is seen in the bay throughout the year, b.lt
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more common ly in summer.

There is

l itt le

quantified infer- .

mation on the popu lation status or migratory movements of
porpoises within Cook In l et (U.

s.

Department of the

Interior 1976: 2 6 2 ) and it has not yet been determined if
they represent a fu l l -time resident popu l ation in Cook In l �t
(U.

s.

Department of Commerce 1977: 11 2 ).

Da l l ' s porpoise

may be nu ch more conunon in Southeastern A l aska (Murie 1959:
338 ) .

Cetaceans , not containing as many deve�oped paired
e lements as other mamma l s , are difficu lt to quantify in
archeo l ogica l sites.

On l y crania and bones of the

shou l der/pectora l f l ipper comp l ex can yie ld information
comparab l e to the other mamma l s.

Yet , during fie l dwork it

became apparent that these bones were noticeabl y

l acking

in

contrast to the numerous ribs and vertebrae present in many
l eve l s

and a l l tests.

underrepresentative.

Thus , qu antifications by MNi l were
Ql antifications are more accurate l y

based on age comparisons using the vertebrae from each test
and leve l ( MNI 2 ).

Vertebrae are not usually considered as

tritica l in determining MN is as are the cranial and paired
e l ements (O l sen 1961).

At any rate , the reader shou l d be

aware that , un l ike the other mamma l s studied , porpoise limb
bones were not used to determine the MNI 2 frequencies.
This research is not the first to address this di lemma for
southcentra l A l aska sites (see D. Cl ark 1974b) nor wil l it
l ike l y

be the

l ast.
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Porpoises representeq a somewhat lesser contribution
to the diet than seals, but were nevertheless important.

MN! 2 they ranked third at all sites, with only marmot and

In

seal superior (Tables XVI I I through XX I).
Discussion
L

Varying percentages of immature animals from the

three sites provide some evidence of seasonality.

Many of

the vertebrae recovered were from animals in the first few
months of life.

Porpoises are born in late spring to early

summer and raised in sheltered bays for the first month of
life (Banfield 1974: 269).

This nurturing behavior would

indicate their foremost availability at that time of year.
As mentioned, the hunting of porpoises is not as easy in the
winter months.
Ethnographic reports noted the summer· hunting of por
poises.

According to Osgood (1937: 39), the Tanaina hunted

porpoises after March.

The requirerne�ts included quiet

water and plenty . of light.

During the summer Kachemak Bay

has both, but still water is usually a morning condition.
Afternoon "day breezes" produce windswells.

A hunter had to

lead the animal and throw a harpoon at the water into which
the animal was diving.

Davydov (1977: 225) noted that por

poises were most cautious in wintertime and would sound at
the mere sight of a skin boat.
There is little agreement as to the desirability of
porpoise flesh for food.

Davydov (1977: 225) indicates that
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the Koniag thought them to

be

delicious.

The Yakatat

Tlingit considered porpoise a valuable source of sinew b.lt
the �eat strong-tasting and fit onlr for a poor man ' s fare
(de Laguna 1972: 4 1).

In ·Kachemak Bay · sites porpoise was a

main food item second in importance only to seal.

Sea otter (Enhydra lutris) remains were recovered at
. Chugachik Island and Yukon Island Bluff but not in abundance
(Tables XVI I I through XX I).

Presently Alaska has the

highest known population of sea otters with an estimated
number of about 20 ,· 000 animals (Banfield 1974: 346).

The

greatest concentrations of sea otters in Cook Inlet occur
outside of Kachemak Bay.

Recent range expansions, including

the bay, have been recorded.

The population of sea otters

prior to the fur trade is not known, b.lt excessive hunting
led to the ir extirpation from lower Cook Inlet in the 1800s
(U.

s.

Department· of the Interior 1976: 254 ).

Shellfish

resources, protected coasts, and seaweed beds of Kachemak
Bay probably provided ideal sea otter habitat.

The animals

prefer exposure to the open ocean; thus, t�e islands at the
mouth of Kachemak Bay would have been prime sea otter
territory.
Discussion
Ethnographic accounts of the intensifying fur trade
likely overemphasize the illl)ortance of sea otters.

Osgood
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(1937 : 37-38), for exanq;> le, outlines in painstaking detail
the hunting of sea otter with bow and arrow or harpoon,

prefaced by the remark that they were prized for skins ·

rather than food.

The archaeological evidence from Kachemak

Bay indicates much less use in prehistoric times.
Whale remains, even more so than those of porpoises,
are difficult to quantify in Kachemak Bay sites.

The great

weight of the animals assured that . few large unmodified
bones were ever returned to the midden.

Whale bones, modi

fied beyond element recognition for tools, also could aid in
the fauna counts.
The quantifications are based on the presence and
relative age of elements in each site.

Only a very few

unmodified whale elements were recovered at the sites
(Tabl es XVIII through XX I , pp. 109- 113).
Species identification is impossible given the
recovered elements.

Many of the vertebrae were quite small

and likely represent the most common whale seen in Kachemak
Bay, the beluga (Delphinapteru s leucas).

Belugas are seen

in the bay during the summer months in pods of 5 to about 20
animals.

They enter the bay usually in pursuit of salmon.

Other common species seen less frequently in Kachemak
Bay include the Pacific pilot whale or short-finned black
fish (Globicephala macrorhyncha) and killer whale (Orcinus
�).

However, there have been sightings of many whale
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species in the lower Cook Inlet includ �ng minke whale
(Balaenoptera acutorostrata) , sei whale (Balaenoptera
borealis) , fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus), blue whale
(Balaenoptera musculus) , right whale (Balaena glacialis),
sperm whale (Physeter catodon) , gray whale (Eschrichtius
robustus) , and humpback whale (Megaptera novaenagliae), to
mention the rarer species (U.
1976: 266) .

s.

Departme nt of the I nterior

A beaked whale (Mesoplodon spp. ) was found dead

on Homer Spit in 1978.

At any rate, numerous species of

whales might have been seasona lly available for the more
intrepid hunters.
Discussion
While it is suspected that Kachemak Bay peoples
hunted only local and common species of whales, the lack of
evidence from the middens is unfortunate.

The ethnographic

records of native North Pacific whaling are numerous (Heizer
1968) .

Most all coastal peoples actively sought whales.

The ub iquitous "Whale Cult " (Chapter I I) may have indeed
been practiced in Kachemak Bay, but a total of only 1 1
elements is little support for ceremonial practices centered
around intensive whaling.

The taking of smaller whales,

such as the local beluga, might have been void of elaborate
ceremonialism.
The method of taking whales for Kachemak peoples is
as yet unknown.

Extremely large harpoons are rare in
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Kachemak sites as are the long lance points common to Kodiak
Island.

It seems highly unlikely that whaling by lance

points and aconite poison (Heizer 1943) took place, · although
aconite from monkshood (Delphinium spp. ) plants is presently
available in the Kachemak Bay area (Wennekens 1979).
The beaching of large cetaceans is a common occur
rence along the coa�t of Alaska.

The few elements on Kache

mak Bay sites are not necessarily related to hunting and may
instead represent utilization of such natural deaths.

At

any rate, the underrepresentation of whale elements to the
midden greatly inhibits any archaeological interpretations
about past whaling practices .
Three elements of northern sea lion (Eumetopias
jubatus) represent the only other pinniped in Kachemak Bay
sites.

All were found at Chugachik Island.

Sea lions are

very rarely reported in Kachemak Bay ; the only one seen dur
ing the field research was dead on the beach at McDonald
Spit.

It is suspected that peoples of the outer bay sites

might have had greater access to sea lions more than those
of the back bay for reasons of proximity.
ies exist inside the bay.

No known rooker

The closest hauling and breeding

ground is reported from Flat Island, some 40 miles southwest
of Chugachik Island (Alaska Department of Fish and Game
1973 : MSlA).

While the Yukon Islanders would have been

closer to the habitat of these large pelagic sea mammals,
the Chugachik Peoples would not have had easy access.

The

bones found at Chugachik may have come from animals pushed
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in by storms, very incidental occurrences of the mammal, or
trade connections to the outer islands.

Osgood (1937: 38)

reported that the Kachemak· Tanaina hunted sea lion with har
poons, but it was dangerous as the animal often turned on
the hunter to rip open the skin boat.
Remains of one other s�a mammal may by chance have ·

been a local kill or a trade· i tern from a distant locale.

Though not reflected in any of the mammal tables, one ·par
tially carved walrus (Odobenus rosmarus) tusk was recovered.
It should

be

noted that in 1979 a solitary walrus was noted

at the mouth of Kachemak Bay (Gretchen Bersch, pers. comm. ,
1979).

Walrus are seldom if ever noted this . far east of the

normal Bering Sea range.

Two more bulls were sighted during

the summer of 1979 almos.t daily on an island just south of
Tuxedni Bay near the western shore of Cook Inlet (Joe
Conners, pers. comm. , 15 November 1979).

Still, no walrus

skeletal elements were taken from any of the sites.

Given

the occurrence of walrus in Cool� Inlet in the summer of 1979,
ide as concerning elaborate trade relations have been more
cautiously put forth.
Terrestrial Mammals
Hoary marmot (Marmota caligata) was the most fre
quently represented' land mammal in the archaeological sites.
Marmots represent about a fifth to a fourth of all mammals
recovered at the sites with the exception of Cottonwood
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Creek ( Ta bles XVI I I through XX I, pp . 109-11 3 ) .

The main

. Cottonwood f al:) nal assemblage is made up of 5 0 % marmot

e leme nts, but in the upp er comp one nt lnarmots ranked last.
Th e larg est marmot of the con tine nt, hoary 1narmots
are most f requently reg arded as a mountain sp ecies ( Smith

1979 : 117).

Ye t in parts of Al aska marmots are known along

the coast ( Banfield 1974 : 11 2) and they are commonly seen
arou nd Kachemak Ba y.

Rockslides along th e north shore fre

qu ently serve as denning are as.

Bu rrows have be en noted in

earth banks along the sou th shore .
The takiil':i of marmots by past p eop les dep end ed
primarily on the animal ' 3 se asonal habits.

Th ese marmots

may hibernate up to eig ht months of the y e ar.

They are

se ldom seen in the mountains above ground after Sep tember 1
and do not reapp ear until l ate Ap ril ( Banfield 197 4 : 11 2 ) .
It shou ld be noted that coastal marmots probably do not
begin to hibernate until l ate October and the y may al so
emerge from hibe rnation earlier in the bay are a.
The growth rate of marmots is slow.

By the first

year, the animals are only hal f -g;own ( Banfield 1974 : 112).
Therefore, the re l ative siz es of immature long bones
from archaeologicl site are little he lp in determining .
se asonality.

Epiphyseal closu re is also unre liable f or

seasonality dete rminations.

About one-hal f of the marmot

remains taken from a l l three sites were of immature animals.
Categories of age groups recorded from each site rang ed from
ve ry young ( first sununer of lif e) to old ag e.
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Discussion
Seasonality can also
sources.

be

inferred from ethnographic

The Tanaina took marmots in deadfalls except dur

ing the winter when the animals retired to their holes
(Osgood 1937: 35).

A · second method of hunting involved a

hunter whistling to make a mar mot sit on its haunches and
then shooting it with an ar row (Osgood 1937: 35-36).
Davydov (1977: 213- 21 4) states that marmots were
snared with nooses placed around bur row openings.
noted that they could

be

He also.

tamed and domesticated.

Whether

Kenai Peninsula peoples did so, he does not mention.
It is suspected that while marmots could

be

taken

from spring until fall, the latter was a more advantageous
time.
of fat.

The animals are then in their prime with added layers
The luxuriant fur is not in its prime until fall.

Marmots shed in midsummer (Banfield 197 4 : 1 1 2) and would
less desirable at that season.

be

These large rodents provided

food, but the lack of the remains of other thick terrestrial
f ur bearers in q uantity might suggest the importance of the
marmot fur.
The high pe rcentage of marmot elements from the main
occupation levels at Cottonwood Creek is intrig uing.

As

most other indications point to a late winter occupation,
one would not ex pect marmots to

be

readily available.

Per 

haps these animals were sought from known hibernation dens
as starvation fare.

A hungry people might have been forced

to dig marmots from frozen ground at that time.

There is
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no e thnograp h i c p rece dent for su ch h i be rna t ion hu nts of
ma rmots .
The domes t i c dog ( Cani s f amil i a r is ) is al so rep re 
sented in all s i tes .
el emen ts .

No bu tche ring marks were fou nd on any

Combined with two ca ses of in tent ional dog

bu r ia l , it can be re as ona bly as su med that dogs we re not u sed
as food .
Two dog bu rials , bo th part ially d i s tu rbed , have been
taken f rom Chu g ach ik Is l and .

The cran ia were f ragmented .

The le ng th of the mand i bles ind icate tha t one dog was a
short-f aced variety .

Es tima ted leng th of the long bones

ind ica tes that the se dog s were small to med iu m in statu re ,
based on Allen ' s ( 1 9 2 0 ) class if ica t ion s c heme .

These dog

rema ins are not u nl ike the proba bly contemp oraneou s sp e c i 
me ns f rom Kod iak Is land ( " Smal l Kod iak I s l and dog " ) analyz ed
by Haag ( 1 9 4 8 : 2 2 3 - 2 3 3 ) .

Gi ven the low pe rcentages of inuna

tu re dog s , it is assumed that a re latively good l i fe was
af forded these ca ni ds .

To da te , the re is no ar t i f ac tu al ev idence tha t _ dog s

we re u sed to pu ll s led s .

They may ins tead have served as

be as ts of bu rden ( Oswal t 1 9 6 7 : 1 71 ) , in land mammal hu nt ing ,
as p rotec t ion , or s imp ly as p e ts .
One dog l:xl rial recovered from the upp e r comp onent at
Cot tonwood Creek conta i ned the mand i ble w i th both can ine
tee th broken of f .

Th is patte rn ind ica tes control ove r an
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unru ly dog by render ing it less harmful to its master or
othe r dog s .
The e f f e c t of dog s on faunal pres e rvation has been
p rev ious ly cons i d e red .

Lyon { 1 9 70) suggested that p rehi s 

tor i c dog s may inh i b it zooa rchaeolog ical res e a rch through
the ing e stion of sma ll bones .

Casteel { 1 9 71 ) argues that

even f i s h bone eaten by dog s will pas s and sti ll be ide nti 
f i abl e .

In the Kachemak Bay s ites many bones d i sp lay dog

chew ing marks .

Given the number of ve ry small bi rd and

mammal bones pre sent , the acti v iti es of dogs are not recog 
ni z ed as an uncontrol led var i able in thi s ana lys i s .
Di s cu s s ion
The Tana i na had dog s but ne ve r used them to carry
packs or pu ll s l edg e s .

Dogs we re not eaten .

They were kept

pr imar i ly as pets , but ba s i cally dog s had to forage for
the ms e lves { Os good 1 9 37).
Chugach Esk imos us ed dog s , usu ally ha rnes sed in
groups of up to four animal s , to haul large · s ledg es .

Dogs

we re al so us ed as pack ani mal s , but the i r pr inc i pal function
was to s ce nt game du r ing the hunting of land mammals
{ B i rket-Sm ith 1 9 5 3) .
The Atna used dog s for sleds and pack ing , but the se
methods we re not e mp loyed by the coastal Eyak { B i rket-Sm ith
and de Laguna 1 9 3 8 : 5 7 ) or the northwestern Tl i ng it
{ d e Lagu na 1 9 7 2 : 3 4 6).
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Davydov ( 197 7 : 20 8-209 ) p rovides some indication that
the Kenai and Chugach peoples used dogs for hunting bears.
One Kenai woman, aided by ·several small dogs, killed between
10 and 1 2 bears a year with a knife and bow and arrow
(Davydov 1977 : 209 ) .
Red Fox (Vulpes fulva ) is rep resented in th� C hug•� .
chik Island and Yukon Island Bluff sanples.

The former

sample may include elements of two intrusive foxes as the
site was permeated with at least as many dens.

At least one

individual was that of a partially articulated fox.

The

inportance of foxes, based on ethnograp hic ac counts, was due
p rimarily to the growth of the fur industry in early his
toric times (e. g. , Davydov 1977 : 210- 211 ) .
Two · other canids, wolf (Canis lupis ) and coyote
(Canis latrans ) , · are absent in the sanple.

None of the

recovered canid limb bones were long or large enough to be
other than domestic dog of a stature I'Cl.l ch smaller than wolf.
Wolves , although not common, are known in the area.

C oyotes

are now quite common along the coast but are probably his
toric newcomers to the Kachemak Bay area.
There is difficulty in interpreting the relative
inp ortance of caribou (Rangifer tarandus ) from Chugachik
Island and Yukon Island Bluff (Table XVI II through XXI,
pp. 10 9-113 ) .

Recovered elements include only two fragmented

long bones, both distal tibae .

The remainder are phalanges,

dew claws, tarsals, carpals, and metapodials.
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These select elements may be a sign of the saving of
distal limbs for. making tools (i. e. , metapodial beamers), a
common occurrence in the north.

Daly (1969) has suggested

that distal elements might be all that remained of a large
animal if the field butchering p rocess included removal of
heavy bones.

The meat might then be wrapped in the skin of

the animal with the distal elements still attached and back
packed to the habitation.

This "Schlepp ing Effect " may

exp lain the lack of major caribou bones.

Given the known

habitat of caribou, the animals did not likely occur in the
immediate area of the site
The Kenai caribou herd, brought to extirpation in the
early 1900s, was centered in the Caribou Hills some 10 miles
northeast of Kachemak Bay (Lu tz 1974 : 27-30).

Suitable

p arkland or tundra caribou habitat does not exist near
Kachemak Bay where ground cover is thick with brush and
f orest.
At any rate, caribou were likely taken elsewhere and
it has not been determined whether the meat was consumed at
the bay sites or at an up land seasonal hunting camp.
Discussion
The Tanaina hunted caribou with dogs.

A dog pack

would surround a herd and drive it toward the hunters.
Caribou, being more afraid of barking dogs than men, would
run through the line of hunters.

The bow and arrow was useq
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to kill the fleeing caribou as the animals passed within
Upper Cook Inlet Tanaina built . a corral to trap

range.
caribou.

Individual caribou, easily overtaken when chased

into lakes, were speared by hunters from boats (Osgood
1937: 33 ) .
Davydov (1 977: 21 2 ) cites similar methods substituting
one man for dogs in driving a herd toward an ambush.

He

also recognized the people ' s awareness and use of natural
features ( " narrows" ) through which herds passed and were
then easy prey.
Donald Clark ( 1 974: 47 ) recovered elements of caribou
in Koniag sites which would indicate either trade of hides
or expeditions from Kodiak to the mainland to take these
land mammals-.

Kodiak Island, isolated from the mainland

by ice-free water, does not have any caribou (W. Clark
1 958 ) .
Moose (Alces alces ) remains of a similar limited
nature were recovered at Chugac hik Island (Table XVI I I , p. 1 0 9 ) .
Only a right distal humerus, dew claw, and metapodial were
found.

Again, a consideration of "Schlepping" is in order.

Remarkably, a preserved moose scat was recovered in arc haeo
logical context (Level 10 ) at Chugachik Island.

The soli-

tary scat is of the winter type (M urie 1954: 28 2- 283 ) .

Moose

will wander into inhabited areas showing little fear of man.
However , if dogs were present, it is unlikely that a moose
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would enter a village .
that time of year.

The site may have been vacated at

This single pellet might also be a

remainder o f entrails left at the si te.
The remains of a nearly complete moose were recovered .
in the upper comp onent at Cottonwood Creek ( Table XX , ? · 1 1 2 ) .
As all the heavy limb elements were found, the animal likely
represents an opportunistic local kill.
Moose are common along most shores of Kachemak Bay.
Concentrations o f moose occur close to C hugachik Island in
the back bay region during the spring, summer, and winter.
The animals prefer upland habitat in the fall, but certainly
would have been as access ible as caribou (Alaska Department
o f Fish and Game 1973 : MSlC ) .

Given the local habitat for

moose, it is surprising . that many more individuals are not
represented in archaeological sites, especially Cottonwood
Creek and Chugachik Island.

Perhaps the present distribu

tion does not mirror the past range of the animals.
Discussion
Moose hunting was usually a solitary occupation to
the Tanaina, involving a hunter skilled in the habits of the
animal who stalked the animal while staying downwind.

The

Kenai and Upper Inlet Tanaina built fences with snares.
With a snare around the neck and trailing a heavy fence pole
to catch on trees, the animal soon strangled.

Snare kills

were always shared commu nally (Osgood 1937: 33-35 ) .
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_ One unidentified artiodactyl, likely an ungulate, is
represented in the Chugachik Island salll) le by a b�dly decom
posed proximal fragment of a right humerus (Table XV I I I, p. 109 ) .
It is suspected that this element may represent . either Dall
sheep (Ovis dalli} or mounta'in goat (Oreamnos americanus} ,
but poor preservation inhibits a positive identification.
Both species are present but limited to the high mountains
of the Kenai Peninsula (Alaska Department of Fish and Game
1973: MSlB, C} .

Dall sheep will descend to cliffs immediately

overlooking Tu rnagain Arm of Cook Inlet; however, such move
ments have not been reported for Kachemak Bay.

While the

Chugach and Eyak commonly pursued these mountain species
(Birket-Smith 1953; Birket-Smith and de Laguna 1938 ), the
Kachemak archaeological evidence indicates that sheep or
goats were only incidental kills.
remains, this element may

be

Like other ungulate

the result of "Schlepping. "

Although the species of bear could not be determined
from the one element found at Yukon Island Bluff , black bear
(Ursus americanus} bones were identified at the upper com
ponent of Cottonwood Creek and both black and brown bear
(Ursus middendorffi) elements were recovered from Chugachik
Island.
The most numerous elements recovered were bones of
the paw.

" Schlepping" may

be

indicated, but it should be

noted that many groups save bear paws and claws for adorn
ment or ceremony.
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Like marmots , the seaso ns in which bears were taken
may have depended on the habits of the animals.

But bears

may have been taken during hibernation, as the Eyak did in
the Prince William Sound region (Birket-Smith and de Laguna
1938: 100).

Tanaina ke pt in memory the location of lairs

found in autumn and returned to hunt the bear in winter
(Osgood 1937: 32-33).

Both species are available around the

bay and concentrate along almost all salmon streams during
summer and fall.

Black bears often forage the tideflats of

the back bay near Chugachik Island with most intensive use
of the back bay during the s pring (Alaska Department of Fis h
and Game 1973: MSlA).

Bears are very dangero us to hunt in

the spring according to the Tanaina.
hunted with dogs.

Bears were o ften

S pears were us ed , but the Kachemak

Tanaina did not use pitfalls as did Kenai and Upper Inlet
Tanaina (Osgood 1937: 32-33).
Discussion
The importance of the widespread bear cerernonialis rn
thro ughout North America has long been recognized (Hallowell
1926).

Southcentral Alaskan peo ples practiced care and spe

cial treatment in the process of bear hunting.

Obscure ref

erence is even made to the hunting of bears by naked hunters
(Davydov 1977: 209).

The Chugach give accounts of differen

tial treatment of bears that would affect archaeological
bone frequenc ies .

The skull and the bones not used for

tools were buried facing inland at the place where the bear
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was killed so that the remains mig ht turn into a new bear
(Birket-Smith 195 3 : 38).
Snows hoe hare (Lepus americanus) bones occurred in
all sites with the exception of the main occupation at
Cottonwood Creek (Tables XVI II, XX, and XXI, pp. 1 09, 112,
113).

Wh ile these small an imals were not likely a maj or

· food resource, they have often been cons idered winter food
. in the absence of other resources .
Early ethnographers reported that rabbits were peri
odically numerous and were snared for food (Os good 19 37 : 35;
Davydov 1977 : 215).

The cyclical populat ion fluxes meant

that during some years rabbits were virtually unobtainable.
Parkas were sometimes made from the skins (Davydov
1977 : 2 11).
Archaeological evidence for the utilization of mus k
rat (Ondatra zibethica) by Kachemak . trad ition peoples came
only from C hugachik Island (Table XVIII).

Muskrats can

be

f o und in a w i de range of aquat ic hab itats incl uding lakes,
rivers , mars hes, and sloughs (Banfield 1974 : 199).

These

large microtine rodents are not normally found on the off
shore islands of Kachemak Bay but are common in coastal
fresh and brackish waters.

Most often taken in deadfalls,

mus krats were eaten by the Tanaina except when the animals
were lean in the spring (Os good 1937 : 36).
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Also found only in the sample from Chugachik Island
were the remains of mink (Mustela vison).

These small fur

bearers are quite comm�n throughout the Kenai Peninsula.
The Tanaina thought the mink to be a disgus ting crea
ture .

Osgood (1937: 36) reported that , "The suggestion of

eating a mink brings exclamations of dis gust from nearly
everyone. "

Only the poor would use the fur.

Porcupine (Erethizon dorsatum) remains were recovered
only at Chugachik Island and Yukon Island Bluf f (Tables XVIII
and XXI , p p. 109 , 113).

Thoug h few were seen during the �iel d

work , telltale sig ns of th�ir damage to trees were no ted.
Davydov (1977: 217) reported that natives ate porcu
pines and Osgood (193.7 : 35) listed these rodents as an impor
tant food animal .
a tree.

All a man would have to do is find one in

Some Tanaina used a long gaf f to snag the animals

from trees.
cupines might

The animal was then clubbed.
be

Sometimes por

impaled on a long . pole with a barbed

point .
The remains of beaver (Castor canadensis) from C huga
chik Island and Yukon Is land Bluff are inco� le te (Tables
XVIII and XXI) •·

The majority of elements recovered are max

illary incisors and caudal vertebrae.

It can be inferred

from these elements that teeth were likely hoarded for tools
such as small chisels f or wood and bone working .

The

caudals may indicate the use of beaver tail for food or
grease .
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The ins ufficient number of ma j or elements may indi- ·

cate that beavers were taken far from the sites and only the
meat, · teeth, and furs with at tached tail returned for use.

It should be noted that there is no suitable beaver habitat
on Yuko n Island and islanders would have had to make a
special effort to take beaver.

Chugachik Island is closer

to back bay areas where beavers are plentiful up small
waterco urses.
Discussion
The Tanaina hunted beavers in all seasons but the
animals were not good to eat in May.

The Indians pursued

these . animals in their water home areas, using dogs to
" hear " them and small harpoons and gaffs to take them.
deadfall might also be used (o·s good 1937: 35).

A

The Eyak did

no t hunt beavers thro ugh the ice as did the Tanaina, but
utilized only deadfalls in the spring and fall (Birket -Smith
and de Laguna 1938: 10 1).

The beaver · was the most important

food item in the spring diet of interior Atna peoples during
the late prehistoric period (Lo bdell in
1976b).

w.

Workman

River otter (Lu tra canadensis) bones were recovered
a t Chugachik Island (Table XVIII, p . 109) . Altho ugh here
� isted as a " terrestr ial " �ammal, river o t ters are very much
at home in � iliarine environment and frequent coastal waters
(Banfield 197 4 : 342-343).

Wh ile river ot ters were not noted

during the field work in Kachemak Bay, they were recorded
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inh ab iting · a muddy sloug h/tide f l at at Redwood Bay, Al ask a,
dur ing o ther archaeological survey work.

· Thus it is

susp e�ted .th a t the similar tide f l ats of the back bay at
Kachemak may also con t a in river otters �
Discuss ion
The Tanan ina took ri ver otters for pelts { Osgood
1 937: 3 6) as did the Chug ach Esk imo { B irket-Smith 1953: 38) .
Other Gul f of Al aska p eopl es had a f e ar o f " l and" otters.
�he Eyak inadvertently mi g h t take an otter in a dead f a ll,
but were reluctant to kill · it due to the belie f . that these
- an imals are tr ansformed into hurnan b eings { Birket-Smith and
de Laguna 1 938: 1 0 2) .

River otters were not taken by the

Yaka tat Tl ing it or Eyak, according to de Laguna (1972: 38) ,
because it was be lieved th at lost or drowned persons were
turned into "Land Otter Men. "

However, de Laguna d id

recover two river otter e lements in the m idden at Knight
Island and . noted that. Mal aspina recorded a dif f erent past
attitude toward the an imals . In short, this ta boo may be
very recent, and was not adhered to in mi ddl� prehistor ic
Kachemak Bay times.

River otter was not represented, how

ever, in the Cottonwood Creek and Yukon Isl and samp les.
Wolverine (� liscus) remains were found only at
Chugach ik Island (Tab l e XVI I I, p. 1 09) .

The Kac hemak Bay

Tananina felt that wolverines were too hard to hold in any
kind of trap, p re ferring to shoot the animal with bow and
arrow (Osgood 1 933: 36) .

This might have eas i ly been
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ac compl ished i n winter as the se an imal s forage along beaches
and tide flats dur ing th is season ( Mur ie 1 9 5 9 : 2 7 7).
Discussion
Most ethono� rap h ic inquiri es re cord ed that Gul f of
Alaska p eop les took small f orest and coast animals such as
the muste l ids in dead falls , snares , and traps ( Osgood 1 9 3 7 ;
Birket-Smith 1 9 5 3 ; B irket-Smith and de Laguna 1 9 3 8 ;
d e Laguna 1 9 7 2).

The larg er mustel ids we re not acti vely

hunted but were shot with bow and arrow when encounte red.
Most of the muste l i ds we re not consi dered good food and were
taken pr imari ly for the ir furs.

None of these an imals were

taken in any great quantity at Kachemak Bay and l ikely are
more inc idental to the e conomy.

From the re lative freque n

c i es it coul d be surmised that the muste l i d furs were not of
pr h1ary imp ortance out may have served as trim on garments
made of seal , cari bou , or marmot.
F i nal ly , scant rema i ns of vol es , tentatively identi
fied as tundra re d back vol e ( c f. Clethrionmys rutil us) , we re
re covered at Ch uyac hik Island ( Table XVI I I , p. 1 0 9).

From

the g e neral preservation of the bones and articulation of at
least two elements , vol es are judg ed to
site.

be

intrusive to the

The off i c ial procurer of rodents at Chugac h i k ( the

author ' s cat) took numerous sp e c imens of tundra redback vole.
Other than an occasional shrew, no add itional sp ec i es of very
smal l mammals were cap ture d.

Red squirrels ( Tamiasc iurius
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hudsonicus) were plentiful at all three locations but were
not represented archaeologically.
Test Distribu tions of Major Mammals
at Chugachik Island:
Relative Consistency
Taking the three most frequently occurring manunals
(seals, marmots, and porpoises) and comparing each archaeo
logical test excavation yielded a pattern of relatively
consistent percentages in most tests.
MNis per level and per test were converted to a
standardized percentage (Table XXII).

Each test is repre

sented in a line graph (Figure 13) that shows the amount of
internal deviation about the mean .
It can readily

be

noticed that porpoise frequencies

are stable throughout all test comparisons.

For harbor seal

and hoary marmot the greatest variation from the mean occurs
in tests 1 1 and 1 2 .
However, in contrast to the intertest frequencies for
birds, fish, and shellfish, there is mu ch more consistency
in the major manunals throughout the site.
Archaeological Comparisons
Additional localities in Kachemak Bay provide some
information as to mammalian archaeological assemblages.

The
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TABLE XXI I
Te st Frequencie s o f Maj or Mammals - Chugachik Is land ( SEL 0 3 3 )
Te st

Porpoise

Sea l

Marmot

Totals

1

26 ( 59 . 1 )

6 (1 3 . 6 )

12 ( 2 7 . 3 )

44

2

35 ( 5 7 . 4 )

9 ( 14 . 8 )

17 ( 27 . 9 )

61

3

32 ( 5 3 . 3 )

12 ( 2 0 . 0 )

1 6 ( 26 . 7 )

60

4

30 ( 5 4 . 5 )

11 ( 20 . 0 )

14 ( 25 . 4 )

55

5 .

3 1 ( 51 . 7 )

14 ( 2 3 . 3 )

15 ( 2 5 . 0 )

60

6

2 4 ( 54 . 5 )

10 (22 . 7) ·

10 ( 2 2 . 7)

44

7

29 ( 4 2 . 6 )

19 ( 2 7 . 9 )

20 ( 29 . 4 )

68

8

30 ( 58 . 8 )

10 ( 19 . 6 )

11 ( 21 . 6 )

51

9

32 ( 5 9 . 3 )

9 ( 16 . 7 )

13 ( 24 . 1 )

54

10

2 7 ( 46 . 6 )

1 3 (22 . 4 )

18 ( 31 . 0 )

58

11

1 7 ( 34 . 7 )

12 ( 24 . 5 )

20 ( 40 . 8 )

49

12

10 ( 37 . 0 )

8 ( 29 . 6 )

9 ( 33 . 3)

27

%X

5 0 . 79

21 . 26

27. 93

S.D.

8 . 62

4 . 85

5 . 27

100

14 2

H S = Har bor Sea l
H M = Hoary . Marmot
P . = Porpoi se
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Figure 13 . Intertest comparisons of 3 majo r mammals
from Chugachik Island (SEL 033).
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pattern of small seals and porpoises as the major sea
mammals with · marmot the most frequent land mammal holds
true .

One �ther Kachemak locality has received preliminary
quantifications by this author for de Laguna and Karen
Workman (1 97 9).

These researchers initiated testing at a

house depression (House G) at the Fox Farm site on Yukon
Island .

Although the Fox Farm site is within shouting dis

tance of the Yukon Island Blu ff site and even given the same
state number (SEL 041) , the two sites are very different in
date and cultural type .

The houses associated with the Fox

Farm are nu ch earlier than the Bluff occupation and more
affiliated with the earlier phases of the Kachemak tradi
tion.

Additional testing in 197 9 below this house has

revealed occupations back into the earliest phases of the
Kachemak tradition (Kachemak I) .

Nevertheless , there are no

major differences between the House and Bluff site mammalian
fauna.
To date the sa:q;,le has been inspected for the fre
quencies of elements only.

Harbor seal accounted for 58 . 7 %

and porp oise for 24 . 9 % of the sample .

For the relatively

small size of the excavation , the House site has produced
the most elements (eight) of whale of any single Kachemak
site.

Sea otter bones were also present (3 . 4 %).

Only one

element of sea lion was found , but none were recovered at
the upper Bluff site .

Marmot elements were not as common
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( 3 . 8 % ) as at other s i tes , bu t we re s t i ll the mos t common land
mammal .

The le ss important rema i nder inclu ded the inc i s ors

of beayer ( 1 . 4 % ) .

River ot ter ( 1 . 0 % ) bone was p res ent in the

Hou s e s i te , bu t was not fou nd in the Blu f f

s i te .

Porcup ine

( 1 . 0 % ) , u nde termi ned be ar ( 1 . 0 % ) , cari bou ( 1 . 0 % ) , and dog
( . 7 % ) bone s were al so p resent .

Al thou gh

these 2 9 3 el ements

are only a p rel iminary samp le , it is a tenta t i ve ind icat i on
tha t se a mammals he re are perhap s more imp ortant than land
mammals in accord w i th the othe r Kachemak Bay s i tes .
Al thou gh the sp ecies of mammal s di s cu s sed above were
fou nd in the middens excavated in the 1 9 3 0s by de Lagu na
( 1 9 3 4 ) , Dr . George Goodw in ( Amer i can Mu seu m of Natu ral
His tory , New York ) ident i f ied some u nexp ec ted sp ec ies .
Goodw in rep orted woodchu ck as wel l as marmot .

Pre suming

that he me ant Marmota monax , it shou ld be noted th at th is
smaller marmot does not ex i s t in the re g ion .

Marmota monax

is known f rom the easte rn interior of Al aska , i ts mos t
northern rang e ( Banf ield 1 9 7 4 ) .

The more recent work has

y ie l ded only hoary marmot ( Marmot cal iga ta ) .

Up u n t il re

cently it might ha ve al s o been su rp r is ing to note his inclu 
s ion of wa lru s .
ma r i t imu s ) .

Mos t su rp r i s ing is pol ar be ar ( Thalarctos

If th is ident i f icat ion was accu rate , then the se

e lements rep resent e i ther trade or a ven tu resome p ol ar bear ,
as the � e c i e s is usu ally l imi ted in range to no farther
sou th on the Al askan coas tl ine th an the Seward Peni nsu la
( Bu rt and Grossenhe ider 1 9 7 6 ) .

For pol ar bears to be far

away f rom p ack i ce is not normal .
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It should be interjected that peoples even farther
from the ranges of these true arctic species had knowledge
of them.

The Yakatat Tlingit knew of walrus , describing

these animals as having two spears on the mouth ( de Laguna
197 2: 41).

The Chugach Eskimo may have taken polar bear , but

de Laguna (1956: 7) feels these were trade furs and bones.
The research at Cottonwood Creek, Yukon Island Bl uff , and
Chugachik Island failed to find evidence for these animals
save for the aforementioned walr us ivory.

It would be

interesting if further records of northern species
incursions could be established from zooarchaeological
analyses of yet unexcavated Gulf of Alaska sites.
Greater Southcentral Alaska
Mammalian Exploitation
Gulf of Alaska and Aleutian prehistoric sites show an
amazing congruence and · similarity of resource exploitation
of mammalian fauna.

While certain cultural preferences may

be related to the less important mammals there is a conti
nuity in the use of common large mammals.
The Aleutian Islands subsistence pattern included
small seals and por poises, but more pelagic species of
pinnipeds dominate the faunal assemblages.

Sea lion , fur

seal, and walrus were taken as were large whales.

Sea otter

and harbor seal elements dominate the samples from Arnchitka
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( Desaute l s et a l . 1 9 71 : 31 6 ) .

Yet at Ashishik Point fur

sea l , sea lion, harbor sea l , and porpoise were l isted in
order of their re l a_tive importance.
( D�nniston 1 9 7 2 : 1 4 0�1 41 ) .

Sea otter was absent

Fur sea l and sea lion are 7 2. 9 %

of the samp l e by MNi l at Chu l ka on Akun Is l and ( Turner and
Turner 1 9 7 4 : 5 4).

From southwest Umnak Is land the pinnipeds

dom�nate the samp l e as we l l ( Yesner 1 9 7 7 : 11 8 ) .

The Krug l oi

�oint' fauna samp l e was not ·quantified, but Spau l ding ( 1 9 6 2 :
4 2 ) indi cates that these same spec ies were present with the
poss ib l e exception of harbor sea l .

Of course, . conspicuous ly

absent from A l eutian sites are the many

land

mamma l remains

common to mainland s ites.
The maj or sites of the east coast of the Alaska Pen
insu l a are sim i l ar to those of Kachemak Bay because of the
avai l abi l ity of both land and sea ma�al s.

Sea mammals

c l earl y dominated the Al der and Birch phases at Tak li
Is l and.

Kukak combined Beach and Mound phase data · ind i cate

that whi l e sea mammal s sti l l domin_ate the samp l e, the land
manunals were important.

By simple geog raph i c pos i t ion the

Kukak peop l es had easier access to cerv ids of wh i ch cari bou
bones were dominant ( Dumond in G . Clark 1 9 7 7 : 1 01 -1 0 3 ) .
Pre l iminary quant i f i cati ons of ·mammal bones co l l e cted
from the Hot Spring Vi l l age site at Port Mol l er on the west
side of the Alaska Peninsu la indicate the tak ing of a
greater var iety of sea mammal s .

Port Mol l er is near the

southern boundary of seasonal pack i ce associated w ith th e
range of northern pinn�peds, therefore it is not surprising
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to see at least six and possibly seven species represented .
Again by a count of the major elements, the seals dominate J
ringed seal (Pusa hispida ) (n = 758 ) , harbor seal (n = 242 )., and
bearded seal (Erignathus barbatus ) (n = 340 ) .

Combined with a

category of seal species indeterminate (n = l 58 ) , these seal
elements make up 79. 5 % of the total.

Also present were

bones of walrus (n =l03 ) , fur seal (n = l 2 2 ) , and sea lion
(n = 8 ) .

Whales were represented (n = 49 ) .

repr�sented onl y 5. 6 % of the total :

Land manunals

Most frequent remains

were fox (n = 43 ) , caribou (n = l6 ) , ground squirrel (n = l4 ) ,
wol f (n =l3 ) , and bear (n = l O ) (Okada, Okada, and Kotani 1979:
35-37 ) .
Since these data were accompanied by little ex plana
tion, the possibiity of intrusive rodent activity might
account for the ground squirrel bones .

Additional l y, the

wolves constitute a remarkab le sample when considering the
total lack of dogs.

Most prehistoric mainland coastal peo

ples kept dog s. . .In stark contrast no wolves were recovered
in Kachemak localities.

All canids were determined to

domestic dogs based on comparative long bone sizes.
same size com parisons might

be

be

These

usef ul l y employed for the

Port Mol ler canids.
Koniag sites on Kodiak Is land have prod uced data that
al so demonstrate the heavy reliance on harbor seals .

How

ever, frequencies of fur seal and sea lion · indicate that
more pelagic species were also readily availab le.

At the

Rolling Bay 4 20 site MNis of fur seal are four times as
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great as harbor seal, ind icat ing a · dom inance of the hunt ing
of pelagic species.
tested sites.

Porpoise bones were common in all

�hale bones appeared in all si tes but were

common only at Three Sai nts S ite 40 1, Kiavak S ite 418, and
Roll ing Bay Site 420.
The land mammal remainsL from these same sites
included brown bear, river otter, and very high percentages
of red fox.

Kachemak peoples took fewer foxes due to the

availab il ity of marmots for food and primarily fur.

Mar

mots, however, are not present on Kod iak (W. Clark 1958 ) .
The Crag Point Site 241 produced beaver teeth wh ich were
tool bits (D. Clark 1974 : 27-34) .
A further concern at the late preh istor ic Kod iak
sites was the representat ion of harbor seal tympanic b.l llae,
'the hyp othes is be ing that spec ial treatment of the seal
skulls had taken place.

For control the numbe rs of man

d ibles recovered were used for the expected frequency.
Us ing ch i -square tests it was determined that most of the
si tes were underrepresented in bu llae wh ile Three · Sa ints

S ite 40 1 produced more b.l llae than expected (D. Clark
1974 : 35-39 ) .
This statist ical test was not performed on the
largest samp le of harbor seal data from Kachemak Bay, that
of Chugachi k Island.

Utili zing mand ibles for control

(27 Ri ght) would have ind icated overrepresentat ion of b.l llae
(44 Ri ght ) .

But compared to the largest category of Femu r

Immature (47 Left) the bu llae would approx imate the expected
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frequency.

With the MNi l figured at 54 (Table XVIII, p. 1 0 9 )

i:rom combined i_mmature and mature paired limb elements a
s light underrep resentation is apparent.
The species mentioned for the Uyak site on Kodiak
Is l and are the same as known el sewhere, with the exception
of nu l e or b l ack-tai l ed deer (Odocoileus hemionus).

If

this identification was correct then trade is represented,
as these cervids are known from British Co l umbia and have
on l y recently been introduced northward.

Intere� ting l y ,

· walrus is a l so mentioned (Heizer 1956: 27) .
Chugac h Eskimo prehistory ref l ects a departure from
the heavy uti l ization of sea l s and porpoises.

Palugvik pro

duced an unprecedented amount of sea otter el ements (n =63 2)
representing· a l most half of the tota l samp le.

Of 1474 e l e

ments, sea l and porpoise were only 94 and 26 respective l y.
Marmot was the most frequent

l and

mammal represented (n =l 49)

fol l owed by bear (n = 39) (de Laguna 1956: 5 2).
Yakatat Bay sites produced predominate l y harbor sea l
elements (n = 77 9) fo l l owed by porpoise (n = l 28).

The most

frequent

l and

mamma l remains were those of mountain goat

(n = 32).

Sea otter (n =ll) was obvious l y not as important

to the Tl ingit as to their C hugach neighbors.

Even thoug h

de Laguna (1 97 2: 38) reported an aversion to ki l l ing river
otters by both Eyak and T l ingit , two e lements were found in
arc haeo l ogica l context (Freed and Lane in de Laguna et al .
1 964: 77-84).
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In short, almost all southcentral Alaskan coastal
sites re flect the prime importance of small local sea
mammals to the diet.

The land mannnals, although readily

available nearby, were not used as much for food.

The

marine hunting orientation is a cul tural constant throughout
the Gulf of Alaska.

It should

be

further noted that these

maritime hunters were able to live in centraliz ed village
sites, doubtlessly due to the wealth of marine mammal
resources and the high degree of mobility afforded maritime
hunters .

CHAPTER V
BIRDS
The greatest past species diversity is reflected in
the avifauna remains from Kachemak Bay sites.

The variety

of birds recognized in the faunal assemblages permits inter
pretations of procurement areas and methods, and some
insight . as to the seasons in which birds were utilized .
The analysis of diverse bird remains is a coITq? lex
procedure that should be approached with caution .

Species

identifications within each family or genus may _ be difficult
to determine.

For instance, in the analysis of ducks, it

may be unwise to attempt some identifications beyond the
genus level.

In these cases, resulting data may not be

sufficient to determine the amount of diversity.

Thus, this

analysis of prehistoric bird remains from two of these
Kachemak sites reflected group importance and determined
species diversity only when possible (Tables XXIII and
XX I V ) .

The paucity of avian data from the Yukon Island

Bluff and Cottonwood Creek upper component will be discussed
following the quantified site samples.
Waterfowl were the most frequently represented birds.
Within the family Anatidae, the sea ducks (Subfamily
Anthyinae) dominated the remains recovered at both Cotton
wood Creek and Chugachik Island (Tables XXIII and XXIV).
The MNI 2 freque�cies of waterfowl are higher at Cottonwood
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TABLE XXI I I
Birds
Cottonwood Creek ( SEL 030)
FamilI

I elements

Anatidae
(waterfowl )
Surf Scoter
Whi te-Winged Scoter
Common Scoter
Oldsquaw ( ? )

(Melanitta perspicil lata )
(Melanitta deglandi )
(Oidemia nigra )
(cf . £!�!'lgula �emal i s )

Mergansers

(Mef.2_!!� spp . )

Marbled Murre let
Pigeon Guil lemot

(Uria spp . )
(Fratercula corniculata/
Lunda ci rrhata )
(Brachyramphus marmoratum )
(£�hus colwnba )

(Larus spp . )
(Larus sp p . /�_!§�� spp . )

1

'

MN I

2

'

282

71 . 9

34

63 . 0

88

53. 3

39

10. 0

6

11 . 1

27

16 . 4

39

10 . 0

5

9. 3

27

16 . 4

33
1
1
3

30
5
2
2

Laridae
(gul l s )
Large Gul ls
Small Gul ls

MN I

11

Alcidae
Murres
Puffins.

'

33
6

.....
U1
N

TABLE XXI II-- (Continued )
.f elements

Faailf

Gaviidae
( loons )
Large Loons
Sma l l Loons

(Gavia s pp . )
(Gavia spp . )

(Podiceps gri segena )
(Podiceps auritus )

(Corvus caurinus )

(Canachites canadens i s )

(Haliaeetus leucocephalus)

MN I

2

�

17

. 4 .- 3

3

5.6

10

6. 1

9

2. 3

2

3. 7

8

4.8

2

.5

1

1. 8

2

1.2

2

.5

1

1. 8

1

.6

1

.3

1

1.8

1

.6

2

Accipitridae
(hawks , eagle s )
Ba ld Eagle

'

2

Tetraonidae
(grouse )
Spruce Grouse

1

1

Corvidae
(ravens , crows )
Northwestern Crow

MN I

6
11

Podicipedidae
(grebes )
Red-Necked Grebe
Horned Grebe

'

1

r-

:l

�
Ul
w

TABLE XX I I I -- (Continued )
# elemen ts

Fami ly_
Proce l laridae
( fulmars , shearwaters )
Shearwater

(Puff inus spp . )

%
--

MN I

1

--%

MNI

%

1

•3

1

1.8

1

.6

392

1 00 . 1

54

99 . 9

165

1 00 . 0

1

Totals

....,

Ul
.i:,.

TABLE XXIV
Birds
Chugachik Island (SEL 0 3 3 )

fpaill

f elements
2120

Anatidae
(waterfowl )
Harlequin Duck
Surf Seater
White-Winged Seater
Conunon Seater
Common Eider
Ste ller ' s Eider
Oldsquaw

(Hi strioni cus hi strionicus )
3
(Melani tta perspi c i l lata )
223
84
(Melanitta deglandi )
(Oidemia ni9ra )
1
(Somateria mo l l i ssirna )
19
(Polysticta stelleri )
2
(Clangula hyemali s )
8

Mergansers

(Mergus spp . )

Bufflehead

(Bucephala albeol a )

2

Mallad
Pintail
Green-Winged Teal

(Anas Elatyrhynchos )
(Anas acuta )
(Anas carolinensis )

1
1
1

Canada Goose
White-Fronted Goose

(Branta canadensis )
(Anser ·albi frons )

3
2

Swan ( ? )

(cf . · Olar spp . )

1

I

· MHI

57 . 2

183

1

·1

MNI

51 . 0

504

2

'
38 . 4

1 30

�

Ul
Ul

TABLE XX IV-- (Continued )
Family

t plements

Alcidae
Murres
Marbled Murre let
Pigeon Guil lemot
Puffins

(Uria s pp . )
( Brachyramphus marmoratum)
(Cepphus columba )
(Fratercula corniculata/
Lunda cirrhata )

(Larus spp . )
( Larus hyperboreus )
(Larus spp . /Ri s s� spp . )
(Ri ssa tridactyla )
(� canus )

1

'

MN I

2

'

712

19 . 2

78

21. 7

313

23 . 9

4 86

13. 1

42

11 . 7

205

15 . 6

121

3. 3

17

96

7. 3

405
8
49
6
5

Gavi idae
( loons )
Large Loons
Yellow-Bi l led
Loon
Sma l l Loons
Red-Throated
Loon

MN I

584
67
34
23

Laridae
(gul l s )
Large Gul ls
Glaucous
Sma l l Gul l s
Black-Legged
Kittiwake
Mew Gul l

'

(Gavia spp . )

34

(Gavia adams i i )
(Gavia spp . )

22
56

(Gavia ste l lata )

1

4.7

1-J
VI
0\

TABLE XXIV-- (Continued )
I elements

FalllilJ:

Phalacrocoracidae
(cormorants )
Large Cormorants
Small Cormorants
Pelagic Cormorant

(Phalacrocorax auritus/
Phalacrocorax uri le }

18

(Phalacrocorax �icus )

50

Tetraonidae
(grouse )
Spruce Grouse

(Canachites canadensi s )

(Podiceps grisegena )
(PodiceEs auritus )

(Corvus corax )
(Pica pica )
(Corvus caurinus )

1

'

MN I

2

'

74

2.0

11

3. 1

50

3. 8

59

1.6

7

1. 9

29

·2. 2

47

1. 3

9

2.5

42

3. 2

38

1.0

4

1. 1

33

2.5

24
20

Corvidae
(ravens , crows )
Raven
Magpie
Northwestern Crow

MN I

59

Podicipedidae
(grebes )
Red-Necked Grebe
Horned Grebe

'

25
6
6

......
Vt
'-l

TABLE XX IV-- (Continued )

# elements

FaailI

Accipitridae
(hawks , eagles )
Bald Eagle
Red-Tai led Hawk ( ? )

(Hal iaeetus leucocephalus )
(cf . Buteo jamaicensis )

(Puffinus spp . )
(Fulmarus 2Iacial i s )

(Limnodromus spp . )

(cf . Charadrius spp . )

MN I

2

'

36

1.0

3

.8

28

2.1

8

.2

2

.6

8

.6

2

.o

1

.3

1

.1

1

.o

1

.3

1

.1

1

.o

1

.3

1

.1

99 . 9

359

1 00 . 0

1 3 11

99 . 9

1

Diomedeidae
(albatrosses )
Albatross

'

2

Charadriidae
(plove rs )
Plover

1

3

Scolopacidae
( sandpipers )
Dowitcher

MN I

35
1

Proce llaridae
( fulmars , shearwaters )
Shearwater
Fulmar

'

(Diomedea spp . )

1

Totals

-3705
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Creek (53. 3%) than at Chugachik Island (38 ; 4%), but the surf
scoter (Melanit ta perspicillata } was the most frequently
identified species at bo th sites.

Other sea ducks found at

bo th sites included white-winged scoter (Melanitta
deglandi } , common sco ter (Oidemia nigra } , and oldsquaw
(Clangula hyemalis).

Bones of harlequin duck (Histrionicus

histrionicus), common eider (Somateria mollissima } , and
Steller ' s eider (Polysticta stelleri) were found only at
Chugachik Island.
Two sp ecies of mergansers (Subfamily Merginae) appear
to have been represented at bo th sites based on element size
and subtle osteological differences.

rue to si ze overlap

and lack of diagnostic characters, merganser bones were
recorded as Mergus spp. (Tables XXIII and XXIV).

Both the

common merganser (Mergus merganser) and red-breasted mer
ganser (Mergus serrator } presently frequent the bay, espe
cially in winter.
Of the bay ducks (Subfamily ·Aythyinae) remains of
only one species, the buff lehead { Bucephala albeola } , were
found at Chugachik Island.
Surface feeding or puddle ducks were represented by
three species.

The mallard (� platyrhynchos } , pintail

{ Anas acuta), and a green-winged teal (Anas carolinensis)
were represented at Chugachik Island.
Remains of at least two species of geese (Subfamily
Anserinae) were identified from the same site; these were
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the Canada goose ( Branta canadensis ) and wh ite-f ronted goose
( Anser al bifrons ) .
One p oorly preserved distal tarsometatarsu s fragment
may be that of a swan ( Su bfamily Cygninae ) .

The most common

species that migrates throu gh the Kachemak area is the whis 
tling s wan ( Olor columbianu s ) , but the

trumpeter swan ( Olor

buccinator ) may have al so been numerou s at the time of site
occupancy .
Second in numerical imp ortance are the alcids ( Family
Alcidae ) , a group of pelagic birds common to the Gu lf of
Alaska region.

Determinations to at least genu s level were

u sually pos sible as the family disp lays less osteological
similarity tha� the numerou s and u biqu itou s waterfowl.
Alcids appear to have been more important ( 23. 9 % ) at Chuga
chik Is land than at Cottonwood Creek ( 1 6. 4 % )
Both species of mu rres are p resent in Kachemak Bay,
but common mu rre ·_ ( Uria aalge ) was sighted mu ch more fre
qu ently than thick-bil led mu rre ( Uria lomvia ) du ring the
field research .

Both species are common at the same rook

eries ( Gabriels on and Lincoln 1 9 5 9 ) and may mix freely at
nesting sites ( Tuck 1 9 6 0 ) .

Mu rre bones were the most common

of the alcid elements recovered at both sites ( Tables XX I I I
and XXIV ) .
Two species of pu f fins are al s o present in Kachemak
Bay, but the ir bones were not frequ ent in the archaeological
material from either site ( Tables XXI I I and XX IV ) .

Both

horned pu ffin ( Fratercu la cornicu lata ) and tu fted pu f fin
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( Lu nda cirrhata) are numerous around the bay in spring and
summer, especially at the large rookeries (U.
of the Interior 1976).

s.

Department

D.l e to osteological similarities,

puff ins were not identified to species level.
One species of murrelet, the marbled murrelet
(Brachyramphus marmoratum), was identified from the faunal
san;, le.

These small alcids were most frequent at the Chuga

chik Is land site with only a few remains occurring in the
Cottonwood Creek material (Tables XX I II and XX IV).

Recent

Outer Continental Shelf research has shown that this mur
relet is the only species presently found in Kachemak Bay
(Lynn Krasnow, pers. conun. , 3 January 1980 ).

The archaeo

logical data sugge st the same was true in the past.
Pigeon guillemot (Cepp hus columba) remains were found
at both site s.

This species is found, although not in great

numbers, nesting on headlands at the entrances to small
coves along the south shore of Kachemak Bay.
Gulls ( F.amily Laridae) display remarkable osteo

logical similarities which posed difficulties in making·
species identifications .

At least six species of gulls are

known from Kachemak Bay.

The se include glaucous -winged gull

(Laru s glaucescens), glaucous gull (Larus hyperboreus ), her
ring gull (Laru s argentatus ), mew gull (Laru s canus ), black
legged kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla), and Sabine .' s gull (Xema
sabini).

Sabine ' s gull has not been found in archaeological

contexts in Kachemak sites .

This very small gull is only a

migratory visitor and seldom is seen in the bay area.
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Glau cous and herring gu lls are also infrequent winter visi
tors.

Glaucous-winged gull is the most common of the large

species.

Two small species, the mew gu ll and black-legged

kittiwake are about equal in their frequ ency (Jerry Sanger,
pers. comm. , 8 January 198 0 ).
In this analysis gulls were recorded as large or
small species (Tables XX I I I and XX IV), although at least
eight elements of glaucous gull from the Chugachik Island
sarrp le could be identified.

Large gulls outnumbered small

gulls by about 10: 1 at Chugachik Island and about 5: 1 at
Cottonwood Creek.

Within the small gull category, two ele

ments can be used to separate mew gull from kittiwake:

The

shafts of the tibiotarsus and tarsometatarsus of the kitti
wake are about one-third shorter than those of the mew gull .
Considering these elements only, approximately equal numbers
of these two species are represented at Chugachik Island.
No species identifications could

be

made for Cottonwood

Creek as no complete tibiotarsi or tarsometatarsi of gulls
were recovered.
It is similarly difficult to determine species in
loons (Family Gaviidae ) e xcept by overall size.

The number

of remains of large and small loons was about equal at Chu g
achik Island but more small loons were represented in the
Cottonwood Creek sample (Tables XX I I I and XX IV).

Based only

on size, 2 2 elements in the Chugachik assemblage were deter
mined to

be

yellow-billed loon (Gavia adamsii).

One com

plete skull was identified as red-throated loon (Gavia
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stellata).

Common loon (Gavia immer) and artic loon (Gavia

arctica) also frequent the lower Kenai Peninsula (U.
partment of the Interior 1975).

s.

De

Qu ite probably all four ·

species are rep resented in the archaeological samp les • .
Overlapping sizes of large cormorants ( Family Phal
acrocoracidae) tended to limit species identification.

Two

large species occur today in Kachemak Bay; the double
crested cormorant (Phalacrocorax auritu s) and the red-faced
cormorant (Phalacrocorax urile).

Brandt ' s cormorant (Phal

acrocorax penicillatus) is an unco11Unon visitor to . Alaskan
waters (U.

s.

Department of the Interior 1975).

rant remains were recovered at Cottonwood Creek.

No cormo
The major

ity of the cormorant elements taken from Chugachik Island
compared favorably with those of the pelagic cormorant
(Phalacrocorax . pelagicus).

OJ ring the fieldwork, the latter

species was observed most frequently.
Grebes ( Family Podicipedidae) are represented at both
sites by two species.

While red-necked grebe (Podiceps

grisegena) elements were most frequent at both sites, horned
grebe (Podiceps auritus) elements were almost as frequent at
Chugachik Island ( Table XXIV) .
Of the perching birds, only one family is repre
sented.

Family Corvidae elements found at Chugachik Island

were mostly those of raven (Corvus corax ).

Lesser numbers

of the bones of magpie (Pica pica) and northwestern crow
(Corvus caurinus) were also recovered (Table XX IV).

Only

northwestern crow was found at Cottonwood Creek (Table
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XXI I I ) .

These three spec ies are often seen scaveng ing along

the interti dal zones of the bay .
The remains of only one sp ec ies of gall inaceous bi rd
( Family Tetraonidae ) , the sp ru ce g rouse ( Canachi tes
canadens is ) were found in limited numbers at Cottonwood
Creek ( Table XX I I I ) .

The higher number recovered at C huga

chik Island ( Table XXIV) was probably due to the prox imity
of more su itable habit�t ; sp ru ce g rouse were regular vis i 
tors to the field camp at Chugachik .

Unl ike most· of the

other bird spec ies of this area , g rouse are permanent res i 
dents and thus were available throughout the year.

The i r

lack of fear makes them easy to hunt w ithout sophisti cated
weaponry .
The bald eagle ( Hal iaeetus leu cocep halus ) is another
common resident bi rd that can be seen scaveng ing the inter
tidal zones , and the i r nests may be observed at the top of
large coastal coniferous trees .

Only one element was found

in the Cottonwood sample ( Table XXI I I ) , although 3 5 occu rred
in the Chugach ik Island samp le ( Table XXIV ) .

One other

rep resentative of the family Acc ip itridae was recovered at
Chugach ik Island ; one element of a hawk that compared w ith
red-ta iled hawk ( Buteo jamai cens is ) .

Hawks were not often

observed along the coast du r ing the f ield research.
Few remains of the family · procellaridae were recov
ered at either site ( Tables XXI I I and XXI V ) .

At least one

spec ies of shearwater ( Puff inus spp . ) was rep resented by
several incomplete elements.

Two spec ies are known from the
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south Kena i Pen insula ; the soo ty shearwater { Puff i nus
gr iseus ) and the slender-billed shearwater { Puff i nus
. tenui rost r is ) .

The archaeolog i cal elements did not compare

favorably with elements of the former .
latter were unavailable .

It should

be

Spec imens of the
po i nted out , however ,

that the slender-billed shearwater is the most common spe
c i es to enter Kachemak Bay .

Three elemen ts of the fulmar

{ Fulmarus glac ialis ) were recovered at Chugach ik Island
{ Table XXI V ) .
Sandp ipers { Family Scolopac i dae ) , although qui te com
mon th roughout the bay, are rep resented by only two elements
recovered from Chugach ik Island ; these appear to rep resent a
dow i tcher { Limnodromus spp . )
A great many spec ies of plovers { Family Charadr i i dae )
migrate th rough the bay area .

Only one element of a plover

{ cf . Charadr ius spp. ) was recovered at Chugach ik Island
{ Table XX I V ) .
The f i nding of a ri ght prox imal humerus fragment of
an al batross ( Fam ily Diomedei d ae ) f rom Chugach ik Island is
noteworthy .

Unf ortunately , the piece is too fragmentary for

spec ies iden t if i cat ion.

Albat rosses are seldom found near

shore and a spec imen from th is back bay archaeolog i cal si te
suggests ei ther a bi rd blown insho re by a storm , a traded
bone element , or one taken on a far-rang ing pelag i c hunt.
Gabr ielson an d Li ncoln { 1 9 5 9 : 7 6 ) noted that bones f rom
Kodiak middens were only those of the near-ext inct
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short -tai led al batross ( Di omedea al bat rus ) .

Given the

forme r range of th is bi rd, · it is the spe c i' e s most likely to
have occasionally v isi ted Kachemak Bay .
The Yukon Island Bluff S i te
The numbe r and var i e ty of recove red bi rd eleme nts ,
espec ially at Chugac h ik Islan d, i ndi cate the . intensi ve ut i l 
izat ion of th is resource .

Howeve r , f e w bi rd bones we re

recove red f rom the Yukon Is l and Bl uff site .

From a total of

app rox imate l y 6 0 f ragments , of wh i ch onl y 11 we re ide n t i 
f iable , MNi l f requenc ies inc l u de two surf scote rs and one
e i de r ( spe c ies indeterm i nate ) .

A f ragme nted sku ll and com

plete ri ght femur of a bald eagle rep rese nt the onl y other
spe c i es .
S u rp r isingly, se veral pockets of decomposed but rec 
og n i z able bi rd feathe rs we re discove red dur i ng the e xcava
t i ons .

It is possi ble that the later res i de nts of Kachemak

Bay we re more conce rned w i th the tak i ng of bi rds f or sk i ns
for de corat ive pu rposes or parkas than as a food resou rce .
At any rate , in compar ison w i th the mammal ian and mol l uscan
remains , bi rds we re not a die tary mai nstay .

The re l at i ve l y

low numbe r of bi rd bones may ref l e ct dif f e re nt cul tu ral
pref e re nces or indicate si te oc cupat i on du ring a season when
bi rds we re not avai lable or of a paramount importance com
pared with othe r su bsistence resources .

The Cottonwood Creek , Upper Component
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The late prehistoric component at Cottonwood Creek
also indicates that the people had less interest in birds.
Of approximately 31 elements, only 16 could be identified
and the same species as previously noted for the other sites
......

One bay duck L·species, not found
in other sites or components, is the greater scaup ( Aythya
were present (Table XXV) •
marila ). :e

The high frequency of ducks from the upper com

ponent at Cottonwood Creek is in line with the earlier as
semblages.
Seasonality
Bird remains can be significant in zooarchaeological
analysis for determining seasonality.

Avian elements may

lend themselves to seasonality interpretation in two ways:
First, with the presence of fledgling bird remains of cer
tain species a nesting season is indicated. · Second, many
bird species are migratory and may

be

present in a given

area only dur ing specific pe riods.
The remains of fledgling birds were noted only in the
two largest samples; the Cottonwood Creek main occ upation
and Chugachik Island. Relatively few young birds were taken
by the oc cupants of ei ther site.

Only 29 elements of nest

lings or fledglings were identified from Chugachik Island
and six from Cottonwood Creek.

Unfortunately , immature bird

remains are difficult or virtually impossible to identi fy to

TABLE XXV
Birds
Cottonwood Creek , Upper Component (SEL 0 30 )
# elements

Fami lr
Anatidae
(waterfowl )
Pintai l ( ? )
Greater Scaup
Merganser

(cf . Anas acuta )
(Aythya maril a )
(Me�gus spp . )

MN I

1

%

9

56 . 2

4

57 . 1

5

31 . 2

1

14 . 3

1

6.2

1

14 . 3

1

6.2

1

14 . 3

99 . 8

7

100 . 0

1
1
1

Alcidae
Murres

%

(Uria spp . )

5

Phalacrocoracidae
(cormorants )
Large Cormorants (Phalacrocoracidae auri tus/
Phalacrocoracidae uri le )
Accipitridae
(hawks , eagle s )
Bald Eagle

(Haliae�tus/eucoc�halus }
. Totals

16
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the spe c ies level in some fami l ies .

Ta ble s XXVI and XXV I I

_ re cord the groups o f bi rd s re covered at the various le ve l s .
Chugac h ik Is l and d a ta ind icates th at there was no apparent
time when young birds were counted on he av i ly , but the spor
ad i c l ate -summer/early-f a l l tak i ng of birds may have occur
red from the early through late phases of the occupation .
The pau c ity of young bird bones from Cottonwood Creek sug
ge sts the same , but few conc l us ions are appropriate give n
th is samp le s i z e .

The obv ious interp retati on f rom both

s i tes is that fowl ing was practi ced more heavily dur1ng
non -nurturing seaso ns .

Based on determ inations to fami l y

leve l i t i s evide nt th at murre s and ducks are equ al ly repre 
sented among the immatu re birds from Chugach ik Is land .

How

ever , th e remai ns of ad ult bird s are dom inated by ducks in a
ratio of about 3: 1 .

Given the nes ting habits of murres , the

Esk imos might there f ore ha ve be e n ra id i ng rookeries and tak 
ing the young as we ll as matu re a l cids .

Th is mu st have bee n

a very rare practi ce .
Yes ner ( 1 9 7 7c ) has sugges ted that av ian archaeolog
i cal data shou ld

be

compared w i th pre s e nt spe c i es pro f i l e s .

H is analys i s of bi rd bones taken from the Chuga ch ik Is land
s i te during 1 9 7 7 tes ts cons i sted of 1 51 5 e lemen ts that were
identif i ed at le ast to the fami ly leve l .

Th i s pre l iminary

samp le was not cons i dered stratigraph i c a l l y ; a w i se dec i s ion
due to s lough i ng and slump ing where the samp le was taken .
Nevertheless , the bas i c f am i ly frequenc ies reported by
Ye s ner ( 1 9 7 7 ) are , not surpri s i ngl y , s i m i l ar to those
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TABLE XXVI
Immature Birds - Cottonwood Creek ( SEL 030 )

--Level

I.
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XI I
XIII
XIV

xv

1·

4

3

Test #
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

G

Mu

Gr
M

XVI
XVII
XVI I I
XIX

G

M

xx

XXI
XXI I
XXI I I
XXIV
XXV

D = Duck
M = Murre
Mu = Murrelet
G = Gull
Gr = Grebe
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TABLE XXVI I
Immature Birds - Chugachik Island { SEL 0 3 3 )

--Level

1

2

3

5

4

Test
6

j

7

8

9

10

11

I

II
III
IV
V
, VI
VII
VI I I
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII
XIV
xv

XVI
XVII
XVI I I
XIX

xx

XXI
XXI I
XXI I I
XXIV
XXV

D

G
D

p

D

D

Gr

M

D

D
M

D
M

M

D

D
D

G/M

D = Duck
M = Murre
Mu = Murrelet
P = Puffin
G = Gull
Gr = Grebe

M

M

Gr

M/Mu

M

M

G

D

M

12
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reported in the present study of · stratified samples.

The

MN! frequencies compiled by Yesner were then compared to
present seasonal profiles reported in population studies
from lower Cook Inlet.

Yesner (197 7c) concl udes that there

is adequate congruence between archaeological data with the
known spring profile.

His work is a commendable first step

toward understanding the seasonality of bird procurement at
Chugachik Island.
New, as yet unpublished, avian population data spe
cifically limited to Kachemak Bay is only now becoming
available (Lynn Krasnow and Jerry Sanger, pers. comm. ,
8 January 1980).

Winter studies in Kachemak Bay indicate

that some alcid species do stay within the bay, which is
protected and generally ice-free.

Murres and marbled mur

relets are commonly seen in the protected coves and bays of
the south shore. · Puffins and pigeon guillemots spend the
winter outside of the bay, probably offshore.

Thus, the

high frequencies of alcids in archaeological context may
indicate that some of these birds could have been taken dur
ing the winter.

As the identified species consist predomi

nately of murres and marbled murrelets, winter hunting is
even more plausible.
Additionally, large populations of scoters also win
ter in the bay.

However, scoters are the most abundant duck

at any time of the year in Kachemak Bay and therefore do not
serve as an indicator of seasonality.

17 3
Yesner ( 1 9 7 7c ) also compared archaeological f requen
cies of cormorants to the modern lower Cook Inlet popu lation
data that indicates their virtual a�sence du ring the summer
and fall .

ru ring the field work stages of this stu dy, how

ever, cormorants were commonly seen, especially at and
around the major Gu ll Is land rookery .
G.l lls are common at all seasons in Kachemak Bay, but
glau cous gu lls usual ly visit the bay only during the winter
months .

Unf ortunately, specific identif ication of most of

the large gu lls cou ld not be accomp lished, although eight
elements cou ld

be

identified as glau cous gu lls .

The p resence of albatross indicates that the bird was
taken in summer ( Grayson in G. Clark 1 9 77 ) .

The shearwaters

are p resent in th.is region of Alaska only du ring the June
through October months ( Gabrielson and Lincoln 1 9 59 ) .
The high number of loon bones found in the Kachemak
Bay sites is also noteworthy .

Yesner ( 1 9 7 7c ) felt that loon

element numbers from the Chugachik Island site indicated
that past f requencies were higher than the p resent-day p opu
lations .

Therefore , special attempts may have been made to

obtain these birds f rom inland areas .

However , the su r

rounding freshwater lakes freeze during the winter so loons
are most commonly seen in Kachemak Bay as it has open water
( Osgood 1 9 3 7 ) .

Yellow-billed loons are permanent residents

in the bay , while the other three species of loons move to
freshwater habitats only du ring the sununer .

The archaeol og

ical remains of small loons p robably best suggest a winter
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pro curement o f these birds.

Grebes also follow a similar

pattern, although the red-necked grebe is known to spend
summers along the coast while the horned grebe prefers open
freshwater during the same season ( Peterson 1961 : 5-8 ) .
In light of the mo re recent winter bird po pulation
reports it is conceivable that this season may have also
been a time o f heaviest reliance on birds.

Based on the

apparent lack o f other reso urces for food, winter is as
appropriate a season as is spring.

All species and some

ages o f birds considered, some taking of birds by Cottonwood
and Ch ugachik inhabitants must have occurred year -ro und.
Differential Distribution o f Bird Remains
at Ch ugachik Island
As in the case of manunalian remains, bird bones were
not evenly distributed th rough the midden.

As 89. 5 % o f the

bone sample by element was water fowl, alcids, or gulls, only
these families were considered in the distrib ution studies.
Again, the th ree most important families were stan- ·

dardized into percentages th rougho ut the midden by test
( Table XXVI I I ) .

The results are graphed in Figure 14.

The

uneven distribution is most emphati cally seen in tests num
bers 5, 7, 11, and 1 2.

Most remarkably, test 7 displays

very few gulls, and alcids outnumber ducks.
gulls outnumber alcids.

In test 1 2
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TABLE XXVII I
Bird Distribution - Chugachik Island ( SEL 0 3 3 )

Ducks (Anatidae )

Alcids (Alcidae )

Gulls (Laridae )
--

l

37 (45 . 7 )

26 ( 32 . l )

18 ( 2 2 . 2 )

81 ( 1 00 . 0 )

2

52 ( 52 . 5 )

30 ( 30 . 3 )

17 ( 1 7 . 2 )

99 ( 100 . 0 )

3

51 ( 47 . 2 )

34 ( 31 . 5 )

2 3 (2 1 . 3 )

108 ( 100 . 0 )

4

49 (4 3 . 0 )

34 ( 2 9 . 8 )

31 ( 2 7 . 2 )

114 (100 . 0 )

5

56 ( 5 9 . 6 )

20 (21 . 3 )

18 (19 . 2 )

94 ( 1 00 . l )

6

34 (48 . 6 )

2 3 ( 32 . 9 )

1 3 ( 18 . 6 )

70 ( 1 00 . l )

7

38 (40 . 0 )

45 ( 4 7 . 4 )

12 ( 12 . 6 )

95 (100 . 0 )

8

43 ( 54 . 4 )

2 4 ( 30 . 4 )

12 ( 15 . 2 )

79 ( 100 . 0 )

9

50 (48 . l)

35 ( 33 . 6 )

19 ( 18 . 3 )

104 ( 100 . 0 )

10

42 ( 5 5 . 3 )

18 ( 2 3 . 7 )

16 ( 21 . 0 )

76 (100 . 0 )

11

2 7 ( 44 . 3 )

17 ( 2 7 . 9 )

17 (2 7 . 9 )

61 ( 100 . 1 )

12

25 (61 . 0 )

7 ( 17 . 1 )

9 ( 22 . 0 )

41 ( 100 . l )

. T est

Totals

42 . 00 ( 49 . 98 )

26 . 08 ( 2 9 . 8 3 )

1 7 . 08 ( 2 0 . 2 3 )

85 . 1 7

S . D . 10 . 0 5 ( 6 . 61 )

1 0 . 18 ( 7 . 49 )

5 . 79 ( 4 . 42 )

21 . 2 7

%X

100

D
A
G

= Ducks (Anat i da e )
= A l ci d s ( A l c i d a e )
= Gu i I s (Lar i d o e )
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Figure 14 . I ntertest comparisons of 3 majo r b ird
families from Chugachik Island ( SEL 033 ) .
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Unfortunately, this deposition cannot be exp lained by
seasonal procurement differences as these three groups · of
birds can be ta�en at almost any tim� of year.

As in the

case of shellfish (Chapter VII), the differential distribu
tion of birds may indicate concentrated efforts on certain
species of birds as a single activity.

The methods involved

in taking ducks, especially the numerous scoters, might not
have been as effective for taking alcids, especially murres.
In short, people did not simp ly go bird hunting:

Kachemak

Eskimos purposefully and explicitly sought to take either
ducks, ItUJ rres, or gulls.

This interpretation may also

indicate the seasonal availability of these birds.
Ethnographic Accounts
In retrospect it is unfortunate that most lifeways
accounts have - not paid more attention to the details of
fowling.

The lesser importance of birds in aboriginal diets

is probably a reason for such neglect.

For examp le, the

Yakatat Tlingit consumed many sp ecies of birds, cu t the eth
nographically recognized role of birds was recorded as more
imp ortant to the social organization of sibs than as contri
butions to the diet (de Laguna 197 2: 50).
The Copper River Delta is even today one of the rich
est waterfowl habitats in the world .

Bird hunting among the
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Eyak was condu cted ma i nly in Au gu st when b i rds we re mou l t ing
and f l i ghtles s . ·

Inhabitants of a vil lage wou ld dr i ve du cks

and gee se to shore , su rrou nd the birds , and ej ther wring
the ir ne cks or clu b them to de ath .

Al thou gh some myths men

t ion hu nt ing du cks w i th bow and arrow , th is p ract i ce was not
noted .

Nor did the Eyak use sl i ng s or bolas .

Loons we re

never hu nted becau se of a legend that a boy had once be come
trans formed into a loon ( B irke t-Smi th and de Lagu na 1 9 3 8 :
11 2 -11 3 ) .
Chu gach Esk imos did hu nt bi rds with bow and arrow ,
al thou gh the more common methods we re ne tt ing ( cormorants ) ,
gorg ing ( gu ll s and du cks ) or snar ing with nooses p laced on
the water to snare d i ving sea bi rds .

Eag l es we re taken on

land with snares us ing sa lmon he ads for ba i t .

Sl i ngs were

also u s ed ( B irket -Smi th 1 9 5 3 : 3 8 - 3 9 ) .
The Tana ina took bi rds with a s l i ng -shot ( s l i ng ? ) ,
bow and arrow , and s nares .

Loons we re app arently hu nted i n

Kachemak Bay i n winter as were gu ll s .

In the Kachemak area ,

gu lls were not eaten bu t we re u s ed as f i sh ba it .

Grou se

were cons idered f ine ea t ing , bu t u su a l ly hu nted only in win
te r .

Grou se mi ght save a we ary trave ler f rom hu ng er .

If a

rock was th rown over the bi rd ' s he ad it wou ld hold fas t to
the grou nd , as grou se be have when a hawk is attack ing .
Grou s e cou ld then

be

app roached closely by a Tana ina hu nter

and k i l led w i th a s t ick or rock .

Al thou gh the re is no

ment ion of mu rres or mu rre lets , sea parrots (pu f f ins ) were
some times eate n .

Th e Kachemak Tana ina s ome times cap tu red
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ducklings and raised them.

Hand-raised eiders will remain

somewhat tame and not venture far.
maturity, they were eaten.

When the ducks · grew to

Kenai Tanaina also raised

captives, b..l t the Iliamna Tanaina stated that geese, gulls,

and ducks were sirrp ly kept as pets and not eaten · (Osgood
1937: 40-41).

This practice of raising captives may have

been a custom learned from the Ru ssians.
Koniag Eskimo birding practices are perhaps the best
documented.

Lisiansky (1 81 4: 205) . only briefly describes the

netting of sea-ravens (most probably cormorants or pigeon
guillemots) for taking skins to make parkas.
were warm and rain resistant.

These parkas

However, Davydov (1 977:

226-231 ) provides more comprehensive accounts of bird hunt
ing and trapping.

Like the Eyak., the Koniag often too k

waterfowl during the moulting season by driving them to land
and then clubbing them.

At bird rookeries, the Koniag wo..i ld

often reach into a b..l rrow and catch a pu ffin or other alcid.
However, the best way to take large nu mbers of ducks . was to
stretch a low net weighted with small stones along the bot
tom edge across a narrow strait.
well at sunrise or su nset.

This method only works

Fast-flying ducks, skimming the

water surface, become tangled in the nets.
Discussion:

Notched Stones and Bird Netting

The most common artifact recovered in Kachemak tradi
tion sites is the simple notched beach pebble.

The assumed
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fu nct ion o f th is stone art i f act i s u su a lly a f i sh net
we i gh t .

However the la ck of rema ins from f ish u su a l l y takeri

in ne ts ( Ch ap te r VI ) does not be ar ou t th is p ast fu n c t ion
for th e stone s at Chu gach ik Is land .

The comb ined abu ndance

of b i rd bones and notched stones might ins tead su ggest that
the stones were used to we i ght the bottom edg e of bi rd ne ts ,
as recorded f or the Kon iag by Davydov .
Chu gachik Is land is sep ara ted from the mainland by
only a few hu nd red me ters .

Th rou gh th is narrow strait p as s

l i terally thou s ands of scoter du cks almo s t da i ly •

.The bi rd s

u su ally arrive a bou t midday and raft in the p rotec ted s tra i t
u n t i l even i ng when they dep art for the ou ter bay .

Th i s

loc a t i on wou ld have been ideal f or the s e t t ing up o f large
ne ts .

Scote rs cou ld

be

taken in th is manne r, even du ring

the winte r , if ne ces s ary .
Thu s , notched stones were pro ba bly imp ortant in bi rd
p rocu remen t .

The stone-we ighted· ne ts cou ld have al so been

mu l t i -pu tp ose and used se asonally in tak ing salmon at Kach e 
mak p e r i od river ine s i tes ( Re g er 1 9 7 3 ; 1 9 77 ) away f rom the
coas tl ine .
Othe r Kachemak Bay Archaeological Compar isons
The Yukon I s land Fox Farm s i te , Hou se G ( de Laguna
and K. Workman 1 9 7 9 ) , has y ie lded a small sanp le of av ian
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remains which have been s� died by this author.

Of 28 iden�

tified elements 19 are scoter (67. 9% ), four are eider
(14. 3% ) , and three are indeterminant duck (10. 7%).

Only one

bone each of ItU rre (3. 6%) and bald eagle (3. 6%) make up the
remainder.

This small sample again suggests a probable

emphasis on the use of waterfowl.
Kachemak Bay are represented here.

The most common ducks in
To date, no immature

bird remains have been recovered.
Prehistoric Avifauna Use in the
Greater Gulf of Alaska
Water bird remains occur frequently and plentifully
in archaeological sites throughout rru ch of sou th coastal
Alaska.

While certainly not a primary food resource, birds

were likely an integral supp lement in most prehistoric
diets.
The Aleutian site patterns are different from those
of other Gllf sites.

Waterfowl were not nearly as important

as were shearwaters, fulmars and many alcids.

Cormorants

were utilized more commonly than at Kachemak Bay (Yesner
1977b :

161).

Albatrosses were both more available and

irrq;> ortant to Aleuts than to Gl lf of Alaska peop les (Yesner
1977b; Denniston 1972).
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Patterns of bird utilization on the west coast of the
Alaska Peninsula were also different.
remains have yet to be quantified.

Port Moller bird

Preliminary indications

are that albatross, cormorant, murre, and loon are the most
commonly represented species (Okada, Okada, and Kotani
1979: 35).

The complete lack of rep orted duck remains is

surprising.
Few recently analyzed avian collections have been
reported from Kodiak Island sites.

The excavations by

Hrdlitka in the late 1930 ' s provided the samples for Fried
mann ' s (1934 ; 1935) comprehensive lists.

Unfortunately, the

Hrdl fcka sample was quite small and has little provenience
inf ormation.

Qu antifications were done only by element but

the identifications indicated that the majority were sea
bird and waterfowl bones.
Grayson (in G. Clark 1977: 210- 211) identified the
bird remains from the eastern Alaska Peninsula sites of
Kukak Bay and Takli Island.

The presence of albatross ele

ments in the Beach phase (Kukak) and Alder phase (Takli)
indicated a possible spr ing to fall occupation.

Grayson (in

G. Clark 1977 : 211) feels that use of of fshore waters is not
implied as albatrosses occasionally wander into sheltered
coastal settings.

Ill cks were - more common in the Beach phase

(Kukak) than in the Alder phase (Takli), with seater and
goldeneye the most frequent taxa identified.

At both places

and in both phases, cormorant remains were nu merous.

The
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Mound phase (Kukak } and Birch phase (Tak l i) inc l ude on l y one
MNi l each of cormorant and no other bird remains.

Un l ess

differentia l preservation was a factor, the peop le of the
ear l ier phases uti l ized many more birds than did the

l ater

inhabitants.
At Pa l ugvik in Prince Wil l iam Sound, bird bones
(n= 259) were about as numerous as

l and

manunal remains.

Whi l e counts for re l ative species abundance were not made,
the inc l uded typ es were

l oon,

cormorant, a l batross, scoter,

eider, gu l l , auk let, and eag l e.
that this

l ist

De Laguna (1956: 49) fee l s

is not exhaustive, however.

Bird remains were fragmented and quite uncommon at
Yakatat Bay .

Freed and Lane (in de Laguna, et al. 1964: 7 7)

cou l d not identify any of the remains.
Thus, the widespread prehistoric use of mostly
marine birds and migratory waterfow l is apparent for the
Qi l f of Alaska region.

The food, feathers, and bones

provided by birds were another resource used in the diverse
adaptive strategy of Pacific Rim coastal peoples.
the Kachemak Eskimos were no exception.

Certainl y

CHAPTER VI
FISHES
A major advantage that coastal inhabitants have over
interior peoples is the diversity and bounty of fishes.
While few Alaskan peoples lived without fishes from the sea ,
interior dwellers were dependent on the strength of seasonal
anadromous fish ru ns.

If a particular seas on ' s ru n was

scanty, the people might go hungry.
The Kachemak Bay sites reflect an intensive fishing
ind�stry.

Given the species recovered in excavations, a

pattern of the exploitation of bottom-dwelling fishes is
more pronounced than the use of anadromous fishes.

Infer

ences from the sp ecies MNis may aid in determining fishing
methods and resource distribution, and establishing the
ircq;, ortance of fish in the past diet (Ryder 1970).
Few fish remains were taken from the Yuk on Island
Bluff site.

Only two cod and one sculpin were represented.

A species of flounder may

present, but salmonids are

be

totally absent in the sample.

Either fishes were not of

dietary illt) ortance or the seasonal emphasis of the peop le
was on other food resources.
At Cottonwood Creek not all diagnostic fish bones
were saved for later study.

Instead , as with shellfish,

only representative samples were collected by the
184
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excavators.

Thqs, most of the discussion is based on the

stratified and qu antified sample from Chugachik Island.
Cottonwood Creek comparisons are recorded as abundant,
moderate, or rare.
At Chugachik Island the most frequent fish bones were
those of cods (Family Gadidae), accounting for more than
half (53. 8 % ) of the sample (Table X X IX ) .
yielded species data.

Few elements

When excellent preservation of

dentary elements permitted, at least three species could be
positively identified.
Most commonly represented was the Pacific cod (Gadus
macrocephalus).

Although these cod are primarily found at

depths up to 30 0 fathoms, they often feed in shallow water
in the spring.
1974 : 65).

This species may enter fresh water (Morrow

Length may exceed one meter (Hart 1973 : 2 2 2- 223;

Mcclane 1978 : 133).
Also common was the walleye pollack (Theragra chalco
gramma).

More commonly called bigeye or whiting by locals,

this species is found from the surface down to about 2 0 0
fathoms ( Hart 197 3 : 228- 229).

It is most frequently fou,nd in

waters of moderate depth (Mcclane 1978 ).

Length of the fish

seldom exceeds a meter ( Hart 1973 : 228 ).
The smallest of the true cods, the Pacific tomcod
(Microgadus proximus) was represented but not commonly.
Major distribution of tomcod is between 15 and S O . fathoms.
Length of this species does not usually exceed 3 0 centi
meters (Hart 1973 : 2 26- 227).

TABLE xx :ix
Fishes
Chugachik I sland ( SEL 0 3 3 )
# elements

%

MNI

1

. . ,· : i · MN I

2

%

917

64 . 7

1 38

61 . 1

2 86

53 . 8

(P latichthys stel latus )

306

21 . 6

59

26 . 1

1 39

26 . 1

Hal ibut

( Hippoglossus stenolepi s )

173

12 . 2

23

10 . 2

87

16 . 4

Great Sculpin

(Myoxocepha lus polyacanthocepha lus ) 1 3

.9

2

.8

11

2.1

Red Irish Lord

( Hemi lepidotus hemi lepidote s )

3

.2

1

.4

3

. 6'

Sole

(Fami ly Pleuronectidae )

3

.2

1

.4

3

.6

Salmon

(Oncorhynchus spp . )

2

.1

1

.4

2

.4

Sculpin

(Fami ly Cottidae )

1
--

.1
100 . 0

1
226

.4
99 . 8

1
5 32

Cod

(Fami ly Gadidae )

Starry Flounder

Tota ls

1418

.2
100 . 2 .•

.....
00
0)
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Although not positively identified from any elements, ·
the Pacific hake (Merluccius productus) could be represented
in the sample.

This species is normally a dweller of great

depths although records indicate it can

be

surface to 491 fathoms (Hart 1973: 226).

taken from the

Hake do not nor

mally enter Kachemak Bay, but small fish have recently been
taken in the bay during test trawling.
more common in offshore Cook Inlet (U.
Interior 1976: 184).

This species is much

s.

Department of the

Young saffron co� (Eleginus gracilis) are also
occasionally taken in deep trawls within Kachemak Bay.
Adults and juveniles can be taken in lower Cook Inlet in
summer and fall (U.

s.

Department of Commerce 1977: 98 ).

Although predominately a marine form, saffron cod may rarely
enter fresh water.

Maximum weight is about two pounds

(Morrow 1974: 65).
These latter two species have not been positively
identified in the sample and might not hav� been as fre
quently available as the Pacific cod, Pacific tomcod, and
walleye pollack.

Nevertheless, it would be unwise due to

the osteological similarities of cod bones to ru le ou t the
possibility of their occasional past · use.
Second to the cods in frequency were the remains of
the starry f launder ( Platichthys stellatus), amounting to
more than a qu arter (26. 1 %) of the sample (Table XX IX ) .
This species may be the most common flatfish (Family
Pleuronectidae) in Kachemak Bay.
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Starry flou nder are generally a s hallow water spe
cies, although catches have been rep orted from depths in
excess of 1 5 0· fathoms .

This species spawns in water no

deeper than 2 5 fathoms in late winter through early spring
( Hart 1 9 7 3 : 6 3 2 ; Mcclane 1 97 8 : 1 6 7) and may have been readily
available at that time.

It should be noted that juveniles

up to about two pou nds in size can be easily caught from the
shorelines of Kachemak Bay al l summer long.

Juveniles al so

commonly enter fresh water ( Morrow 1 9 7 4 : 7 3).

One su ch large

ru n was noted in October of 1 9 7 9 in the nearby Anchor River.
In short, it wou ld appear that if past fishermen wanted
starry flou nder desperately, the taking of the species wou ld
be limited only by the constraints of weather.
The archaeological samp le indicated that starry
flou nder of all sizes were taken.

While s ome relative ele

ment sizes indicate juvenile fis h, the range includes a few
specimens in the maximum size range of almost a meter in
length and up to 2 0 p ou nds ( Morrow 19 7 4 : 7 3 ; Mcclane 1 9 7 8 :
1 6 7).

The sarrp le. al so indicated the taking of both left and

right-eyed starry flou nder.

Present popu lation samp les show

that in southeastern Alaska between 5 0-60 % are left-eyed,
but arou nd Kodiak Is land and the Alaska Peninsu la the fre
quency climbs to almost 7 0 % left-eyed.

This latter fre

quency is approximated in the archaeological data.
At least one additional species of flou nder or sole
was recovered that cou ld not be identified beyond the family
( Pleu ronectidae) level.

Representing only . 6 % of the
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saJl\=) le, these elements may be those of any of the 10 addi
tional species known for lower Cook Inlet.

Thes, e include

the flathead so�e ( Hippoglossoides elassodon) , yellowfin
sole { Limanda aspera) , arrowtooth flounder {Atheresthes
stomias), butter sole { Isopsetta isolepis), rock sole { Lepi
dopsetta bilineata) , dover sole {Microstomus pacificus) ,
sand sole { Psettichthys melanostictus), petrale sole { �
setta jordani) , rex sole (Glyptocephalus zachirus) , and/or
English sole { Parophrys vetulus).

These are spe cies noted

from recent trawls (U.S. Department of the Interior 1 976:
185) but additional species of · the family Pleuronectidae and
one sp ecies of left-eye flounder { Family Bothidae) , the
Pacific sanddab { Cithar ichthys sordidus) are known from the
Gulf of Alaska { Hart 1 973: 5 9 5-638).

Most of these species

are considered year-round dwellers of lower Cook Inlet { U.
Department of Commerce 1 977: 9 9) .

Unfortunately these spec

s.

ies show great osteological similarity.
Fortunately the larges t of the flatfish can be read
ily identified .

Ranking third in MN I ' s, the Pacific halibut

(Hippoglossus stenolepis) represents only 16. 4 % of the
remains from Chugachik Island { Table XX I X ) , but by pounds of
usable meat, was certainly much more important.

While the

average weight is· about 35 pounds,- some female halibut have
been recorded at almost 500 pounds { Hart 1 973: 6 14-6 15).

The

archaeological da �a indicate that a few extremely - large fish
had been taken.
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Halibut occur from near· the surface to 600 fathoms
but are most frequently found between 30 and 225 fatho�s
(Hart . 1973: 615 ) . Juveniles are rather sedentary and normally
prefer shallow water , but adults may migrate as much as 2000·
miles (Mcclane 1978: 164 ) .

In Kachemak Bay, charter fishing

boats usually obtain the best catches approximately one or
two miles northwest of Yukon Island.

However , . even very

large halibu t are known to come into shallower water areas
of the bay. Anywhere that 30 fathom� of water can be. found
may produce fine catches.

The late summer to fall seasons

are often reported by local persons as a time to try their
luck in the back of the major coves such as Tutka Bay , Sadie
Cove , for obvious reasons Halibut Cove , and Bear Cove.

The

last is near Chugachik Island , but the mobility of past
maritime peoples probably did not limit fishing only to
adjacent coves.
At least three species of sculpins (Family Cottidae )
were represented but not abundantly in the Chugachik Island
sample.

The largest and most frequently recovered remains

were those of the great sculpin (Myoxocephalus
polyacanthocephalus ) .

Apparently the · largest of the

sculpins , this species may exceed 75 centimeters in length
(Gotshall 1977: 52 ) but larger individuals have been taken
(Hart 1973: 521 ) .

Although normally a bottom-dweller at

moderate depths , they may be taken at very shallow depths in
winter (Hart 1973: 522 ) .

In Kachemak Bay these fish are

usually a nuisance to halibut and cod fishermen.
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Less commonly recove red (. 6 %) we re bones of the red .
I rish lord (Hemilepidotus hemilepidotus) .

This small

sculpi�. may reach a bout 50 centimeters in length ( Hart
1973: 503) .

It. is found commonly in intertidal zones out to

about 25 fathoms.
Another species of sculpin is rep resented by a single
element , but it cou·ld not
(Cottidae) level.

be

dete rmined beyond the family

Recent research reco rded five additional

species of sculpins in the area:

bibbed sculpin

(Triglopspingeli) , spinyhead sculpin (Dasycottus steiger) ,
tadpole sculpin ( Psychrolutes parado xus) , blackfin sculpin
(Malacocottus kincaidi) , and one other variety listed only
as Cottus spp.
"bullhead " (U.

and referred to by a common name of

s . Department of the Interior 1976: 183) .

Many more species are known for the G..llf of Alaska ( Hart
1973) .
It had been hypothesized that salmon would be
strongly rep resented.

On the contrary , only two elements

were recovered at Chugachik Island.

These elements were as

well preserved in the archaeological context as were the
bones of other fish species.
Kachemak Bay proper is not known for high concentra
tions of salmon.

Combined with Kamishak Bay (weste rn Cook

Inlet) , Kachemak provided a spawning ground fo r less than
10 % of the salmon . of Cook Inlet (U.
merce 1977: 100) .

s.

Department of Com

While other species may occas
· ionally swim

th roughout Kachemak Bay , the most frequent to spawn in the
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entering streams are pink salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha )
and coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch ) .

Based on size only,

the recovered elements indicate the latter.

Additionally,

coho salmon are frequently caught at high tides between the
mainland and the south side of Chugachik Island directly in
front of the ancient site.

Coho generally ru n in this

channel during August.
Salmo� are reported to

be

critically important to

nearly all northwestern North American peop les.

Habitations

generally are located on or near spawning streams.

The

negative evidence from Chugachik Island may indicate that
salmon were only an incidental food source ; however, such a
lack of salmon remains may be the result of food prepara
tion.

Salmon might have been taken at a nearby spawning

stream and prepared at that locality.

Commonly the Eskimo

prepared salmon by removing the head, splitting the body,
and removing the vertebrae and ribs.

After drying, the fish

were then taken back to the major villages ; this could
explain the lack of archaeological remains.

To most Gulf of

Alaska peoples, salmon were so important that parts not
eaten were returned to the water so that the fish would also
return (Birket-Smith and de Laguna 1938 : 122 ; Birket-Smith
1953: 42 ; de Laguna 1956: 49 ) .

This cultural practice would

certainly limit salmon representation in archaeological
sarrq;> les.
It is surprising that two additional families of
locally available fishes are totally absent in the
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archaeolog ic al fau nal samp le .

Seve ral sp ec ies of greenl ings

( Family He xagrammidae ) and rockf ishe s ( Family Scorp ae n i dae )
can be eas ily taken , even in w inte r .

Membe rs of these fam i 

l i e s commonly are fou nd along the rocky coa s t of the sou th
shore of Kachemak Bay .

Cran i al e lemen ts of each family are

very dist inc t i ve and remarkably du rable .

It is dou bt fu l

th at any sp e c ial tre atme nt or cu l tu ral p ract i ce of ta boos
su rrou nded the · tak ing - of the s e f i shes .

For some unknown

reas on rock f ishes and greenl i ngs we re not u t i l i z ed , . al thou gh
today some local peop le cons i de r the s e f i sh qu i te tas ty .
Cottonwood Creek Fish Rema ins
Thou gh not nu mer i cally qu an� i f ied , the obv iou s · impor
tance of the variou s spe c i es was noted th rou gh a br ief s tu dy
of the sp ec imens saved as rep re s e n ta t i ve from column samp le s
and tes ts .
f lou nde r .

The mos t abu ndant sp ec ies tak en was the s t arry
Ha l i bu t were taken oc ca s iona lly , bu t cod s were

rare ly taken .
Given the p re f e rred ha bi ta t of each sp ec ies , the s e
f ind ings are not su rp r i s ing .

They may ind i cate that the

are a fron ting Cottonwood Creek was as shallow du ring the
p reh i s toric occup at ion as it is today .

Starry f lou nde r

s t i l l f requ ent th is shallow coa s t .
From f ield records , f i sh bone in gene ral was mu ch
more sca rce at Cottonwood Creek than at Chu gach ik Island ,
bu t more p lent i fu l than at the Yukon I s land Blu ff s i te .
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Test Distributions of the Major
Fishes at Chugachik Island:
Dif ferential Deposition
The internal distribution of the major fishes can

be

seen in the 12 stratified tests from the Chugachik Island .
site .

Only the most frequently occurring fishes were con

sidered (cod , starry flounder , and halibut) .

MNis per level

and per test were standardized into percentages (Table XXX } .
Each test is represented in a line graph (Figure 15 ) that
indicates the amount of test deviation about the mean .
Comp aring these three fishes , it appears that test
frequencies are in great contrast to one another .

Like the

mammalian data the greatest variatio� would seem to
tests 11 and 12 .

be

in

It is also interesting to note the total

lack of starry f lounder in test 2 compared with the fre
quency of halibut .

The only semi-continuous pattern of

consistency is for cod frequencies in tests 1 through 4 .
The Ethnographic Record
Ethnographic accounts of Gulf of Alaska fishing may
be comparable to archaeological findings .

Davydov (1977:

231- 234) indicated that salmon were the most important fish
and that the bottom fishes were only temporary sources of
food .

Nevertheless , at Kodiak the practice of taking huge

stocks of cod when the fish were readily available in the
spring is also noted .

Davydov noted that halibut were often
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TABLE XXX
Test Frequencies of Maj or Fishes
Chugachik Island ( SEL 030 )

Test

Cods

Halibut

Starry Flounder

TOTALS

1

43 (59. 7)

7 (9 . 7 )

22 ( 30 . 6 )

72

2

1 3 ( 56 . 5 )

10 (4 3 . 5 )

-- ( 00 . 0 )

23

3

8 (57 . 1 )

3 (21 . 4 )

3 (21 . 4 )

14

4

41 ( 51 . 2 )

10 ( 1 2 . 5 )

29 ( 36 . 2 )

80 ·

5

64 ( 72 . 7 )

8 (9 . 1 )

16 ( 1 8 . 2 )

88

6

16 ( 5 3 . 3 )

4 (1 3 . 3 )

10 ( 3 3 . 3 )

30

7

32 ( 6 5 . 3 )

4 (8 . 2 )

13 (26 . 5 )

49

8

14 ( 66 . 7 )

3 ( 14 . 3 )

4 ( 19 . 0 )

21

9

15 ( 42 . 9 )

7 ( 20 . 0 )

1 3 ( 37 . 1 )

35

10

9 ( 34 . 6 )

8 ( 30 . 8 )

9 ( 34 . 6 )

26

11

18 ( 5 1 . 4 )

13 ( 37 . 1 )

4 (11 . 4 )

35

12

1 3 ( 33 . 3 )

10 ( 25 . 6 )

1 6 ( 41 . 0 )

39

\X

53 . 7 3

20 . 46

25 . 78

S.D.

12 . 17

11 . 64

12 . 14

lOO
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cau gh t by lines cast f rom shore, or that the se f i sh might be
th rown on shore by the violence of the waves .

From · oot.h

S i tka and Yakatat, Davydov also remark ed on the qu ant i ty of
both cod and hal i bu t in the sp ringt ime.

The me thod of

tak ing hal i bu t normally involved a hand�l i ne f i she rman p lay
ing the large f i s h unt i l it was comp letely exhau s ted .

The

f ish was then clu bbed.
The Eyak took hal i bu t and cod in su rruner and winter
w i th hook and l i ne f rom a canoe .

Il.l r ing both s e as ons clams

were u s ed as ba i t ( B irke t -Sm i th and de Lagu na 1 9 3 8 : 11 9-1 21 ).
The Chugach app a rently limi ted the ir f i sh ing f or cod and
hal i bu t to the early su rruner • . Hooks for tak ing cod were
of ten made f rom the . s l ightly mod i f i ed fu rcu la of loons
( B irket -Smith 1 9 5 3 : 4 9 - 51 ).
The Yakatat Tl ingit took hal i bu t in th� winte r,
sp ring, and e arly surrune r .

Cod we re only sou ght in shallow

wate r whe re se asonal movements brought the s e fi sh in the
sp ringtime ( de Lagu na 1 9 7 2 : 5 2 - 5 3 ) .
The Kachemak Bay Tana ina took hal i bu t in the su mme r
as these f ish we re nume rous in shal low water then, re treat
ing to deep wate r in the win te r.

One means of tak ing hal i 

bu t was ingeniou s :
At low tide they dri ve a st i ck into the beach so
that it s tands abou t th ree f ee t high. At the · top of
the st i ck they tie another abou t a foot long . Then,
tak ing a sp ru ce root l i ne, w i th the bark on, and
abou t as th i ck as a finger, they fas ten it at one
e nd to a rock, heavy for two men to l i ft . Th is they
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place on the tidal beach at the base of the upright
stick. Next they tie the line at the base of the
upright stick, then at the top, and finally at the
end of . the smaller stick, the remainder of the line
dropping so as to sus pend a large fishhook about one
foot above the beach. The fishermen bait the hook
with a humpback salmon about fourteen to sixteen
inches long. The hook, after the salmon is split
open, is inserted so that the barb comes a little
way out of the back. Small halibut cannot take this
hook and - bait, but when the tide is in, a big halibut
is often attracted. In taking the bait, the halib ut
breaks the small stick and perhaps the large one, but
the great fish is held by the heavy rock. By taking
advantage of the tide, the fishermen cleverly avoid a
breaking weight on the line, for as the tide goes out,
the people have great enjoyment in seeing the halibut
left stranded on the beach (Osgood 1937 : 29).
The Tanaina also fished with toggle hooks but also speared
bullheads (sculpins) during low tide with a sharpened stick.
Bullheads were taken in winter as well as in summer (Osgood
1937 : 30).
Perhaps the best account of Aleut cod and halibut
fishing is not in narrative form, but is found instead in
the pen and ink drawings of Henry Wood Elliot made in the
1880s.

Elliot 's account of deep-water fishing for extremely .

large halibut shows two bidarkas with four men crossing
paddles between the craf ts to link both boats f or a double
hulled · stability effect.

One man at the bow is pulling a

large halibut to the surface and the man i n the opposite
boat is ready to cl ub the fish.
in the end.

The cl ub had a single spike

In the background another bidarka is being

paddled away, trailing a dispatched halibut on a line.
fishing was not as dangerous.

Cod

A single hand-lining fisher

man was portrayed in a two-hole bidarka.

The vacant boat
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opening was used to store the day ' s catch .

These simple but

logical scenes may be some of the best accounts of bottom
fishing in the ethnographic record.
Seasonality
It appears that bottom fishing in Kachemak Bay might
have been a year-round pursuit limited only by inclement
weather.

Cod might have been more available in the spring

and halibut in the late summer to early fall.

Starry floun

der were probably available loca�ly in any season.
The methods for taking halibut used by the - Kachemak
Tanaina would have only worked when tidal actions permitted
the retrieval of captured halibut.

Able maritime fishermen

could probably move to the deep and shallow areas of Kache
mak Bay at will to take halib ut or cod when desired.
If salmon .were important to the Kachemak Eskimo, then
the season of exploitation likely coinci ded with the summer
and fall spawning runs, but might have conf licted with the
h a l i b ut fis he ry.
Comparable Archaeological Samples
The fish remains from archaeological sites throughout
Alaska are limited to a few quantified samples.

Understand

ably, the quantified recovery and analyais· of fish remains
is a tedious process so in most cases only species or family
identifications have been made.
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At Palugvik only two fish species were identified:
and a dogfish (de Laguna 1956: 49).

cod

The remains were not in

suf ficient quantities to indicate that the heavy utilization
of fish took place.
The quantified samples of fish remains from locali
ties at Kukak Beach and Takli Island are indicative of the
emphasis on deep-water fishes.

Cod and halib ut remains

clearly dominate the sample from Kukak Beach, b ut some salmon
remains were noted.

The earlier Takli Alder ph ase sample

indicates an ex ploitation of the shallow water starry floun
der, but the sample is probably too small for any serious
concl us ions (Dumond in Clark 1 977: 103-104).
Pacific cod was represented by 485 individuals at
Ashishik Point.

Only trace amounts of halib ut and scul pin

remains make up the remainder of the sample (Denniston
1 97 2: 155).

The lack of salmon remains was determined to be

a preservation problem (Denniston 1972: 156).

Yesner (1 977:

17 2-1 73) feels there are difficulties in determining the
contr ibution of fish to the prehistoric Aleut diet, but his
analysis of remains from the Anangula Village site indicate
a predominance of halib ut (56. 5 %) and cod (38. 7% ).
consi ders to be year-round species.

These he

The pattern for sampled

Aleutian sites is similar to the bottom fishing emphasis at
Ch ugachik Island.
Nishimoto ' s (in Okada, Okada, and Kotani 1 979: 35)
preliminary work on fish remains from Port Moller does
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include abund ant salmon rema i ns in the uppe rmo st cu l tu ral
layer and salmon are pre s ent in almost every le ve l .

Floun

de r , cod, and hal i but . rema i ns are p le n t i ful th roughout
almos t eve ry le vel .

It is as sumed tha t sa lmon be came more

popu l ar in t he mo re rece�t archaeolog i cal phases .

The re may

be a pre s e rvat ion fac tor that has not been cons i de red in
th is interpre tat ion .
_Thus, th roughou t preh i s to r i c southcentral Alaska the
bot tom f i shes we re the most f requently soug ht af ter spe c ie s .
Salmon remai ns may be underrep re sen ted in many of the - sam
ples .

Wh i le it wou ld appe ar that th is- patte rn seems some 

what cons i s tent, much more data from many mo re s i tes w i l l be
�eeded to streng then or re j e ct the case f or the subs i s tence
economy of bo ttom f i shes over se asonal anadromous f ishes .

CHAPTER VI I
SHELLF I SH
The s e d i verse re sou rces can
lar ity , dependent in part on ti des .

taken with some regu

be

Large quan t ities of

ed i ble shel l f ish are sti l l ha rves ted in thi s area whe re
marked low tides e xpose col l e ction areas .

Even a cu rso ry

g lance at the de ep kitchen middens of the Kachemak Bay coas t
is ind i cative of the probable importance of mar ine s he l l f i sh
to the mar itime Esk imo .
The quanti f i cation of she l l f ish is not without di f f i 
cu lty due to preservation problems in archaeolog i c al s ites .
Neve rthe less , both gastropod s and pe le cypod s of many spe c ies
have been identi f i ed f rom the three s ites .

Mollus cs we re

qu an t i f ied by counts of un i valves or pa irs of bi valves from
e ach te st and level ( MNI 2 ) .

She l l f ish rema ins were not

quant i f ied by number f rom Cottonwood Cree k , but the ir re l a
tive abundance was noted from co l umn sample s .
Class Gas t ropoda
Whe lks could

be

qu anti f ie d by eithe r counts of the

en t i re valve or the col ume l l a .

S in ce spe c i es i denti f i cation

is impos s ibl e f rom the colume l l a , large whel ks were combined
into a s ing le category ( Table s XXX I and XXX I I ) .

Most common

were the ridged whe lk ( Neptunea lyrata ) and Pri bilof whe l k
( Neptunea pr i b i lo f f ens is ) .

These s he l l s we re found at all
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TABLE XXXI
She l l f i sh
Chuqachik Island ( SEL 0 3 3 )

Clase.

Gastropoda
(Neptunea lyrata/Neptunea pribi lo�Whe lks
fens i s/Beringi us kenn icot ti/9acci � baeri/Colus spi tzbergens i s )
Channel ed Dogwinkl e
(Thais caniculata)
Limpets
(Acaaea pelta/Acmaea persona/
Acmaea testi tudJ na l i s �---scutum)
Arctic Hoon Shel l
(� clausa)
Northern Moon She l l
(Poi'Inices pal l ida )
Lurid Rock Shel l
(Ocenabra lurid? )
Puppet Margari te
(Ma�garitea �il lus)
Class
Pelecypoda
Alask a Surf Clam
(Spisula alaskana )
Pac i fi c Li ttleneck Clam
(Protothaca stami nea )
Nutta ll ' s Cockle
(Clinocardium nutta l l i i )
washinqton Cl am
(Saxidomus giganteus )
Greenland Cockle
(Serripes groenlandicus)
Great Al askan Te l l in
(Te l l i na lutea )
Mya
( !!Y!_ �cata/� priapus)
Ba l ti c Macoma
(Macoaa ba l thica)
Arct i c Rock . Bore r
(Hiatel la arctica)
Nut She l l
(Nuculana �)
Blue Mussel
(Myti lus edu l i s)
Thoracica
Class
Barnacle
(Seaibalunus cariosus)
Echinoidea
Class
Green Urch i n
(Stronqylocentrotus drobachiensis)

Testl
6
7

_1_

2

3

4

i...

31 5

267

246

290

6 20

333

1009

23

569

14

102

22

4

3

9
1

4

3

100
53
12
9
6
2

3

1

X

9

558

290

217

295

25 9

115

3805

44 . 8

26

87

43

96

63

36

l

2 069

24 . 4

10

9

5

20
l

6

92

1.1

3
2
l

.o
.o
.o

1 395
640
268
108
62
15
10
9

.l� . 4
7.5
3.2
l.3
.7
.2
.1
.1

3

.o

l
�7
1 75
9

18
l
1

115
58
2

X

50
14

4
12
2
6

l
X

1 30

X

X

74
26

33

3
7
3

86
82
113
9
7
2
3

_!!L _!!_

56
21
23

1 10

e

l
5

40

12

13

2
X

X

X

X

1
X

X

X

X

..!L -�

3

l

l
146
41
10
34

3 35
45
33
11
16
l
1
X

146
44
4
4
3
3

81

5

3
3
l
2

X

X

2
X

'

..JL

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

.l

5

.o
.o

3
l
abunJan t

occasional
99 . 9
8491

N
0
w

TABLE · XXXII
She l l fi sh
Yukon Island Bluff Site ( SEL 041 )

Class

Gastropoda
(Neptunea lyrata/Neptunea pribiloffenis )
(Acmaea persona )
(Thais caniculata )
(Littorina s itkana )

Whelks
Masked Limpet
Channeled Dogwinkle
S itka Periwinkle
C lass

Barnacle

1 58
94
12
3

8.1
4.8
.6
.1

(Saxidomus giganteus )
(Protothaca staminea )
(Mya truncata/Mya priapus )
(Macoma balthica )
(Clinocardium nuttall i i )
(Mytilus eduli s )

1468
1 32
56
21
15

74 . 9
6.7
2.9
1.1
.8
abundant

X

Echinoidea
(Strongylocentrotus drobachiensi s )

Green Urchin
Class

2

Pelecypoda

Washington Clam
Pac ific Littleneck Clam
Mya
Bal tic Macoma
Nuttal l ' s Cockle
Blue Mussel
C lass

MN I

X

occasional

Thoracica
(Semibalanus cariosus )

Total s

X

1959

rare
100
tv
0
�
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three sites.

Species of lesser numbers that were combined

into thi� category include Kennicott ' s whelk (Beringius
kennicotti), Baer ' s whelk (Buccinum baeri), and the Spits
bergen colus (Colus spitzbergensis) whic h were recovered and
positively identified from only Chugac hik Island.
Whelks were the major recovered mollusc remains at
Chugac hik Island representing nearly half (4 4. 8%) of the
sample (Table XXXI).

In contrast, whelk shells were of

lesser frequency (8. 1%) at Yukon Island Bluff.

Cottonwood

Creek yielded whelk remains abundantly in only one column
sample and level (Table XXXIII).

Many of the better pre

served large whelks ex hibited a single compression fractu re
of the largest body whorl, probably a result of meat.
removal.
Of the large whelks only Baer ' s whelk occurs in very
shallow water.

The remainder of these carnivorous snails

are usually found in deep water, although they come into
shallow water to spawn or feed on beds of exposed pelecy
pod s .

Th us, the ma jority of larg e whe l k specie s could have

either been gathered or incidentally taken in the course of
bottom fishing.
Channeled dogwinkle (Thais caniculata) shells repre
sent almost a quarter (24. 4%) of the sample from Chugac hik
°

Island (Table XXXI), but it should

be

emphasized that almost

half of the total came from three adjacent levels in test 1.
These small snails, averaging about an inch in length, do

TA BLE

XXXI I I

She l l fi sh
Cottonwood Creek (SEL 0 3 0 )
Column SamE_les
2 0cm . Leve l :

I

Gastropoda (Genus )
NeE_tunea

-

0

Mtti lus

A

Clinocardium

#1

#2

IV

V

VI

I

II

M

R

A

R

R

R

M

R

A

M

M

A

A

M

R

A

A

A

A

A

M

A

M

A

M

M

A

A

A

Saxidomus

-

0

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

Protothaca

0

-

M

-

-

R

M

R

-

R

M

R

M

II

III

III

IV

V

Pelecypoda (Genus )

Mya

-

R
R

Codes
A = abundant
M = moderate
o = occasional
R = rare
= absent

·o
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not l ikely ref l ect a food sou rce .

The re is s imp ly not

enou gh meat in . them to su s ta in hu man l i fe even when gathe red
in su bs tant ial qu ant i t i es .

The ir u se as a dye may have been

more imp ortan t ( B igg s 1 9 7 0 ) as the body of th is gas t ropod
family ( Thaid idae ) is famou s f or the secre t ion of colored
flu ids ( Morris 1 9 6 6 : 8 7 ) .

Channeled dogwinkle is only inc i 

de ntal· to the shellf i sh total s a t Yukon Is l and Blu ff ( Table
XXX I I ) and Cottonwood Creek .

·channe led dogw inkles are mode rate ly common in shallow
water ( Morr i s 1 9 6 6 : 8 7 ) and u su ally are fou nd on rocks
( Abbott 1 9 6 8 : 1 2 8 ) .
Three sp ec ies of limpets make up only 1 . 1 % of the
saJI1? le f rom Chugach ik Is land ( Table XXX I ) .

These inclu de

sh ield l i mp e t ( Acmaea pel ta ) , mask l impe t ( Acmaea pe rsona ) ,
and rare ly , p late l impet ( Acmaea tes tu d inal is s cu tum )
shel l s .

Only mask l i mp e t rema ins occu rred at Yuk on I s land

Blu ff , bu t they rep resen t 4 . 8 % of the samp le ( Tabl e XXXI I ) .
Only large shells were fou nd in both s i tes .
Wh i le not p rov id i ng mo re than a t iny supp leme nt to
the die t , l imp e ts can be collected even wi thou t the advent
of extreme low t i des .

Mask l imp e ts can be fou nd on rocks

h igh on a beach or headl and , of ten near se ep s of fresh water
and in the shade of coas tal trees .

Pl a te l imp e ts occu r high

on beache s and sh ield l imp e ts from highes t to lowes t tides
w i th the ma j or i ty above mid-tide ( Gr i f f i th 1 9 6 7 : 1 8- 20 ) .
Thu s , l impets might have been ava i l able anyt ime .
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The- remaining gastropod valves found at the sites
occur only incidentally (Tables XXX I and XXX II).

Two types

of moon shells (Family Naticidae) were recovered at Chugachik
Island; arctic moon shell . (Natica clausa) and northern moon
shell (Polinices pallida), the former being a moderately
shallow water snail (Morris 1966: 77) and the latter a deeper
water form (Morris 1966: 78; Griffith 1967: 56).

Lurid rock

shell (Ocenebra lurida) is another rocky shore species.
Puppet margari te (Margarites pupillus·), a shallow water
species found on or associated with seaweed (Morris 1966),
may reflect seaweed procurement.

From the Yukon Island

Bluff site are the few remains of Sitka periwinkle
(Littorina sitkana) a form associated with rocky shores
(Morris 1966: 67).

These incidental gastropods are not sig

nificant food sources.
Class Pelecypoda
The shells of at least six species of pelecypods were
commonly found in the three sites but in variable quantities
and frequencies.

Pelecypod remains were unfortunately sub

ject to differential preservation .
Bivalves were not as important as whelks to the inhab
itants of Chugachik Island. · The major species recovered was
the Alaska surf clam (Spisula alaskana) totaling only 16. 4 %
of the sample (Table XXX I).

Alaska surf clam was the most

abundant clam saved by �rew members as a representative
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shell f rom the Cottonwood Creek s ite.

These shells were

absent in the sample from Yukon I s land Bl u f f.
Local ly cal led by several common· names including red
necks, pinknecks, or hors e clams, th i s large pelecypod will
often have a wet meat weight of up to 2 5 0 grams ( Paul and
Feder 1 9 7 6 : 3 0 ) .

The meat is very tough, but tasty.

The

spec ies is usually found in intertidal sand ( Paul and Feder
1 9 7 6 ) as well as in moderately deep water (Morr is 1 9 6 6 : 3 1 ) �
The Was h ington clam ( Saxidomus giganteus ) represented
only 1. 3 % of the Chugach ik Is land sample ( Table XXX I ) .

Yet

the maj ority ( 7 4. 9% ) of the sample from Yukon Is land Bluf f
cons i sts of these clam remains ( Table XXX I I ) .
The manner in wh i ch the spec ies was prepared at Yukon
I s land Bluf f is noteworthy .

Many spec imens from one concen

tration ( n= 2 3 ) d i splayed an intact valve connected by the
res i l ium at the hinge to a fragment of the oppos ite valve.
Th i s fracturing of one valve ind i cates that the clams were
not steamed, but broken open, and the an imal extracted for
eat i ng raw or f or dry ing ( Workman and Lobdell 1 9 79 ) .
Commonly cal led a butter clam, the Wash ington clam
occurs in shallow water ( Abbott 1 9 6 1 : 1 6 8 ) to a depth of 1 0
meters in sand-gravel beaches mainly in the lower th ird of
the tidal range ( Quayle 1 9 6 0 : 6 3 ) .

The spec ies is subj ect to

dangerous cumulative concentrations of paralyt i c she l l f i sh
poison, espec ial ly in the melanin of the · s iphon.

One is led

to wonder about the inc i dence of the tox in and its ef fect on
preh i storic human populations.

The relatively few valves at
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Chugachik Island may . reflect past intentional avoidance
since other molluscs could

be

plentiful substit utes.

·Another fine-eating although s�all clam is the Pa
cific littleneck clam (Protothaca staminea).

These shell

fish remains occur about equally in the archaeological
sample from Chug�chik Island (7. 5%) and Yukon Island Bluff
(6. 7%).

This clam shell is much rarer in the column samples

from Cottonwood Creek, occurring only in a moderate number
of fragments in level _ III of Sample i l, rarely in level IV
of the same sample, and not at all in Sample J 2.

In the

collected representative shells only four MNI ' s were
recorded.
Pacific littleneck clam is usually found in the same
habitat as the Washing ton clam (Paul and Feder 1976: 21) with
the greatest clam beds occurring below the hal f tide level
(Quayle 1960: 59).
Numerical quantifications of Nuttall ' s cockle (Clino
cardium nut tallii) remains are hindered_ by poor preserva
tion .

The br itt le valve is often recove red from archaeolog

ical stra ta in many fragments and is difficult to both pair
and count.
umbos.

Counts are based solely on valves with preserved

While only 3 . 2 % are represented in the Chugachik

Island sample (Table XXXI ) , this percentage is probably an
underestimation.

Preservation was far superior at Yukon

Island Bl uff where Nut tall ' s cockle repres·ented only a trace
( . 8 %) of the total (Table XXXII).

common at Cottonwood Creek.

These large cockles were

All levels of both col umn
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sarrq;> les indicate either moderate or abu ndant amounts of
their shell fragments.
Also corrunonly called a basket cockle , Nuttall ' s ·
cockle is most frequently found in sand-mud beaches (Qu ayle
19 60: 54) or tideflats of sand and gravel (Paul and Feder
197 6: 19).

While most live in intertidal zones a few are

found in subtidal environments (Quayle and Bourne 197 2: 57).
Humans find the collecting of Nuttall ' s cockle easy because
the mollusc lies close to the mud surface due to its short
incurrent/excurrent sip hons.

Thus , this cockle is easily

discovered and requires no laborious digging in its
procurement.
In lesser numbers shell s of the Greenland cockle
(Serripes groenlandicus) were recovered at Chugachik Island
(Table XXXI) and noted as present at Cottonwood Creek.

None

were found at Yukon Island Bluff.
This sp ecies inhabits moderately deep water (Morris
1966: 25).

Greenland cockles are not presently found in

abundance adj acent to the sites and little data has been
published concerning the abu ndance of this mollusc in Alaska
(Paul and Feder 1976: 3 2).
Great Alaska tellin (Tellina lutea) valves were noted
only from Chugachik Island (Table XXXI).

The large and very

thick shell preserves well in coastal middens.
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This tellin is both intertidal and subtidal (Paul and
Feder 1976: 32), but like the Greenland cockle, occurs most
commonly in moderately deep water (Morris 1966: 33 ) .
Two species of Mya (Family Myidae) have been recov
ered at all three sites.

Due to the difficulty in determin

ing the species from fragmented shells the two species,
truncated mya (Mya truncata) and a variety lacking a common
name (Mya priapus) were quantified as a single category.

In

cases where only the lateral and pseudocardinal . teeth exist,
but not the remainder of the valve, determination could only
be made to the genus level.

Mya is uncommon at Chugachik

Island (Table XXX I) and Yukon Island Bluff (Table XXX II).
Although not evidenced in the column samples, numerous
complete valves of Mya priapus, but no Mya truncata, were
noted from representative specimens taken from Cottonwood
Creek.
Both species are found intertidally to a depth of
about 30 meters (Paul and Feder 1976: 28-29; Abbott 1968:
256 ) .

There may be a difference in the habitat of each.

Mya truncata seems to prefer soft muddy substrates (Paul and
Feder 1976: 29; Abbott 1968 : 256 ) while Mya priapus is at home
in gravelly mud (Paul and Feder 1976: 28).

The flesh of

these molluscs is edible, but the tough and leathery siphon
is unpleasant to eat.
Three species remains of very small pelecypods are
also present in the archaeological sample.

These include

the Baltic macoma (Macoma balthica) from both Chugachik
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Is land and Yukon Is land Bluff.

The arctic rock borer ( Hia

tel la artica ) and a nut shel l with no common name ( Nuculana
buccata ) were recovered only at Chugachik Is land.
Baltic macoma is very common throughout the muddy
bays and coves of Cook Inlet .

Sometimes this species may be

found partway up freshwater streams ( Morris 1 9 6 6 : 34 ) .

It is

doubtful that this diminutive clam was used f or food.

Its

presence in the sites may indicate a by-product of dredging
for other pelecypods that dwell in similar habitats , such as
Alaska surf clam , Nuttal l ' s cockle , and both species of
Mya.
The arctic rock borer is al so quite common but ranges
f rom intertidal zones to depths of over 4 0 0 meters ( Abbott
1968 : 256 ).

This tiny clam is often found in roc k crevices

( Abbott 1 9 6 8 : 2 5 6 ) or bored into clay or limestone ( Morris
1966: 40).
Nuculana buccata is a deep water species ( Morris
1966 : 3).

The presence of this specimen in the site may be

the ind i rect res ul t of bottom fis h ing.

This clam is of ten

food f or many bottom fish such as f lounder and cod ( Dennis
Lee , pers. comm. 1 2 November 1 9 7 9 ) , and may have entered the
site in the s tomach of a fish.
The greatest problem in quantification of these samples is dealing with the f ragmentary remains of blue mus sel
( Mytilus edulis ) .

Paired valve counts greatly underestimate

their probable abundance.
mus sel shel l

be

Meighan ( 1 9 70 ) has suggested that

separated and then weighed.

His formula
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uses a ratio of 1 : 2. 3 5 meat to shell weight as a means to
quantify this species.
Three criticisms could
weight ratios.
must

be

be

made about meat to shell

First, all of the mussel shell fragments

separated from all other brittle shell, ground fish 

bone, scales, silt, sand, ash, charcoal, etc.

Separation

was attempted in the field by floatation techniques and fine
water screening only to discover that the pulverized mussel
shell dissolved in water.

Second, it was further dismaying

to learn that the flesh weight may vary two to ten times
itself during the year while the shell weight may remain
constant.

Third, during the month of March shells may pos

sess a much heavier weight than after the spawn in the
summertime.

To make weight-ratio analysis even less secure,

the species may spawn less frequently than once a year (Ron
Shimek, pers. comm. , 1977).

These recent findings certainly

render Meighan ' s (1970) methodology subject to reconsideration.
Class Echinoidea
Quantification of green urchin (Strongylocentrotus
drobachiensis) fragments were not attempted, b ut urchin re
mains were noted occasionally at Chugachik Island and Yukon
Island Bluff.

Urchin remains appear to have been more com

mon at Cottonwood Creek.

At all three sites urchins were

not as important as the molluscs.
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Several attempts have been made to determi.ne the
amount of urchin remains and the rate of their deposition
f rom Aleutian archaeological s ites, since these remains make
up the bulk of these middens.

Turner ( 1 9 7 6 : 2 6 ) attempted to

estimate urchin remains from a site at Akun Island.

He

measured modern urchin diameters and found ttje mean to be
about 3 inches.

He then calculated that the . site contained

the remains of 17 . 4 million urchins, which amounted to the
tak ing of about 1 6, 0 0 0 urchins ·per year by prehistoric
Aleuts.

In a sample from Ashishik Point-, 3 9 5 0 urchins were

estimated by using the average weight of single urchin
remains ( Denniston 1 9 7 2 : 1 61 ) .

Dall ' s ( 1 8 7 7 : 7 3 ) estimates of

Aleutian midden volume led him to calculate the length of
site occupations.

More recent researchers, armed with

chronometric dating techniques, feel that Dall ' s early
approximations of up to 3 0 0 0 years were remarkably accurate
( Turner and Turner 1 9 7 4 ) .
Class Thoracica
Minute quantities of the remains of a rather large
barnacle were recovered at Chugachik Island and Yukon Bluf f.
While it was first thought that these barnacles might

be

of

the species that attaches to whale hide, correct identifica
tion was later made by Dorn Henry ( pers. comm. 24 July 1 9 7 8 )
who determined it to be a common intertidal species, Semi
balunus cariosus.

At Yukon Island Bluf f , recovery of
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remains of only very large barnacles . suggests that tide
pools were gleaned for this food.

Green urchins and large

barnacles often are noted in the same tide pools around
Yukon I s land.

Thus, collection could occur during all but

the highest tides.
Class Crustacea
Three distal fragments of claws from a medium-sized
crab were recovered at Chugachik Island.

These - are most

likely dungeness crab (cf. Cancer magister).

Dungeness crab

can be taken with ease during the mid-summer spawning season
at low tides between the island and the mainland.

Even so,

the paucity of recovered remains could represent differ
ential preservation as only the very hardest part of the
shell has been found.
pursued men u item.

Possibly crabs were not an actively

Dungeness crabs can be taken inadver

tently on a halibut hook (de Laguna 1972 : 55) th us, collec
tion is not seasonally limited.

The Kachemak Tanaina took

crabs by impal ing them on sharpened poles at low tide { Os
good 1937 : 21), thus suggesting summer harvest.
Test Distributions of Molluscs
at Chugachik Island :
An

Une ven Record

The depth of the stratified midden at Chugachik Is
land lends itself to internal distribution studies following
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shellfish quantifications.
were disregarded.

The lesser in importance species

Whelks, Alaska surf clam, and the Pacific

littleneck clam are the quantified species of most frequent
use.

One additional species, the Washington clam, is con

sidered only because of its importance at Yukon Island
Bluff.
MNis per test were converted to standardized percent
ages (Table XXXI V ) .
Table XXX IV.

Individual test means . are indicated in

Emphasis of the variation about the mean for

each type of mollusc is portrayed in Figu re 16.

The results

indicate the uneven distribution of the four species
throughout the midden.

By far the greatest amou nt of varia

tion based on the standard deviation occurs for the Alaska
surf clam, especially in test l O (Figu re 16) •
These area differences in the midden may indicate
that differential deposition of shellfish waste occu rred at
Independent clusters of shellfish species

Chugachik Island.

found throughout the uneven midden matrix are probably the
result of a specific task to procure one or two types during
a sing!� activity.

In short, it is unlikely that past peo

ples simply went gathering any . and all species indiscrimi
nately.

Thus, specific gathering patterns may

be

either

attributed to tidal constraints or cultu ral preferences.
Modern Shellfish Resources
The above mentioned shellfish are currently present
in this region of Alaska (U.

s.

Department of Commerce
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TABLE XXXIV
Shellfish Di stribution
Chugachik Is land ( SEL 0 3 3 )

Test

Whelks

Alaska
Surf
Clam

1

315 ( 68 . 6 )

82 ( 17 . 9)

5 3 ( 11 . 6 )

9 (2 . 0)

459 ( 100 . 1 )

2

2 77 ( 58 . 8 )

9 7 ( 20 . 6 )

79 ( 16 . 8 )

18 ( 3 . 8 )

471 ( 100 . 0 )

3

246 ( 58 . 6 )

115 ( 27 . 4 )

58 ( 1 3 . 8 )

1 ( .2)

420 ( 100 . 0 )

4

290 (56 . 8 )

146 ( 28 . 6 )

41 ( 8 . 0 )

34 ( 6 . 6 )

511 ( 100 . 0 )

5

620 ( 79 . 3 )

1 30 ( 16 . 6 )

28 ( 3 . 6 )

4 ( . 5)

782 ( 100 . 0 )

6

3 3 3 ( 76 . 4 )

74 ( 16 . 8 )

26 ( 6 . 0 )

3 ( . 7)

436 ( 99 . 9 )

7

558 ( 75 . 9 )

8 6 ( 1 1. 7 )

82 ( 11 . 2 )

9 (1 . 2)

7 35 ( 100 . 0 )

8

2 3 8 ( 73 . 9 )

58 ( 18 . 0 )

20 ( 6 . 2 )

6(1.9)

3 2 2 ( 100 . 0 )

9

217 (57 . 9)

110 ( 29 . 3 )

35 ( 9 . 3 )

13 ( 3 . 5 )

3 7 5 ( 100 . 0 )

10

295 ( 4 3 . 0 )

335 ( 48 . 8 )

45 ( 6 . 6 )

11 ( 1 . 6 )

686 ( 100 . 0 )

11

265 ( 5 7 . 7 )

146 ( 3 1 . 8)

44 ( 9 . 6 )

4( . 9)

459 ( 10 0 . 0 )

12

115 ( 5 8 . 4 )

75 ( 38 . 1 )

5 ( 2. 5)

2 (1.0)

19 7 ( 100 . 0 )

%X

63 . 78

25 . 4 7

8 . 77

1 . 99

s.o.

10 . 89

10 . 6 7

4 . 16

1 . 83

Pacific
Littleneck
Clam

Washington
Clam

TOTALS

1 00

W=
AC =
PC
WC

=
=

90
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F igure 1 6. Intertest comparisons of 4 major
molluscs from Chugachik Island ( SEL 0 3 3 ) .
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1977 ) .

However , data on ind iv idual be ach popu l at ions are

seldom re corded for th is part of the world ;

Thus , one

aspect of th is re sea rch endeavored to determine if the same
spec ies ident i f ied for each s i te could be . found on ad j acent
be aches/t idef lats .
Du ring the lowes t minus tide s of each summe r the crew
members took biolog i cal trans e c ts f rom the low waterl ine
back up to ea ch s i te .

Te s ts were dug at di f f erent interval s

and notat ions made as to spe c i es pre sent .

The resu l ts ind i 

ca ted that change had trans p i red in the tidef lats in front
of Cottonwooq Creek s i nce the s i te was occupied , and whel ks
were absent adj acent to Chugach ik I s land .
l i ttoral area may

be

· The Yukon I s land

v irtually ident i cal to past cond i

t i ons .
At Cot tonwood Creek the lowes t minus tides expos e
more than 11 0 0 me ters of open potent i al shell f i sh ga thering
area .

The only ma jor she l l f ish found we re the Nuttall ' s

cockle in mud zones and blue mu s sel cl ing ing to the few
rocks pok ing above the mu d .

A few whe lks we re al so noted .

None of the se she ll f i sh we re found in any great qu an t i ty and
they are not now abundan t enough to support a coas tal human
populat ion .

Notably absent f rom the tidef l at but p resent in

subs t ant i al amounts in the midden were Alaska su rf clam and
e i the r form of Mya .

Wash ing ton clam and Pac i f ic l i tt lene ck

clam , whi ch were ve ry rare in the s i te , were al so completely
absent f rom the contemporary mud f l at .

The data sugg est that

the tide f lat is cons iderably mo re s i l ty tod ay than it was
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during prehistoric times.

This silting up of the north

shore of Kachemak Bay may be due to two factors.
A natural gravel spit at Homer provided a trap for
sediment along the north shore.

As the major pelecy pods

found in the site are of the mud habitat varieties, the
region was probably a mudflat at the time of occupation.
Certainly more rocks provided habitat for substantial bl ue
mussel colonies.

However, the flats are probably much sil

tier today.
Recent tectonic changes have resulted in the acceler 
ated erosion of the north shore sandstone cliffs.

This

cliff destruction has undoubtedly also hel ped to fill up the
northern part of the bay.

Combined with the trap action of

Homer Spit, erosion and subsequent sedimentation has likely
contribute6 to the loss of habitat for previous resident
moll uscs.
Long-time · residents of the north shore recall fierce
storms that have washed in sufficient gravel from cliff
deposits to form smal l bars.

These are often temporary beds

where Washington and Pacific littleneck clams may be taken.
Within a few years, however, these bars grad ually become
muddy and yield mostly Nuttall ' s cockle ( Yule Kilcher,
pers. comm. , July 1974).
The transect studies at Chugachik Island indicate
that there has probably been little shell fish habitat change
since prehistoric times.

Bl ue mussel is abundant and
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widespread in colonies.

Alaska surf clam can be found in

the north island sand beaches, and the local gravel bars
produce Pacific littleneck clams.

There has been an

apparent local extirpation of all species of large whelks.
Once whelks have been wiped out in an area they may
not reestablish a colony for many years (Ron Shimek, pers.
comm. , 1978).

The question as to whether or not the . whelk

extirpation at Chugachik Island may be a result of prehis
toric over-ex ploitation should be considered.

Ultimately

could local resource extinction of this magnitude have led
to the abandonment of the site?

Given the presence of

whelks throughout the rest of Kachemak Bay, specifically
adj acent to other archaeological sites, it is doubtful that
these gastropods were critically important.

The other pele

cypods could have made up any food bulk differences even in
hungry times.

Also, the fish, bird, and mammal resources

are certainly more import�nt than the supplemental shell
fish.

In reality, the extirpation of whelks may

be

an

unrecorded result of the 1964 Good Friday earthquake and
subsequent shoreline depression.

At any rate the localized

lack of whelk spec ies today remains unexplained.
The rocky beaches of Yukon Island continue to prod uce
consumable quantities of Washington clam.

Our studies

determined that the beach in front of the Bluff site holds
only a marginal clam population in comparison to the west
side of the island.

Shellfish are usually assumed to be a
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resource procured immediately adj acent to sites but the

The people may ·have walked the

Bluff site may be unique.

circa one mile to the ma j or clam beds. · The most productive
clam beds on the island are located at the northern end of
the west beach immediately in front of the Great Midden site
(SEL 00 1) tested by de Laguna (1934).
Thus, with the notable exception of the relatively
barren mud flats now gracing the Cottonwood Creek site,
marked changes in tidal resource areas between · prehistoric
and present times are not obvious.
The Gathering Seasons
Most shellfish have a procurement limitation:
must be gathered at low tides.

They

Minus tides, the best time

for gathering, occur during a few days each month.

At Kach

emak Bay the tidal range is in excess of 9 meters during
these days.

Thus, shellfish can be taken but not on a whim .

Most of the maj or shellfish recovered in the archaeological
sample are half tide or lower species.
is blue mussel which can

be

The only exce ption

obtainable from shoreline

rocks.
As shellfish are mainly supplemental to human diets,
these resources are most important at times when other foods
cannot be obtained easily .

An aspect of this research has

been to determine the period (s) during the year that shell- ·
fish may have been most critical to support human life and
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therefore exploited on a semi-regular basis regul ated by
tides.

Several methods for determining the season of

shellfish harvesting have been ef fective.
Drove� (1914) utilized exterior growth rings for
determining the winter harvesting of two species of venus
clams (Chione) f rom southern Calif ornia coastal middens.
This resource maximization occurred at a time when only two
of 26 plants that were �ritical for food were available.
Shellfish might have been used as a primary f ood source in
winter, especially if acorn harvests had - failed (Drover
1974: 231).

Examining growth rings in other species of

Chione has served in determining site seasonality in New
Zealand (Coutts and Higham 1971).
S pecies that inhabit the North Pacific Rim have also
been tested for seas�nality. · The Washington clam, Pacific
littleneck clam, and Nuttall ' s cockle have served to indi
cate that Salishan peoples harvested pelecypods all year but
most heavily in summer (Keen n. d. ).

Keen (n. d. ) recognized

exte rior rings and cut shells to determine interior rings as
did Ham and I rvine (1975: 363-37 2).

Ham and I rvine (1975:

369-370) determined that only Pacific littleneck clam could
have the season at the time of death determined without sec
tioning and noting the interior rings.

Dumond · (in G.

Clark

1977: 107-109) also sectioned the unbroken ventral edge of
valves of Nuttall ' s cockle and the Washington clam f rom
Kukak Bay localities.

Dumond was more concerned with the
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general season of death and determined that slow winter
S pring

shell growth was manifested in a dark check ring.

harvest was determined by the edge of the shell being less
than a comparative 20 % ahead of the winter check ring.
Summer harvest could

be

determined if the shell edge was

beyond this 20 % but less than 8 0 %.

Fall harvest was

recognized if more than a similar 80 % measurement indicated
that the mollusc was taken just · prior to adding a winter
check ring.

By using this method, Dumond (in G. Clark

1977 : 109) deduced that Kukak Bay was likely inhabited by ·
persons who procured shellfish all year l�ng.
The Kachemak Bay sites were tested using a combina
tion of methods.

The general percentage method (Dumond in

G. Clark 1977) was used on Washington clams that were cut
through the ventral margin to determine the stage of the
last growth ring.

Determination of season at death could

be determined for Pacific littleneck clam without cutting
the shell (Ham and Irvine 1975).

To assure that this method

was operable, shells taken from liv ing clams dur ing the sum
mer research were experimented on with success.

All tested

shells had ceased adding growth increments between the 20 %
to 8 0 % comparative measurement following the last check
ring.

For the ease and speed of cutting the Washington

Clam, a Dremel circular saw blade powered by a high-speed
electric drill was used to reveal the growth rings.

This

method was tried on Alaska surf clam and both species of Mya
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but the results were inconclusive .

Microscopic examination,

even after staining the fresh-cut surface failed to isolate
.visible growth rings in Alaska surf clam.

The Mya species

were simply too thin at the ventral edge and did not cut
well.

Nuttall ' s cockle, as experienced by Keen (n. d . ), was

too brittle and did not cut properly either.
At Chugachik Island a total of 8 4 shells was studied
and 58 yielded readings (Table XXXV).

The majority { 87. 9 % )

had been taken in the spring season while only 3. 4 % had been
collected in the winter and 8. 6% in the fall of the year.
Winter shells were found in only two tests, spring shells in
nine tests, and fall shells in four tests of the excavation .
rue to poor preservation of the ventral shell edge, season
ality could not

be

determined in shells taken from strata of

the midden below Level XV I . ( Tables XXXVI, XXXV II and ·
XXXVII I ) .

Only 15 shells were analyzed from Yukon Island Bluff
and only 10 yielded data (Table XXXV) .

This sample is not

considered statistically sound, but 5 0 % were spring and 5 0 %
fall harvests.
Conunon shellfish remains from Cottonwood Creek do not
lend themselves to this analysis.

The few whole Washington

clams saved as representative shells did not have a pre
served ventral margin .

Only one Pacific littleneck clam had

enough outside edge left to render a winter-early spring
reading.
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·TABLE XXXV

Shellfish Seasonality

Chugachik Is land (SEL 0 3 3 )
#

%

Winter

2

3.4

Spring

51

87 . 9

5

8.6
99 . 9

Fall

Totals
( Indeterminate= 26 )

58

Yukon Island Bluff ( SEL 041 )
#

Spring
Fall

Totals
( Indeterminate= S )

5

so. a

5
10

50 . 0
100 . 0
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TABLE XXXVI
Shell fish Seasonality - Chugachik Island ( SEL 0 3 3 )
Spring Shells
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VII I
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII
XIV

xv

XVI
XVI I
XVI I I
XIX

2

1

P/W
p
p
p

2P

p

3

4

p

2P/W

5

p
p

p

p

2P

2P

p

p

8

2P

w

2P

p

9

10

p
p

w

p
p

p

2P
2P

11

p

4P

p

p

p

P/W
p

Te st #
7
6

p
p

p

xx

XXI
XXI I
XXII I
XXIV

xv
P = Pacific Li tteneck Clam (Protothaca staminea )
W = Washington Clam {Saxidomus giganteus )

12
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TABLE XXXVI I

Shellfish Seasonality - Chugachik Island ( SEL 0 3 3 )
Fall She l l s
Level
L

1

2

3

4

5

Te st #
6
7

8

9

10

I

II

III
IV
V
VI
VII
VII I
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII
XIV

p

w

w
w
p

xv

XVI
XVI I
XVI I I
XIX

xx

XXI
XXI I
XXI I I
XXIV
XXV
P = Pacific Littleneck Clam (Protothaca staminea ).
W = Washington Clam ( Saxidomus giganteus )

11

12
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TABLE XXXVI II

Shellfish Seasonality - Chugachik Island {SEL 03 3 )
Winter Shells

--Leve l

1

3

4

5

Test #
6
7

8

9

10

11

I
II
III

IV

V
VI
VII
VII I
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII
XIV

p

xv

p

XVI
XVII
XVIII
XIX

xx

XXI
XXI I
XXI II
XXIV
XXV
P = Pacific Littleneck Clam {Protothaca stamine.a )

12
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The intensifying of the shellfish gathering activity
in the spring of the year is supported by ethnographic
accounts.

Lisiansky (18 14: 17 3) noted that shellfish were

the main spring food �esources utilized by the Kodiak
Eskimo.

Northwest Coast Indians , while taking shellfish

resources during several seasons , took in large supplies of
molluscs in the late spring ( Haeberlin and Gunther 19 30: 20 ).
Drucker (1951: 3 7- 39) found that the outer beach. varieties of
shellfish were not collected in the winter but rather the
spring and summer months .

Presumably the near shore

varieties such as blue mussel were taken ,in winter.
Certainly blue mussel was the favorite shellfish for the
Kodiak Eskimo (Holmberg 1855: 94) likely due in part to the
ease of access to this above mid-tide resource.

It might be

further illuminating to be able to determine the age at
death of the few whole mussel valves occasionally found in
archaeological context.

This sectioning was · attempted for a

few specimens from Chugachik Island but with no success to
date.
The question of the risk of eating po isoned shellfish
should be considered .

So-called " Red" tides that render

mollusc flesh lethal to humans occur only sporadically , with
the warmer waters of summer most conducive to this condi
tion.

Kroeber and Barrett (1960: 11 1) stated that the Pomo

of northern Californ ia were wary of eating shellfish,
especially during warm weather , and used to post sentries to
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watch for these tides .

Drucker (195 1: 39) recorded that the

spring arrival of migratory birds si gnified the time for
Nootka to cease taking mussels because of possible summer
poisoning .

Early accounts from the Aleutians reported that

shellfish were occasionally poisonous during the summer
months (Veniaminof quoted in Hrdli�ka 1945: 94) .

One of

de Laguna ' s (197 2: 404) Tl ingit informants from Yakatat told
her that clams were good until about April but did not taste
good again until August, wh i le another said that clams were
" pure and fat" in January and February .

None of her inform

ants seemed to be very concerned about sununer poisoned
shellfish, but had heard that the Angoon Tlingit wouldn ' t
eat shellfish wh ile the salmonberries flowe red or bore fru it
(summer } .

Kachemak Tanaina apparently took shellfish all

year with no sickne ss but the Kenai Tanaina avoi ded clams
during July · due to the poison (Osgood 1937: 31) .

The taking of shellfish in the spring of the year
might better be related to the ge neral lac k of available
reso urces in that season .

The exhaustion of stored food

(salmon ? } might have motivated the people to seek readily
available resourc es .

The unavailability of sea mammals or

harsh weather preventing fishing or mar ine hunting might
have contributed to this sudden interest in the springtime
gathering of shellfish .
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Archaeological Comparisons
Shellfish often pose an excavation problem , especial
ly in northern coastal sites.

Their remains are often the

bulk · of the middens , yet . to give time-consuming detailed
consideration to only . this component would delay work on the
other critical components.

Thus , many northern researchers

have been content with the "laundry list" �proach to shell
fish remains.

This methodology , or lack thereof , is not

entirely un justified given . the cost , time , personnel , . and
logistic limitations that are often associated with the
testing of huge , deep middens that are far from any roads.
Nevertheless , valu able relat ive or ordinal as well as nu mer
ical quantifications have occasionally entered _ the litera- ·
ture.
Other than the qu antifications reported here , one
other Kachemak locality has received preliminary quantifica
tions by this author for de Laguna and K. Workman (1979 ) .
Molluscan frequencies from House G at the Fox Farm site are
strikingly comparable to the Bluff site.
Of 1538 identified MNI 2 s , the bi lk of the sample is
the Washington clam (60. 9 % ) .

Pacific littleneck clam repre

sents 8. 4 % and combined whelk sp ecies total 17. 6%.
remainder constitute the less important molluscs.

The
Limpets ,

Nuttall ' s cockle , both Mya sp ecies , and Baltic macoma ,
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al though not i mportant at e i ther s i te on Yukon Is land, . a re
the le ast frequent in the House G s i te .
Only one spe c ies th at was i mportant el sewhe re ( Chuga
c h ik Is land ) , · the Alaska su rf cl am, is present ( 2 . 2 % ) at the
Hou s e G s i te but abs e nt in the Yukon Is land Bl uff samp le .

A

rock oys ter ( Podode smu s spp . ) is al so present ( . 1 % ) .
A l i s t . of

the

shell fish typ es fou nd du ring de Lag u na ' s

e xcavat ions at Cot tonwood C reek ( de Laguna 1 9 3 4: 3 8 ) incl udes
the same types rep re sented in the mo re rece ntly obta i�ed col 
umn sample s ( Ta ble XXX I I I ) w i th the except ion of a barnac le
( Balunus spp . inde terminate ) .

She al so noted that the she ll 

fish types found in the midden were no longe r ava i l able from
the ad j acent mu dfl at and attribu ted th is loss to the sedime nt
trapp ing ac t ion of Home r Spit ( de Laguna 1 9 3 4 : 41 ) .
Her e x cavat ions on Yukon Is l and at the Gre at M i dden
s i te ( SEL 00 1 ) p rod uce d the same she l l fi sh spe c i e s reported
for all Kachemak s i tes w i th the e xcept i on of the weathervane
scallop ( Pe c ten caurinus ) .
wate r .

Scal lops occu r in ve ry deep ·

In · survey ing she l l fi s� rema i ns at the main s i te

wh i ch is now mos t ly de st royed, s cal lop she l l s have not be e n
found s ince .

Scal lops we re occas iona lly b u t inadve rte ntly

taken by the Yakatat Tl ing i t on hal i but hooks ( de Laguna
1 9 7 2: 5 5 ) .
Al though not quant i fied in the field, the prev ious ly
ment ioned common pelecyp od s a nd gastropods we re noted as
pre sent in other small middens close to the la rg e r Yukon
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Island sites.

Small refu se middens containing these shell

fish remains are noted for two neighboring islands, Cohen
and Hesketh � as well as at least three other places on Yukon
Island (Lobdell 1976 ) .
Thu s, the pattern of shellfish exploitation among
prehistoric Kachemak Bay inhabitants was one of convenience.
The shellfish procu red were predominately those fou nd imme
diately adjacent to the s ites .

The major dif ferences in

archaeological shellfish frequ encies can best be attribu ted
to site location:

The ou ter bay sites (Yukon Island ) pro

du ce more habitats for the Washington clam, and the up-bay
sites and north shore sites (Chu gachik Island and Cottonwood
Creek ) provide sandier/mu ddier · tidef lats for the two species
of . Mya, Alaska su rf clam and Nu ttall ' s cockle.
Greater Sou thcentral Alaskan
Use of Shellf ish
The remainder of Cook Inlet and Gu lf of Alaska ar
chaeolog ical sites, includ ing the Alaska Peninsula and Aleu
tian Archipelago, have provided past evidence of shell fish
use.

Few of the researchers used numerical qu antification,

however.
One notable exception is Gerald Clark ' s (1977: 53-54 )
comp rehensive analysis by column sample from the Kukak Beach
and Mound sites on the east coast of the Alaska Peninsu la.
Listing the shell remains by classes and genera, Clark
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· reports shell f i sh s im i lar to those · found i n Kachemak Bay
s i tes.

Mos t numerous of the pelecypods we�e the cockles

( Clinocardium ) , mussel s ( Mytilus ) , and surf clams ( Spisula ) .
Whelks ( Fus i tr i ton ) , periwinkles ( Li ttorina ) , and dogw inkles
Tha i s ) were the noted gas tropods.

However, 6f the whelk

remains Fusitri ton was more numerous than Neptunea, the mos t
frequently recovered genus from the Kachemak s i tes.

Notable

pelecyp od remains not yet found in Kachemak Bay sites were
the valves of raz or clams ( Siliqua ) .

Clark reports only a

few ( n= 2 ) ra z or clams from the Mound Phase components , but a
moderate amount ( n= 7 5 ) from the Mount midden column sample.
Raz or clams were difficult for nat ive peoples to take
without metal shovel s such as the popular " clam gun" pres 
ently in use by sportsmen.

Using only wooden digging sti cks

to procure other pelecypods, the Chugach Eskimo occas i onally
could take ra z or clams by quickly skewering the siphon with
an 8 inch peg.

In try ing to get free of the peg, the raz or

clam would dig itself to the surface ( de Laguna 1 9 5 6 : 6 ) .
The clams were then cleaned on the beach and the shells dis 
carded, perhaps indicating the reas on for their absence in
middens.

It is doubtful that Kachemak Bay residents lacked

this technology, ins tead ra zor clams were probably not
ava i lable locally.
Even though these people pos ses sed the technology to
recover raz or clams, the Chugach prehis toric record ind i 
cates that the species was likely only rarely taken and then
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only at two late - sites (de Laguna 1956: 6-).

Using only com

mon names; de Laguna (1956: 6) conunented that the
. • • middens ·contained several kinds of clams (espe
cially butter clams and horse clams), large cockles,
and blue mussels, as well as lesser numbers· of whelk,
sea urchins, and amphineura (or chiton). "
Unfortunately, ethnographic reports list shell fish by local
common names only (Birket-Smith 1953: 42).
At the two Knight Island sites, de Laguna (1972: 55)
recovered the same species as found in the Kachemak Bay
sites with one exception, the gaper (Tresus nuttallii).
Only two valves of gaper have been found in low tide surveys
adjacent to Yukon Island.
The descriptions of Koniag tradition sites from
Kodiak Island includes listings of the major shellfish (D.
Clark 1974: 13-25 ) .

These were the same species as taken in

Kachemak Bay.
Both column and test trench samples have been taken
from Hot Springs Village at Port Moller on the west coast of
the Alaska Peninsula.

Toyohiro Nishimoto is presently ana

lyzing the shellfish remains (Okada, Okada, and Kotani
1979: 33-35).

Sea urchin, blue mussel, and Nuttall ' s cockle

occur most frequently.

Dogwinkle, periwinkle, and tellin

occur less frequently.
By far the greatest faunal differences occur wh,en
comparing the shellfish components of Kachemak Bay, the
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Alaska Peninsula, Kodiak Island, Yakatat, and Prince William
Sound sites to those throughout the Aleuti�n Islands.

The

insular islands are richest in green urchin and these
remains are by far the most numerous found in many sites.
At· Amchitka sites (Desautels et al. , 197 1: 336), Ashishik
Point (Denniston 1972 : 204-205), Chaluka (Lippold 1966: 125131: Yesner 1977), several localities at Akun and Akutan
Islands (Turner and Turner 1974), and Krugloi Point (Spauld
ing 1962: 42) the pattern is almost identical.

The molluscs

are less frequent, except at Korovinski where Nuttall ' s
cockle remains were commonly recovered (Doug Veltre, pers.
comm. , December 1979).

The pattern continues to appear as

the opportunistic gathering of readily available echinoi
derms in which Aleutian tidewaters are rich (e. g. , Love
1977).

It is no small wonder that so many attempts have

been initiated to quantify urchin remains from middens.
Discussion
The shellfish remains from Kachemak Bay sites provide
an opportunity to view a supplemental subsystem of resource
exploitation.

Although shellfish were taken most inten

sively during the spring season, some gathering went on most
of the year.

There is as yet no firm evidence for summer

exploitation although the resources were readily available.
Shellfish gathering probably involved those societal
members who are not active in the mainstream adaptive
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strategy.

That is, the very young, the very old, and the

infirm can be contributing _members to the · subsistence econ

omy.

In this sense the value of all human labors could be

recognized by these prehistoric peoples.

Hunters and gath

erers generally find the tasks of major game hunting by
adult males the prime labor, but with available � resource

bases -such as local shellfish, women and bhilai�n can both
supplement and add variety to the diet .

If other resources

are not obtainable in the springtime, then balance to the
adaptive strategy is brought about by gatherers.

Ethno

graphic evidence usually indicates the harvesting of shell
fish was a female task (e. g. , Drucker 1951: 37).

At times of

other food resource scarcity when only "beach food" was
available the entire work force might
1967: 131) .

be

involved (Oswalt

These, resources were obviously important enough

to the Kenai Tanaina to cause expeditions to Kachemak Bay to
collect shellfish for drying and transport home (Osgood
1937: 31).
If Kachemak Bay Eskimos preserved shellfish, drying ·
was the likely method.

While huge burned areas were found

at Cottonwood Creek, there were no roasting pits that served
as clear evidence for cooking molluscs.

Characteri�tic

broken shells indicate extraction without cooking as was the
practice of the Koniag Eskimo (Black 1977: 85).

The concen

trated exploitation of shellfish in the springtime would
most probably require that eating
fresh.

be

done while the food was
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The large shell mounds . of Kachemak Bay might decei ve
a casual observer into believ ing that mollu scs served as the
most important food source for these prehistoric peop les.
It wo..i ld

be

better to cons ider shellf ish as starvat ion fare

(de Laguna 1934 : 38) or fish ba it (B irket-Sm ith and de Laguna
1938).

The archaeolog ical data (species di vers ity and

frequency, procurement area, and seasonal ity of harvest,
etc. ) .is of far greater valu e to archaeolog ists than was the
nutr itional value of molluscs to the Kachemak Eskimo.

CHA PTE R VI I I
SOME COMB INED DA TA INTERPRETATIONS
AND SE LECTED �TUD IES
The analysis of the Kachemak Bay faunal as semblage s
to determine bone and MN I frequencies does not alone reflect
the importance to the total cultural sy stem.
ship of all these resource components can

be

The relation
better under

stood through different indices of repre sentation.
Ranking Faunal Resources
by Meat Weight
White (1953) recognized the val ue of considering
fauna! remains in terms of the weig ht of meat they repre
sented.

Thus , the importance of a specific animal may

be

recognized as greater than or les ser than the numerical
(MNI) archaeological information may imply.
In this study, Chugachik Island data were used since
the site provided the best representation of diverse faunal
resources due to the large sample s ize and aboriginal use of
all types of fauna.

Such studies should be approached with

caution as reliab ility of meat weig ht variables are depend
ent on preservation , representation , and the constraints of
the MN I method.

To say that any past faunal resource fre

quency is "average" may be to dismis s obvious natural and
2 41
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cultural factors.

Thus, any conclusions are to simply serve

as a suggested paradigm of possible resource importance.
It is felt that a simple model using only the obviously
important fauna is most useful.

Certainly this is .not a

suggestion that the other animals

be

disregarded, but this

data manipulation includes only the three mammals, three
birds, three fish, and the lumped shellfish data that are
considered most important in the faunal assemblage.

The

mean live weight and peicentage. of usable meat then con
verted to kilograms of usable meat are estimated for each.
Multiplying the mean available meat from each animal times
the frequency in the sample { MNI 2 ) the total we1ght value
is derived.

These values are then ranked as to probable

meat weight importance {Table XXXIX) .
Of the mammals, the average live weight of seals does
not reflect the high frequency of immature animals .

The

live weight for porpoises is from the assumed most frequent
species, the harbor porpoise.

If Dall ' s porpoise had been

positively identified in this sample, al though unlikely
given the present range of this spe·cies, the live weight
might

be

considerably higher.

In the bird category, the average weight for ducks
was taken from the most frequently identified species, the
surf scoter.

Gull weights were estimated from glaucous

winged gulls in the hopes that any corrections for larger
glaucous gulls and smaller kittiwake/mew gulls would be
correspondingly offset.

Alcid weight was computed as the

TAB1$ XXXIX
Rank by Usable Meat of Maj or Fauna
Chugachik I s land ( SEL 0 3 3 )
Estimated X Live
Weight (Kgs . )

An imal

% of U sable
Meat

Kgs . of U sable
Meat

MNI

2

We ight
Value

We ight
Rank

Harbor Seal

58

70

40 . 6

323

13 , 113. 8

1

Porpoise

55

70

38 . 5

133

5 , 120. 5

2

Hoary Marmot

6

70

4.2

175

735 . 0

6

Ducks

1

70

.7

504

352 . 8

8

Alcids

1

70

.7

31 3

219 . 1

9

Gul l s

1

70

.7

205

14 3 . 5

10

Cod

4

70

2.8

2 86

800 . 8

5

Starry F lounder

4

70

2:8

1 39

389 . 2

7

16

70

11 . 2

87

974 . 4

4

-

.5

8 , 491

4 , 245. 5

3

Hal ibut
She l l fi sh
Sources :

-

Whi te 1 95 3 ; Palmer 1954 , 1 9 7 5 ; Ban field 1 974 ; Hart 19 7 3 ; Paul and Feder 19 76 ; Mcclane 1978 ;
Peterson 1961 ; John Doyle , pers . com . 1- 2 9-80 .
N
.i::,.
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average for common murres to offset the higher weight of
thick-billed murres and lower weight of murrelets.
For fish resources, the Pacific cod was used to rep
resent the cod category.

The figure for starry flounder may

be too high as small fish are most plentiful in the sample.
Lumping the shellfish data is also difficult as the
abundance of mussels and presence of urchins was not numeri
cally quantified.

Thus, the relatively high weight of the

Alaska surf clam was used in hopes of a more feasible repre
sentation even though the other species are smaller than
this estimate.
The results (Table XXX IX) do suggest that seals and
porpoises were the most important contributors to the diet,
but fishing was critical also.

It is apparent that birds

were not as crucial to the past inhabitants as . the bone
frequencies might imply.

From meat weight alone, shellfish

gathering would appear to

be

a mainstay activity .

Nutritional Values
Meat weight ranks alone do not reflect the actual
importance in the diet.

Grayson ( 19 74) and Duffield (1974)

suggested that nutritional values might

be

better repre

sentations of species importance.
In comparison to the shellfish, manunals have approxi
mately four times the calories, four times the protein, and
three times the fat per kilogram; birds have about three
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times the calories, three times the protein and twice the
fat per kilogram ; and fish have over twice the ca lories and
protein, but slightly less fat per ki logram (U. S. Department
of Agriculture 1970; Heller and Scott 196 1 ; Cooperative
Extension Service, University of Alaska 1974) .
Assuming that al l the remains indicate resources
eaten, in actual nutritional value rankings the mammals and
fish were certainly more nutritious sources of food than
were the shell fish.

The ranking of birds would

lower than shell fish.

be

slightly

Huge coastal middens, such as these

Kachemak s ites that consist mostly of shell fish remains,
incorrectly suggest a greater importance for shell fish than
was nutritionally realized.

Molluscs provide· good sources

of trace elements such as iron and phosphorus (Parmalee and
Klippel 1974 : 4· 3 1) , but · if the diet is limited only to shell
fish then not enough calories, protein, or fat can
sumed to sustain healthy li fe.

be

con

Sanger ' s ( 1979) criticism

of Fladmark ' s ( 1975) low ranking of shell fish in the North
west Coast economy is justified if meat weight alone is
considered.

But as an energy source Fladmark ' s ( 1975) low

placement of shell fish is probably an accurate estimate, re
gardless of the "considerab le expenditure of time and ef fort
directly invo lved in shel l fish capture and preservation"
(Sanger 1979 :85 1) .

food energy is the more critical con-

cern, even though it is naive to picture ancient Eskimos in
a constant worry over ca lories, protein, and fat .
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. The underrepre sentat ion of some large mammals , namely
be ar , moose , ca ribou , and whale , proba bly brought about at
Chug ach ik Is land through " Sch lepp ing " , is unfortuna te .

It

wou ld be unwise to pos tu late the importanc.e of these an i mal s
f rom the few elements .

Even though few rema ins occur in the

midden , the taking of the se la rge spe c i e s ce rta inly contri
bu ted to the di et .

One wha le wou ld have certa inly been val

ued more hi ghly than the ma jor i ty of other an imal s consumed ·
in any g i ven ye a r .

Wi tho ut a dou bt the se large mammals we re

importan t , but whe ther or not they contributed to the diet
w i th the regu larity of seal s , porpo ises , other mammals ,
f i s h , she l l f i sh , and sea bi rd s can not be as cert a i ned from
the archaeolog ical da ta .
Se asonal Nu t r i t ion
The nut r i t ion ava i lable is al so depende nt on seas onal
constraints .

Not all fauna are av a i l a ble all year long , nor

can ce rt ain spec ies be obta ine d dur ing prolonged inclement
weathe r .
Ethnog raphi c accounts from othe r are as could be us ed
to suggest me thods and times of procu rement , but as the d i 
rect historical approach is inappropri ate for the Kachemak
Eskimo , the se ac cou nts shou ld be v iewed w i th cau t ion .

The

known avai labi l i ty of species may ·s erve as some gu ide , al 
though even year-round re s i dent spec ies are d i f f icu lt to
procu re du ring ce rtain se asons .
resou rce ava i l abi l i ty might

be

Add i t i onally , present
d i f ferent f rom that of the
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past.

Archaeological data , while a good indicator of sea

sonality , is limited to the recognition of very few elements
with notable age and/or growth markers.
The three major mammals might have been taken year 
round.

Shortened periods of daylight constrain the hunting

of sea mammals in the winter.

Calm water is another factor.

The high percentages of very young seal remains indicate
that the sealing activity peaked in the summer • . Young por
poise remains suggest the same.
during the winter.

Marmots are in - hibernation

While available in late spring and sum

mer , these rodents are at their prime in the fall.
The taking of birds , also conditioned by weather and
daylight , might have been similarly limited.

Yesner ( 1977c)

found congruence with the archaeological data and the known
spring profile.

The types of birds used in his model are

are also available in the winter.

The low numbers of fledg

ling remains indicate that intensive birding did not occur
during summer or fall.
F ish are available throughout the year , but move
throughout . the bay.

Spring is the season for shallow water

feeding for most of these species , although halibut is
available in the fall.

Deep-water fishing might also be

viewed as primarily a calm water and light season activity.
Shellfish data for two species of molluscs suggest
that intensive harvest took place in the spring of the year ,
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although some probably were taken during any season.

Summer

shellfish may have been ignored due to possible poisoning,
but more than likely the major -warm season efforts must have
been directed in the quest of more valuable animals.
The data suggest that the greatest nutritional - poten
tial was realized during the relatively warm and light
months.

The availability of food species was more limited

at other seasons and may not have been actively sought, ac
cording to the few related ethnographic reports.
The late winter through early spring was probably the
period of lowest nutrition.

The heavy intake of shellfish

might have reduced hunger during this season.

If migrating

spring birds were used heavily in the diet, as Yesner
(1977c) suggests, then some variety in a late winter mollusc
diet became available.

Because fish may have been taken in

all seasons it is impossible from only archaeological data
to determine whether or not people actively sought them dur
in·g the late winter through early spring.

Spring might also

be the season when stored �ish ( salmon ? ) wou ld
supply.

be

in short

The archaeological evidence, while negative, cannot

account for the probable use of salmon flesh that was pre
pared at a different locale in a manner that would return
few bones to the main sites.

Plant foods, which are abun

dant in the summer and fall (Wennekens 1979), would not be
available during the cold seasons as added vital supplements
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to a heavy meat diet.

The pa �terned presence of growth ar

rest lines and hypoplasia in the . human remains (Chapter I I)
suggests that a season of nutritional insufficiency did
occur, probably every year_.

If low nutrition value shell

fish were the bulk of the late winter and early spring diet,
then these growth anomalies are associated with that season.
The cultural and fauna! evidence, both positive and
negative, suggests that Cottonwood Creek was predominately a
cold season occupation.

Chugachik Island fauna! data suggest

that this site was most proba bly a permanent settlement, but
cold season cultural indicators such as house remains and
stone lamps were not in evi�ence.

The later inhabitants of

the bay, known from Yukon Island Bluff and the upper compon
ent at · Cottonwood Creek, represent ephemeral and probably
warm season occupants.
Chugachik Island:

A Diachronic Record

of Fauna Utili zation
The stratified sample from 1 2 tests taken in 1 977
from Chugachik Is land permit some conunent as to possi ble
changes in the adaptive strategy.

From the distribution of

mammals, birds, fish, and shellfish throughout the midden
few interpretations can

be

made unless all test and level

frequencies are integrated in an attempt to discover fre
quency fluctuations through prehistoric time .
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For each of the above four faunal categories the
MNI 2 frequencies for each test and 10 centimeter level
were plotted.

Comparisons by level could then

be

calculated

for the entire site utilizing the mean frequency for each
level.

Two cautionary notes must

be

made • . First, the

complex stratigraphy does not necessarily mean with any
certainty that levels correspond throughout the site.
Second, preservation of bone, especially in the basal
deposits, is not as good as in the intermediate levels.
Nevertheless, intertest comparisons in the better preserved
strata should indicate if a general shift toward or away
from a given resource had occurred.
Line graphs of these data indicate a remarkable simi
larity for all four categories.
appears · to

be

For all resources there

an intensification of exploitation beginning

in the upper third of the site, peaking by about level 6,
and then rapidly diminishing until the total abandonment of
the site (Figures 17 through

2 0 ).

The use of seals, porpoises, and marmots (Figure 17)
begins with a very gradual rise in level 1 2 which acceler
ates in level 8.

Level 6 is the peak followed by a reduc

tion through level 3.

There is a marked decline after

level 3.
Utilizing all birds, more variability is noticeable
( Figure 18) than with mammals.
tion problems, level
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high frequency of bi rds should probably be dis regarded (note
dotted line on graph in Figure 18 ) .

At this depth only

three tests produced any bird bone at all, thus the profile
appears skewed.

Again there is a peak in le vel 6 using the

combined data .
Fish bone does not preserve as well as other bone in
the deeper strata of the midden.

While exploitation would

again appear to be quite uneven the peak between le vels 10
and 6 is significant (Figur e 19 ).
While the pattern matches the other fauna, the shell
fish represent the most dramatic exploitatio� change (Figure
20

).

Utilizing the MN I 2 data for the four frequently rep

resented molluscs, the sharpest rise in use of shellfish is
manif ested in le vels 1 1 through and climaxing in le vel 6.
The decline is equally dramatic .
Recalling our radiocarbon dates for the site, this
general intensifying and declining use of all resource cate
gories occurred after
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A . D. (165 years ) but before the

terminal date of 475 A . D. (!70 years) .
Discussion
While these data may ind icate an increased hunting
and gathering ability through time, a more logical explana
tion would be an increase in the human population or their
duration of stay at the site .

But there exists a cru cial

question generated by these findings:

Does the decline fol

lowing the resource peak use per iod reflect an abandonment
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by choi ce, or an over-exploitat ion of the resource base? · A
conclus ive answer cannot easily be derived.
Modern micro-environmental information including the
present ca.rrying capacity of the up bay reg ion is necessary.
L ittle data is available.

However, seal rookery population

sizes throughout this region have previously been noted
(Chapter IV ) as relatively small (about 25 animals. ) .

The

present size of the seal population around Chugachik Island
(50 + animals ) is about double the average.
Roughly estimating (through limited testing ) the
extent of the site size and symmetry, th� general outline of
the site is known.

It is· calculated that the strat ified

tests amounted to the taking of about 5% of the total site.
Assuming that the sample is representative of the total site

we may expand· the MN! 2 seal frequency of 323 by 20x,
equaling 6460 seals.

Further assuming an occupation length

of 8 0 0 years, the average yearly seal take was a cons·erva
ti ve eight seals.

However, in level 6 approximately twice

the mean was being taken, or about 16 seals.

While the kil

ling of 16 seals from a local population of over 50 might
not immediately endanger a thriving populat ion greatly, it
is probably not wise to assume that the past rookery pos
sessed as many an i mals as it does today.

Given constant,

albe it seasonal, hunting pressure on the bay seals, local
groups of these an imals were probably smaller.

Thus the

taking of 16 local seals yearly for a sustained period of
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time cou ld have led to a food crisis and/or an extirpation
of the adjacent seal popu lation.

Although it is very likely

that these mobile marine hunters cou ld tap several rookeries
at increasing dis tances from Chu gachik Is land, keeping a
centralized vil lage located where seal resou rces had been
severely dep leted through over-harvest may have become
untenable.
Fu rther research with other faunal types is mandatory
It shou ld be noted that evidence from

for verification .

other tested large Kachemak Eskimo sites in the bay suggests
that abandonment of the bay occu rred by about 5 00 A. O .

To

date, there are no clear signs that the Kachemak tradition
peop le were forced to abandon the bay due to hostile con
f lict with an invading popu lation.

Rather a vacuum was

probably created in the area which was re-entered several
centuries later.

The early re-occupation phases, such as

rep resented at the Yukon Island Blu ff site and upper com
ponent at Cottonwood Creek, appear to be tentative and
short -lived settlements of later prehistor i c Eskimos w i th
distant af finities.

The Tanaina Athapaskans may be recent

immigrants to the bay ( W. Workman 1 9 7 7b ;
Lobdel l 1 9 7 9 ;

w.

w.

Workman and

Workman, Lobdel l, and K. Workman n. d. ) .
Bone :

An Integral Resource

While the actual human modifications of bone are not
a main f ocus of this stu dy, some mention of the imp ortance
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of animal bone as a cultural resource is appropriate.

In

addition to meat, fat, fur, and feathers, · the raw materials
supporting the cultural 'life of Kachemak Bay Eskimos
included the heavy utilization of bone.
These peoples had mastered the art of bone working so
well that elements utilized cannot

be

identified on approxi

mately _ 75% of the bone tools that were recovered.

Bone har

poons, points, fishhooks, and even some artistic bone pieces
can seldom be identified to the species or even the element.
This complete modification of some bone elements might

be

viewed as a limiting factor in the MNI and nutritional anal
yses.

For a more complete discussion of tool types made of

bone see K. Workman ( 1977).

Only a few tool types and in

completed tools permit identification.
Generally speaking, most of the finished tools are
made from the dense compact bones of mammals.

Although the

bone in many of these tools is unidentifiable, many were
made from whale bone.

Large cervid metapodials were modi

fied into beamers, but unrecognizable bone impl�ments may
have also been made from the same elements.

Ulnae of mam

mals and many different bird elements were used for awls.
The presence of numerous distal and proximal ends of ele
ments, mostly from birds, indicate that the diaphyses of the
bones were prized more than the articular ends.

The "ring

and snap" technique of bone modification was practiced.
shafts of bird humeri for tubes indicate their use for

The
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drinking or possibly need le storage.

The diversity of

species used is typified by the various incompletely modi
fied animal elements shown in Figure 21.

While these are

only a sample, some indicate use while others are simply
toolmaking discards.
Animal Pathologies
Archaeological sites may serve as a source of pre
served pathologic animal elements that wou ld normally be
lost in nature.

Injuries or il lnesses to animal s may have

passed almost unnoticed to the site inhabitants, but are
often of interest to present biological research.

Bone

anomalies indicate that some animals were able to reach
maturity or lead somewhat normal existences in the face of
even crippling conditions.
The majority of pathologies noticed incl uded smal l
exostoses that wou ld not have threatened the life of the
animals.

The most severe fractures, degenerative joint

problems , and probable malig nant g rowths shown in Figure 2 2,
were found only at the Chugachik Is land site.
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Fi g ure 21. Examples of Mod i f ie d Bones re cov e red f rom
Chugach ik I sland (SEL 033). From le f t to r ight. Top Row :
Le f t Prox imal ulna, loon (awl ) ; d i s tal tar some ta ta r s us, swan
? (awl ) ; le f t and r i g h t prox imal humer i , g ulls ( r i n g and ·
s nap marks ) ; r i g h t prox imal h ume rus, d uck (long i tud inal c ut,
i ncomple te) ; rig h t prox imal humerus, large bi rd (awl ) ; ulna,
cerv i d (awl). Bot tom Row : D i s tal me tapod ial , ce rv id ( r i ng
and snap, long i tud inal split) ; t usk, walr us ( long itudinal
c·ut, i n complete ) ; prox imal r i b, whale ; antler t ine , cerv id ;
le f t u l na, marmot (awl ).
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Figure 2 2. Patholog ic Bones re cove red from Chugach ik
Island (S EL 0 3 3). From l e f t to ri ght. Top . Row : Left
fe mur , murre ' (h ealed head frac ture , hype ros tosis ) ; l e ft
t i b iotasus , yel low-bil led loon (h eal ed frac ture ) ; left
t i bi a/f i bula , hoary marmot (heal ed fr�c ture/fus ion) ; left
ulna , hoary marmot ( h ealed fracture) ; right rad ius/u l na ,
hoary marmot (h eal ed frac ture/fusion) ; rig ht femur , red fox
(degenerat ive j o i nt d isease - osteoarthr i t is) Bottom Row :
· Anal , f ish (ne9plasm).

CHAPTER I X
GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONC LUS IONS

The osteological components · recovered from three
archaeological sites at Kachemak Bay provided a data base
for research into questions of past human population pro
files, racial affinities, and widespread population rela
tionships.

Qualitative interpretations of life conditions

based on the study of common, rare, and likely nutritionally
stimulated pathologies were attempted.

As the human condi

tion cannot be easily divorced from the paleo-environment ,
the faunal components were analyzed to determine their past
resourc.e potential.

The Kachemak Eskimo and later inhabi

tants of the same region employed primarily maritime subsis
tence.

The ordinal importance of coastal marine animals,

bottom fishes, littoral molluscs, and sea birds were also
studied.
1. )

The results of this research are as follows:
A small human skeletal series has been identi

fied as North Pacific Eskimo, with closest populational
relations to adjacent areas such as Prince William Sound,
and the contemporary population of Kodiak Island.

Close

similarities to distant groups such as Ipiutak are not so
easily explained.

Nor can the later peoples of Kodiak be

seen as closely related.

The identification of a rare neo

plasm, hemangioendothelioma, is a unique find that provided
26 2
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the opportunity to infer prolonged care of the very sick.

It

appears that all inhabitants of Kachemak Bay were subj ect to
nutritional stresses, at least on a seasonal basis.
Demographic data is at best . incomplete.

The age-at-death

profiles for women and men are markedly different.

The

bizarre mortuary practices, interesting in themselves, may

be

a further indication that the recovered sample of males is
inadequate for demographic conclusions.

Nevertheless, a high

child mortality is matched by remarkable longevity, probably
in adult males but certainly . in adult females.
The faunal data are more difficult to intepret.
Standard MN! calculations may not work with these types of
large coastal sites.

Thus, several calculations with the

sole intention of being best representative, given the sam
ple, have been employed.

The resultant frequency data is

used, not so much as a predictive model with the intent of
estimating population size, etc. , but to rank the probable
contributions of the animals to human life.

Problems of

underrepresentation were common and treated with appropriate
caution .
2. )

Marmnal remains are dominated by marine species.

Small seals and porpoises were the most important species.
The extent of past whaling continues to be uncertain.
land mammal remains are also underrepresented, but some
small local species, such as hoary marmots, were often
taken.

Large
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3. )

Bird remains are similarly conunon, but their

contribution to the total diet was probably least important.
While a diversity of species was noted, the primarily sought
birds were local ducks, alcids, and gulls.
4. )

importance.

Fishes were second only to mammals in food
The common fishes were all bottom-dwellers:

cods, starry floonde� and halibut.

The latter, though in

lesser MNI frequencies than the others, provided the most
food.

Ethnographically documented accounts of salmon fish

ing are not supported by the zooarchaeological data.
Cultural practices that inhibited . recovery of salmon bones

are suspected.

If substantfal quantities of salmon were

taken at a distant location and returned to centralized
occupations for later consumption, then fishing may well
have provided the dietary mainstay with hunting being
supplementary in importance.
5. )

Shellfish make up the vast ma jority of faunal

remains in Kachemak Bay midden sites.

Many types of mol

lus cs were taken, with local availability the pri me factor
in their selection.
values.

Shellfish, however, are low in nutrient

Altho ugh some ty pes of shellfish were difficult or

impossible to quantify from the fragmented remains, even a
generous estimation of their nutritional contribution is
meager in contrast to the tonnage of physical remains.

The

taking of shellfish was only more important than the taking
of birds.

However, shellfish were easily obtained and,
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therefore, their procurement was not restricted to the hardy
and healthy members of the human community.
6. )

No concise statements as to the seasonality of

proc urement can yet be made.

The ma jority of sea mammals

were taken in the warmer and lighter months.

Birds were

most likely pursued with vigor during the late winter and
spring as were shellfish.

The bottom fishes were likely

available in the spring but could have been taken anytime
the weather permitted.

Undoubtedly, some mammals, birds,

shellfish, and fish were taken all year long, but the con
straints
tions.

of weather were doubtlessly the primary .limita

Shellfish , su pplemented by birds, may have been the

predominant source of food during the late winter and early
spring.

This season was a period of nutritional insuf

ficiency as manifested in the widespread and patterned human
skeletal pathologies.
7. )

Data from the stratified tests at Chugachik

Island suggest changes in the hunting and fishing yields
through time.

Population growth at the site led to the

increased catches as seen in the upper strata .

It appears

that this growth was underway early in the First Millenium
A. O. but peaked quickly.
thereafter.

The site was abandoned shortly

Whether or not this rise and decline is

evidence of an over-exploitation of the resources remains to
be seen.

The increased catches of harbor seals may have

been detrimental to that resource only.

Whether or not
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alternative food sources were in equal j eopardy is not yet
known.

At any rate , the increase and fall are marked and

the fate of the Kachemak Eskimo is unknown.

The bay may

have remained uninhabited or in cultural and populatiohal
decline for several subsequent centuries.
The Future of the Past in Kachemak Bay
The complex coastline· occupations of Kachemak Bay are
becoming better known each research year.

This particular

study has been an attempt at a "first word" concerning bio
archaeology and zooarchaeology.
be written , as well as found.

The "last word" has yet to
At least some beginnings of

quantified human and faunal interpretations are now availa
ble and may serve to stimulate additional field and labora
tory research.
Some problems encountered during the research for
this preliminary study need to be overcome.

At least an

attempt should be made toward a greater understanding of
human biological and adaptive prehistory in the region.
First, the problems involving comparative human
skeletal series from the Gulf of Alaska are most glaring.
The provenience and cultural identification data from large
samples collected early in this century througho ut the Aleu
tians and on Kodiak Island are suspect.

It is time to base

skeletal studies on new and more reliable samples of skulls
that have not been first subdivided into shape categories.
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"Longheads" are always going to

be

different from .

"shortheads," but these arbitrary and pro bably · incorrect
divisions have introduced sho rtcomings to Alaskan skeletal
studies.

It would

be

advantageous to begin to look at more

than just cranial elements as well.

Additional large

samples need to be obtained or any furthe r statistical
studies and distance tests will continue to suffer from the :
biases in the early research st udies.

The recent three

field season research efforts . in Kachemak Bay are proof of

the difficulty in obtaining large samples.

Hope.fully, the

benefits of more accurate provenience details and temporal
assignments have been realized.

Unfortunately, Kachemak Bay

is only a small portion of a much greater sphere of past
biological interaction that may never be understood without
resumed efforts to gain and maintain human skeletal series
that are as free as possible from the early observer biases.
Certainly future research is dependent upon the ongoing
recovery of these data _ from several areas th roughout the
Gulf of Alaska as well as in Kachemak Bay .

S imi larly,

comparative quantified data for zooarchaeological remains
from around the Gulf of Alaska are in limited supply.

The

few studies that have been completed have seldom incl uded
comprehensive information about shellfish, fish, and birds.
Manunalian data alone are not sufficient for inter -area com
parisons or complete subsistence studies.
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Finally , the sampling · problems for certain faunal
species remain a hindrance.

Fragile shell fish remains and

fish bones are especially difficult to quantify.

Weig ht and

volume have proved unsatisfactory , but obtaining large sample
MN ! data is still not possible given current methods.

While

presently at a loss to suggest alternatives , different field
recovery strategies should

be

considered for future research.

The quantified data from Chugachik Island for fish and
shellfish are more enlightening than the field estimates of
the same materials from Cottonwood Creek.
The on-site computerization of large sample data
might aid in the permanent recovery of usually discarded
information.

The , logistic problems of sample return might

be by-passed for certain voluminous components such as fish
bones and molluscan remains.

New programs and machines now

exist that were not available at the onset of this study.
Certainly cost and logistic nig htmares are far from over for
coastal field research , but portable data recording/
retrieval systems are �ecoming more feasible.

Further data

retrieval programs for mammal and bird elements will hasten
the recovery of quantified results.
The excavations of both large and small sites from
around Kachemak Bay may bring to lig ht different seasonal
occupation information.

The refinement of shellfish season

ality testing should be expanded to include other pelecy pods
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and, hopefully, gastropods .

Concentrated seas onality

inquiries into smal l midden sites may yield data for
poorly known seas ons of population dispersal.

Hopefu lly,

the use of salmon resources · can eventual ly be clarified
Continued and proposed midden

during a future excavation .

tests of archaeological time periods not yet documented may
provide additional clues to the diachronic resource
potential of Kachemak Bay.
While current data are becoming known, more inf orma
tion concerning present faunal resources needs to
corded in order to understand the past.

be

re

Z ooarchaeological

studies of diverse resources need current inf ormation on the
present distribution and availability of al l species .

The

emphasis to dat� has revolved around presently sought game
or desirable species.

The " lowly " clams, flounders, mur

relets, and marmots have great z ooarchaeological potential
even though these species have little modern-world human
subsistence value .

It may

be

desirable f or studies dealing

w i th the extant fauna to be in i t i a ted by someone w i th an
empathy for the past.
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An Epilogue
Reqretably, the 1964 earthquake has accelerated the
loss of many important coastal sites throughout the Gulf of
Alaska.

Research efforts have not accelerated commensu

rately.

It would be beneficial to find substantive encour

agement for more research immediately, including new
highly-specialized studies.

The time is fast approaching

when much coastal work may be of a salvage nature.

It is

going to be difficult to . practice hypothetico-deductive
approaches while standing knee-deep in the rising tide.
thing is certain:

Man may hesitate, the ocean does not.

One
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